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Absttact

Surficial geology mapping, section description, shallow seismic reflection, ground
penetrating radar and drilling are used to determine the stratigraphy of the Nass Valley and the
glacial history of the Nass River region. The glacial sediment package, most completely
represented in the Nass Valley, comprises till, glaciomarine and glaciofluvial deposits. From the
analysis of these deposits and their stratigraphic relationships, a complex sequence of glacial
events is deterrnined.
The most complete Quatemary stratigraphic sequence is found in the Nass Valley; less
complete sequences occur elsewhere in the study a m Till is the most pervasive deposit, as 1 is
found throughout the region, at aii elevations. From oldest to youngest, the region's stratigraphy
comprises bedrock, till, fluvial or lacustrine interstadial sediments, till, glaciomafine proximal
deposits, glaciomarine distal deposits, glaciofluvial braidplaidbraid delta deposits and Holocene
deposits.
There is little evidence of glacial and nonglacial deposition prior to the last glaciation. A
Middle Wisconsinan age was obtained from a section in a small valley near the Nass Valley.
Palynology of this site shows that spruce forests with no modem analogues were the dominant
vegetation at that time. Till and glaciofluvial deposits formed before the laçt glaciation were
unequivocally identified at only one site; other such deposits may have been removed by highly
erosive glaciers as glaciation progressed.
At the height of the last glaciation, ice flowed southwest over the entire region. it deposited
a compact till called 'Kwinatahl till', which is derived from Bowser Lake Group metasedimentary
bedrock that underlies the eastern part of the study area. Kwinatahl till deposits are locally more
than 50 m thick.
As ice thinned during deglaciation, it becarne confined to valleys and fiords. 'Kinskuch till', a
till containing rounded clasts and volcanic material, formed in the northeastem part of the study
area at this tirne. Kinskuch till ovedies Kwinatahltill and occurs in an area of drumlinized terrain. The
drumlins are interpreted to have formed by deformation of Kinskuch till.
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High sea levels at the onset of deglaciation likely caused calving and rapid retreat of glaciers
in fiord areas. The -mum

marine Iimit is 230 m above present sea level, and is thought to have

been achieved around 10 500 radiocarbon years BP. Rapid deglaciation and rapid sea level fall
occurred afier this maximum was reached.
In the fiords, interbedded gravel, sand and silt were deposited subaqueously in ice-proximal
glaciomarine environments during the eariy part of deglaciation. These deposits grade distaliy to
massive siky clay. Apparently, the glaciers experienced no stillstands; proximal to distal
depositional environments migrated, following rapidly retreating ice margins. Distal siity clay
deposits in the Nass Valley are up to 25 m thick
Eventually, ice became grounded as valley glaciers retreated and sea level dropped.
Extensive meltwater braidplains formed in front of the glaciers, terminating in marine water and
forming large braid deltas at their temini. Deltas without associated braidplains fomied in more
rnountainous areas, where valleys are smaller and steeper. The deltas and braidplains record sea
levels of 230, 185,150 and 135 m above present sea level, of which the 150 m highstand was the
longest Iived.
In the upper Nass Valley, one such braidplain (the Nass Braidplain North) formed during the
185 m highstand. It was succeeded by the Aiyansh Braidplain, an extensive braidplain that formed

northeast of the town of New Aiyansh when sea level had dropped to 150 m. The meltwater river
occupied the western side of a bedrock ndge when the Nass Braidplain North formed, but it
switched to the eastem side of the ridge to form the Aiyansh Braidplain. The river then moved back
to its original location (on the western side) when sea Ievel was at 135 m, forming a s d l braidplain
southwest of the Nass Braidplain North. Sea level then fell to its present level. The meltwater river
evolved into the modem Nass River and assumed its cunent course, which incises the 185 m and
135 rn braidplains.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Introduction

Glaciation in British Columbia has been extensive and its effects on the landscape
profound. Most of the province's mountainous landscape shows evidence of glacial scouring
and deposition. Much is known about the movements and deposits of the last known ice body,

the Cordilleran Ice Sheet, but mos?of this information documents glacial history in southern B.C.,
the most populous and most accessible region of the province (e.g- Ryder et al., 1991). Vast
tracts of northern B.C. have not been investigated and their glacial history is unknown, in part due
to the inaccessibility of the region. Research in these northem areas is still needed, and the Nass
River region of northwestem B.C. is an example of such an area. Pnor to this work, very little was
known about its glacial history. The Nass River region is located just east of the lower portion of
the Alaskan panhandle (Figure 1.1).

Mineral deposits of silver, gold, lead, zinc, molybdenum and copper have attracted
considerable attention in the region over the years (Sharp, 1980; Dawson and Alldnck, 1986) and
gold is currently being mined at Red Mountain (Figure 1.1). Despite the area's mineral wealth,
there have been only very limited bedrock or Quaternary studies, and no regional scale mapping.
The objectives of this dissertation are to detemine the Quatemary geology,
geomorphology and stratigraphy of the Nass River region, and to produce an overview of the
glacial history of the area. This work helps filf part of the gap in our knowledge about glaciation in
northern B.C.
The Geological Survey of Canada initiated the "Nass River Projecr to address the paucity
of geological data in the area through a specially funded program of regional bedrock and surficial
geology mapping. The surficial geology mapping aspect of the project was undertaken as a
component of this dissertation. Two 1:100 000 sheets were mapped: NTS sheets 103P/NW
and 103PlSW. 103PlSW has been extended eastward somewhat, in order to include important

U

Ice bodies

Figure 1 . 1 . General location map of the study area. The small triangle is Red Mountain.

glacial features of the Nass Valley (Figure 1.2). These two map areas cover the western half of the
1:250000 sheet 103P (as well as a small portion of the eastem half).

Reconnaissance level mapping was done in the fiist field season (1996)- Most of the study
area was covered at that time and a number of stratigraphic questions were identified. Sediments
in the Nass Valley, a major feature of the study area, were found to be poorly exposed.

Man-

made and natural exposures were extremely rare. Massive, weathered day is cornmon, as are

coarse gravel deposits- Sandy sediments are scarcer. Two large gravel plains flanking a low,
valley-parallel bedrock rise, were mapped. Farther up-valley and in adjacent Kinskuch Valley,
drumlins were found.
The relationship of these deposits to each other and the underlying bedrock, as well as the
sequence of glacial events in the valley were unclear. The regional surficial geology mapping thus
revealed that a more focussed approach would be required in order to understand the glacial
history of the Nass Valley, which appears to have b e n a major depocentre. To this end, shallow
seismic reflection, ground penetrating radar, section description, borehole drilling and
geophysical downhole logging were employed in subsequent field seasons to investigate the
sedimentary structures and the stratigraphic sequence in this area. The goal of these detailed
studies was to extend the surficial geology into the third dimension, to better define the gbcial
sedimentary sequences.
In surnmary, this dissertation airns to provide an outline of regional glacial history for the
entire region and to elucidate in more detail the sequence stratigraphy of the Nass Valley.
Applied information arising out of the research includes the two surficial geology maps, the
location and extent of aggregate resources and potential groundwater aquifers, and the location
of areas of potential siope instability.

The research thus has potential applications for civil

engineering, water resources, aggregate resources, and the forestry and fisheries industries.

Figure 1.2. The extent o f the thesis area (hatched) and the NTS sheet numbers of the surficial geology
maps. Ice bodies are white with heavy border; water bodies are grey.

Physical Setting

Physiography

The study area encompasses parts of the Coast and Skeena Mountain physiographic
regions of the Canadian Cordillera (Mathews, 1986) and includes the Nass Depression and the
Boundary, Northem Fiord and Kiimat Ranges.

The Nass Depression

6

a wide, bedrock

influenced lowland that trends southeastward in the northeastem part of the study area; it is part
of the Skeena Mountain physiographic unit (Figure 1.1). The Coast Mountains are divided into

the Boundary Ranges in the north and central parts of the study area, the Northem Fiord Ranges

in the west and the Kiimat Ranges in the south (Figure 1.1). The southern Nass River Valley is
considered to be part of the Nass Depression, but is referred to here as the Nass Valley to avoid
confusion.
Mountain peaks range from 1100 to 2265 rn as1 and alpine ice caps such as the Carnbria Ice
Field are present at high elevations (Figure 1.1). Modem cirque and valley glaciers (Figure 1.3a)
are also present, but none reach fiord waters today. Ice cover is common, but it is not as extensive
as it is in other areas to the northwest (Henoch, 1967). In 1972, the glaciation level (critical

elevation above which glaciers form) in coastal B.C. was about 900 m; this elevation increases
linearfy to the east (astrem, 1972).
The montane landscape has been both carved and smoothed by glaciation. Jagged and

rounded mountain peaks and ridges (Figure 1.3b. c) separate numerous U-shaped val!eys.
Homs, arêtes and cirques are prevalent at higher elevations, while rounded ridges are common at

lower ones. Hanging valleys are characteristic features along the walls of the larger valleys and
fiords (Figure 1-4).
Steep-sided coastal fiords in the western part of the study area extend for tens of
kilometres, emphasizing the considerable vertical relief in this region (Figure 1.3~). The fiords
tend to be v-shaped, rather than u-shaped, especiafly Hastings A m and Observatory lnlet (Figure
1-3d). In the eastem part of the map area, relief is not as pronounced. Many of the mountains are

flat-topped, and may be part of a former plateau.

Figure 1.4. Lookiiig nortliwcst across Ness Vallcy froiti Kscdin Crcck arcn. 1-iiingingviillcys, cirqucs iind iir2tes iiïc cotnition viillcy sidc fcaturcs.

The Nass River is a single channeied, straight to sinuous river incised into bedrock in its
upper reaches, where it flows southeastward along the Nass Depression. it flows southwest in
the southern part of the study area, along the Nass Valley. The river has a more complex planforrn
south of the rnouth of Tseax River, foming a wandering gravel-bed river with generally one or two
(less commonly three) active channels and a wide floodplain (Figure 1.3b).

Ciimate
The region has cold, wet winters and cool summers due to the influence of Polar Maritime
air (Farley, 1979). Mean annual precipitation ranges from 150 to 350 cm,with higher mountain
peaks receiving the most precipitation, mainly in the fonn of snow (Farîey, 1979).

January

temperatures are between 0" and -1SOC, while July temperatures average 14-16°C in the îowlands
and less than 14°C in the mountains (Farley, 1979).
The biogeoclimatic zones of the map area include coastal western hemlock in valleys and
fiords, as well as Engelmann spruce/subalpine fir, subalpine mountain hemlock and alpine tundra,
listed in order of increasing elevation (Farley, 1979).

Bedrock Geology
Carter and Grove (1971) produced a preliminary geological map of the area that has been

expanded upon by more recent studies. The bedrock in the study area is a mDc of sedimentary,
igneous and metamorphic rocks. Figure 1.5 is a compilation of geological data from Carter and
Grove (1971) and the sources referred to below.
The Jura-Cretaceous Bowser Lake Group forms the bedrock in the eastem half of the study
area. These rocks are slightly metamorphosed (homfels grade), consisting of sandstone (lithic or
arkosic arenite), siltstone and mudstone turbidite sequences (Evenchick and Mustard, 1996) that
forrned in open shelf and deep manne settings (Evenchick et al., 1992). Bowser Lake Group
rocks are grey or dark grey in the Nass Depression (Evenchick and Mustard, 1996) and blue grey
elsewhere.

Cretaceous to Tertiary plutons are the major bedrock unit in the western part of the map
area. They comprise quartz monzonite, quartz monzodiorite, granodiorite and granite (Greig and
Gehrels, 1995, Evenchick and Mustard, 1996, Evenchick and Holm, 1997).
Interbedded metavolcanic and metasedimentary rocks of Tnassic-Jurassic age are found in
the north and northwest, as well as in the Anyox region. Detailed mapping of these units has
been done in areas of mineral potential- Mudstone,
conglomerate of the Kitsault Valley

siltstone, sandstone, wacke and

area are interbedded with porphyritic basalt, volcanic breccia

and andesitic tuff (Dawson and Alldrick, 1986). Tertiary quartz monzonite and granodiorite
intrusions and rnicrodiorite to larnprophyre dykes

are present locally. In the vicinity of Kinskuch

Lake, siltstone, sandstone, Iimestone, and cheR alternate with mafic pyroclastics, felsic tuff, felsic
tuff -breccia and porphyritic dacite (Greig, 1992). These rocks are subdivided into the Stuhîni and
Hazelton Groups (Greig, 1992). Rhyolite dykes and sills intrude the youngest formations. Tertiary
granite, Paleozoic (?) to Mesozoic folded plutonic, volcanic and sedimentary rocks make up the
Anyox pendant, near Anyox (Evenchick and Holm, 1997). In this area, slightly metamorphosed
Middle Jurassic Bowser Lake sandstone, siltstone and mudstone tuibidites are undertain by
Triassic to Middle Jurassic pillow basalt, tuff and breccia. A complex of igneous, volcanic and
sedimentary rocks of uncertain age are found west of Anyox along Portland Canal. Gabbro dykes
are common and quartz monzodiorite or quartz diorite dykes are found locally. Hazelton Group

rnudstone, siltstone, wacke, debns flow conglomerate, basalt, tuff and tuff-breccia are found to
the north of the map area, in the vicinity of Meziadin and Bowser iakes (north of the White River
area).
Young tava flows of slightly vesicular columnar basalt with plagioclase phenocrysts are
present locally in the Kwinatahl and Nass Valley areas (Evenchick and Mustard, 1996, Haggart,
1998). They are thought to be Pleistocene in age. A flow in Hoan Creek dated at 175 I50 ka BP,
confirms this hypothesis (Evenchick et al., 1997). A Holocene hva flow (the Aiyansh flow)
occupies the lower Tseax River Valley and extends into the Nass River valley, near the town of
New Aiyansh (for location of rivers, see Figure 1.1). it is an alkali basalt flow that occurred about

220 years ago and appears to have altered the course of the Nass River (Sutherland Brown,
1969).

Objectives

The primary objectives of this study are to detennine the glacial histoty and glacial geology

of the Nass River area. These goals can be summarized as three distinct objectives:

1.

To determine and tu rnap the Quatemary geology and geomorphology of the Nass River

region. Ernphasis 6 placed on deducing the depositional environrnents that produced the
lithostratigraphic succession.

2.

To determine the glacial history of the region.

3.

To identify and define in more detail the sequence of events that created the Nass Valley

basin fill.

These objectives are expanded upon below.

1.

Quatemary geology of the Nass River region

Surficial geology and geomorphic units are determined by air photo interpretation and field
mapping. Details provided by surficial rnapping include relative succession of the major units,
marine Iimit, various types of till present, and the location of geomorphic features such as
glaciofluvial deltas, alluvial fans, fan deltas, drumlins and landslides.

2.

Glacial history of the region

Glacial histoty is detemined by uncovering evidence of former ice flow directions, depositional

processes and the style of glaciation and deglaciation. The ways in which the deposits formed,
the regional sequence of events and the thickness of the Cordilleran Ice Sheet are investigated.

The timing of glacial events are detemined by radiocarbon dating. Finally, correlations are made
with glacial events in other areas of B.C.

3.

The seguence of events that created the Nass Valley basin fil1

By combining stratigraphic and glacial history information, the changing depositional

environments that existed throughout the last glaciation is outlined. The chronology of glacial
events, the speed of isostatic rebound, and the role of the currently incised Nass River in the
postglacial history of the area are more difficult to define, as they hinge on the availability of
radiocarbon datable material.

CHAPTER TWO
PR€VlOUS WORK

Regional Glacial History Studies

Introduction
There are only a few studies dealing with glaciation in northem British Columbia. Areas that
have been investigated in the general vicinity of the study area include: 1) Stikine Valley, 2)
southeast Alaska, 3) Tenace-Kiirnat, 4) Queen Charlotte Island/Prince Rupert, 5) SmithersBulkley Valley and 6) Babine Lake (Figure 2.1).

Ryder and Maynard (1991) produced a

generalized map of ice flow directions in northem B.C. at the climax of the Fraser Glaciation
(Figure 2.2). In general, the regions surrounding the study area show evidence of an interstadial
period (probably the Olympia Nongfacial Interval), followed by the hst glaciation and the current
postglacial period (Table 2.1).

In the thesis, dates are given as radiocarbon kiloyears before

present.
The Olympia Nonglacial lnterval started before 59 ka BP and continued until about 25 ka BP
(Clague, 1981). It was followed by the last glaciation (Fraser Glaciation). The latter event spanned
about 25 to 10 ka BP, but the time of deglaciation varies locally, so that some coastal areas were
ice-free by 15 ka BP, vuhile more intenor lociztions were not deglaciated until about 10 ka BP
(Table 2.1).

60th the Fraser glaciation and the Olympia event are Wisconsinan in age. The

current postglacial period spans the Holocene, from about 10 ka BP to present. Evicience of preFraser Glaciation is rare in the region, due to scouring of eatlier deposits during the Fraser event.
Table 2.1 gives the few exceptions.

Queen Charlotte lsland/Dixon Entrance Region
In the northem Queen Charlotte Islands at Cape Ball, the only regional evidence of a preFraser event is a glaciomarineîtill sequence of infinite radiocarbon age (Clague et al., 1982a). t is
overlain by nonglacial deposits of Olympia age (28-23 ka BP),

glacial sediments of Late

Figure 2.1. Location map of Quatemary investigation sites in the vicinity of the study area. The
Stikine Valley, Queen Charlotte Islands, Terrace-Kitimat, Prince Rupert, Srnithen-Bulkley Valley
and Babine Lake regions are detailed study locales.

Figure 2.2. Ice flow directions in Northem B.C. at the c l i m ê ~of Wisconsinan Glaciation (from Ryder
and Maynard, 199 1 ).

Wisconsinan age and postglacial sediments dated at 15-16 ka BP (Table 2.1) (Clague et al.,
1982a, Blaise et al., 1990). Further West at Mary Point, advance-phase outwash was deposited
from 23 to 21 ka BP, followed by till deposition under advancing ice, which subsequently
retreated from 16 to 15 ka BP (Blaise et al., 1990). Flora was well established on the island by 1615 ka BP (Warner et

ai., 1982). Fraser ice was probably a complex of piedmont ice flowing

southwest from the mainland coast and south from Alaska, which joined local Queen Chariotte ice
caps and reached its -mum

sometime after 21 ka (Clague et al.. 1982a. Barrie and Conway,

1998, 1999). Ice in Dixon Entrance was at least 350 m thick at this time (Barrie and Conway,
1999).
Deglaciation was rapid, starting at around 15 ka and finishing by 13.5 to 13 ka BP (Barrie
and Conway, 1998, 1999). The Prince Rupert area, which has few glacial deposits, was
deglaciated by 12.7 ka BP (Clague, l984b).
The deglacial period was one of sea level lowstand near the Queen Charlotte Islands
(Clague et al., 1982a,Josenhans et al., 1995, 1997), such that Hecate Strait formed a land bridge
and Dixon Entrance was nanower (Barrie and Conway, 1999).

Glaciofluvial outwash, fluvial,

Iacustrine and beach deposits forrned on the land bridge and were later submerged (Barrie and
Conway, 1999, Josenhans et al.. 1995). Sea level at Prince Rupert, however, was at least 11 m
above present at 12.7 ka BP (Clague, 1984b). after which time it dropped.

Southeast Alaska Region
In the southern 'Alaskan Panhandle' region, reported evidence of glaciation is Late

Wisconsinan in age. Most information is for deglacial time only. ice retreat in the area was rapid
due to abundant calving and deglaciation was complete by about 13.5 ka BP (Mann and Hamilton,

r 995).
In the Juneau area, glaciomarine diamictons that pre-date 12.8 ka BP and that are found
above 120 m asl, rarely contain fossils (Miller, 1973). This suggests that conditions were more
turbid and sediment influx was high dunng the eariy stages of ice retreat (manne limit was 230 rn
asl; Miller, 1972). Fossils and foraminifera are common, however, in lower elevation deposits. The

highest dated manne deposit in this area is at 121 m ad (11.9 ka BP), while other deposits at
elevations below 31 m ad have produced dates of 12.3 to 12.8 ka BP (Miller, 1973). The latter
deposits would be interpreted today ar fan deltas. lt is possible that the fan delta material was
reworked from glaciomarine diamicton of higher elevations, so it could be that these dates actually
represent a time when sea level was above 121 m. It should be noted that the dates obtained by
Miller are from marine shells and may be too old by about 600 years. due to the ocean reservoir
effect.

A number of deltas fomed in the Juneau area during deglaciation, at elevations of 75 and

150 m (Miller, 1972).

There are none at the highest manne Iimit of 230 m. Extensive raised

beaches are found at 185 and 150

mlas well as at lower elevations (Miller, 1972). The

185 m

deposits are older than 8.3 ka BP. Deposits at 55 m are between 10.6 and 7.2 ka BP in age.
Neoglacial ice advances occuned from 3500 to 2000 years ago in the Juneau area. Modern
glaciers reached their Little Ice Age maxima 230 years ago (Miller, 1972).

Terrace-Kitimat Region

Extensive glaciomanne, glaciofluvial and deltaic deposits have been mapped in the Skeena
Valley and Tenace-Kitimat region, but till is rare in this area (Clague, 1984b). At the glacial
maximum (about 18 ka BP), ice Iikely covered peaks up to 2000 r n high and thinned toward the
coast (Clague, 1984b).
A late glacial nse in sea level is thought to have triggered rapid retreat of ice in coastal areas,

followed by slower retreat as ice became confined to fiords. South of Kitirnat, fiord glaciers
retreated rapidly (8-10 m/a between 12.7 and 12 ka) but at 12 ka, halted long enough to produce
a submerged gravelly morainal sill in Douglas Channel (Bornhold, 1983). By 11 ka, ice had
retreated to the Kitimat area. Large volumes of coarse, ice-proximal sediment were deposited in
northem Kitimat A m at this time (Bomhold, 1983).
Further south, slow initial retreat of fiord glaciers was followed by rapid retreat in Burke
Channel near Bella Cwla, but the exact timing of these events is not known (McCann and
Kostaschuk, 1987).

Sometime between 12.7 and 10.5 ka BP, ice was flowing southwestward in the Skeena
Valley past Terrace (Figure 2.2) and southward in the Kitimat-Terrace corridor (Clague, 1984b).
An end moraine was constnicted at Kiimat at a b u t 11 ka BP. The Tenace-Kiimat region was not

completely ice free until 10-10.5 ka BP (Table 2.1 ) (Clague, 1984b). Deglaciation occurred by
downwasting and frontal retreat, resufting in a connected system of valley glaciers.

When

deglaciation began, sea level was approximately 200 m higher than present, and glaciomanne
sediments were deposited in fiords. Deltas formed at the mouths of valleys that are tributary to the
Skeena Valley and the Kiimat Tenace corrÏdoc some have two deltas fomed at different sea
Ievels (Clague, 1984b). Large delta-sandur complexes graded to the 200 m marine limit formed at

ice margins when retreating valley glaciers stabilized for short periods of time. (Sandurs and their
deltas are referred to in the thesis as braidplains and braid deitas, after McPherson et al., (1987).
They are shown as 'glaciofluvial plain' and 'glaciofluvial delta' on the rnaps ta comply with the GSC

standard). At about 10.1 ka BP, a large glacial lake f o n e d north of Tenace, dammed behind one
such feature (Clague, 1984a,b).

Srnithers-Bulkley Valley Region
Fluvial and lacustrine sediments of possible Olympia age underlie Fraser Till in Bulkley
Valley (Table 2.1) (Clague, 1984b). As ice advanced to the southeast during the Fraser Glaciation
(Figure 2.2), glaciolacustrine and glaciofluvial sediments were laid down in proglacial areas. Till
was deposited over these sediments during the Fraser advance. Degiacial deposits are few,

indicating relatively debris-free ice and active flow during retreat (Clague, 1984b).

Babine Lake Region

The earliest glaciation in the Babine Lake (Nechako Plateau) region is recorded solely by
glaciated bedrock underlying the oldest nonglacial sediments, and therefore its age is unknown,
although it is older than 34 ka (Table 2.1). Pre-Late Wisconsinan (Olympia?) fluvial and lacustrine
environments were followed by proglacial glacioflwial and glaciolacustnne settings as ice rnoved
into the area.

Early work in the Babine Lake-Nechako Plateau region was done by Armstrong and Tipper
(1948). They concluded that the main ice centre of the Cordilieran ice Sheet in this area during

the last glacial maximum was in the Coast Mountains, and that ice flowed eastward from the Coast
Mountains across the Nechako Plateau and northwest up the Rocky Mountain Trench. Recent
work, however, contradicts t his conclusion (Levson et al., 1997, Stumpf et al., in press).
At the climax of the Fraser glaciation, ice actually flowed to the West from an ice divide in the

œ was more than 2 km thick and it crossed
Omineca Mountains (Stumpf et al., in press). i
topographic divides, even flowing upslope in many areas. Pnor to and after the climax, ice ffowed
along valleys in various directions, originating from several smaller ice centres, including one in
the Coast Mountains (Levson et al., 1997, Stumpf et al., in press).
During deglaciation, thinning ice became controlled by topography, and valley glaciers
receded by frontal retreat and stagnation. Braidplains formed in front of retreating ice and glacial
lakes formed locally (Huntley et al., 1996; Levson et al., 1997).
In the Nechako Plateau, glacialiy streamlined bedrock underlies massive till plains that are
rolling. fluted or drumlinized. The lodgement and basai melt-out till is regional in extent and is
overlain in places by supraglacial Ml and glaciogenic debris flows (Huntley et al., 1996). Till veneer
is common in upland areas. Till is overiain by glaciofluvial, fluvial, organic and colluvial deposits in
al1 parts of the region (Levson et al., 1997). Glaciofluvial deposits (esker, kame, braidplain and

deltaic sediments) are abundant in both montane and valley settings, but are thickest in valleys.
They are especially abundant in areas surrounding Babine Lake. Glaciolacustrine deposits are

common in valleys, near modem lakes (e.g. Babine and Takh lakes). Organic deposits, the most
abundant Holocene deposits, overlie till and glaciofluvial sediments (Huntley et al., 1996, Levson
et al., 1997). Colluvial veneers that thicken toward valley floors are found on steep slopes. They

commonly incorporate till as well as bedrock (Levson et al., 1997). Alluvial fans, fan deltas and
alluvial plains constitute the remainder of Holocene sediments in the region (Levson et al.. 1997).

Stikine River Region
An eariy glacial advance in the Stikine Valley between 341 and 352 ka BP (Figure 2.1,
Table 2.1 ) deposited advance-phase glaciolacustnne and ice-contact deposits, as well as retreatphase glaciofluvial or fluvial gravels (Spooner et al., 1996). A sirnilar advance-phase lake (Ghcial
Lake Stikine) al= formed in Late Wisconsinan tirne (Ryder and Maynard, 1991). The lake was
dammed by ice flowing out of the Coast Mountains, indicating that a long phase of alpine
glaciation occurred before the Cordilieran Ice Sheet formed (Table 2.1). At the dimax of Fraser
glaciation, ice flowed radiily from the Skeena Mountains (Figure 2.2), although at some time
during the Pleistocene (eatiei?), ice flowed southwestward across the Coast Mountains in the
Stikine, lskut and Taku River areas (Kerr, 1934).
Deglaciation occurred by frontal retreat and downwasting, with abundant meltwater
production. The Stikine outlet glacier retreated and thinned rapidly, with glaciofluvial and localized
glaciolacustnne deposits foning in front of it. The Grand Canyon of the Stikine is thought to
have been initiated as a tunnel valley, since numerous eskers show that many subglacial
channels fed into it and its morphology could be that of a very large subglacial conduit (Ryder and
Maynard, 1991).
In the Holocene, a warm period occurred in the Stikine Valley from 5.5 to 1.5 ka BP,
followed by a readvance of mountain glaciers (Kerr, 1936). Minor oscillations have marked the
movement of alpine glaciers in the last 2 ka BP (Kerr, 1936).

Regional Sea tevel Studies

The decay of the Cordilleran Ice Sheet was much faster than its growth. As a result, isostatic
rebound was quite rapid in al1 areas of coastal B.C. (Ctague, 1983). The rate of uplift decreased
exponentially with time, and uplift was generally complete by the Mid-Holocene. The associated
relative sea level change was due ta a combination of isostasy, eustasy and tectonic forces.
Isostatic recovery was the dominant element causing sea tevel change. followed by eustasy
(Clague et al., 1982b).

Along the entire mainland coast, rapid emergence in the early Holocene resuîted in 150 to
200 m of uplift (Clague et al., 1982b). Less uplift occuned in outer coastal areas because ice vms
thinner and isostatic depression less dramatic (Clague, 1983). A sea level fa11 of 200 ml coupled
with 100 m of eustatic sea level rise, resulted in a total isostatic rebound of 300 m along parts of
the B.C. coast (Hutchinson, in press). Such a large degree of isostatic adjustment suggests that
the coastal lithosphere is thin and the underlying mantle very responsive to Ïce loading and
unloading. This is probably due to the fact that B.C. oveifies a subducting plate margin
(Hutchinson, in press).
The highest marine limit (230 m) was reached in the Juneau area (Figure 2.1) (Miller, 1973,
Mann and Hamilton, 1995), but the tirne at which it was reached is not known. A maximum manne
limit of 200 m was reached in Kitimat between 13 and 11 ka BP (Clague et al., 1982b) and near
Terrace at 10.2 ka (Clague, 1984b). In Kitimat. sea level fell85 m from 10.1 to 9.3 ka BP (Clague,

1983).Sea level also dropped rapidly in the Prince Rupert area from 14.6 to 12.5 ka (Barrie and
Conway, 1998). It reached its present level in the Prince Rupert area at about 5 ka (Clague et al.,
1982b).
The Queen Charlotte Islands, on the other hand, experienced low sea levels during
deglaciation, as much as 150 m below present (Clague et al., 1982a, Josenhans et al., 1997,
Barrie and Conway, 1999). Sea level changed rapidly between 12 and 9.3 le BP, rising from
140 m below to 16 m above present sea level (Josenhans et al., 1997). River, lake and beach
deposits, as well as forested lands of the lowstand period became submerged at this time
(Josenhans et al., 1995). Sea level fell slowly until 6 ka BP, then fell more rapidly for a time; this
slow sea level lowering continues today (Clague et al., 1982a, Clague, 1983, Josenhans et al.,
1997).

The anomalous sea level history of the Queen Chariotte Islands is thought to be due to the
rapid collapse and migration of a crustal forebulge during deglaciation (Clague, 1983; Josenhans
et al., 1997). The limited amount of ice cover and thin continental cmst of the Queen Charlottes

allowed this perïpheral isostatic bulge to develop as "plasticwcrustal material was pushed aside by
the weight of ice over mainland B.C. (Josenhans et al., 1995, 1997; Hutchinson, in press).

Local Glacial Studies

Very little work has been done within the study area itself, but some information is available
in scattered localities. The Nass River region has been terrain mapped for forestry purposes at

150 000 scale by Vold (1980) and Kowall and Daykin (1981). These rnaps were part of a
preliminary air photo terrain mapping effort with no field checking. As a result, the maps are not of
sufficient detail or precision to be incorporated into the mapping undertaken for this thesis.

In

addition, onfy a few of the unit types required in a surficial geology map are present and the
diffenng cnteria for their definitions result in boundaries that do not match those of a Quatemary
geology map (e.g. glaciomanne day in the Nass Valley is terrain mapped as fluvial deposits). For
these reasons, the terrain maps were consulted, but were not used as a basis for the maps
produced in the thesis.
Brief descriptions of Quatemary deposits and glacial geomorphology can be found in
reports on the bedrock geology of some of the area's mineralized zones.

Rounded mountain

peaks, U-shaped tributary valleys, erratics and high elevation striations were identified in the
Kitsault River Valley (Hanson, 1921). High elevation erratics and moraines were observed in the
Bear River area near Stewart (McConnell, 1913). "Boulder clay" (till) was found in the Kitsault and
Bear River valleys and "stratified blue clay" was seen near Anyox and in valleys near Kitsautt and
Stewart (Hanson, 1921, 1935). In an ore petrology investigation, Sharp (1980) noted till and
grave1 in valleys near Anyox. He also found stratified manne day at 45 to 60 m ad and mentions
that fossils from the clay were identified by an eârlier investigator as the same as those currently
found in Obsewatory Inlet. Because the fossils in the stratified day were found to be sirniiar to
modem marine fauna, a glacial origin for these sedirnents is unlikely. They are probably Holocene
deposits. Unfortunately, the exact sampling information and the locations of these sites are not
known. A similar conclusion may be reached regarding manne fossils in blue day deposits of the
Bear River Valley that are simibr to those cunently found in Portland Canai (McConnell, 1913).
Fossil-free blue day deposits were identified farther up Bear Valley at an elevation of 150 m

(McConnelf, 1913). Hanson (1935) described gravel tenaces near Kitsault that are mapped as
parts of a glaciomanne delta in this thesis (Nass Valley rnap). Raised gravel deposits in the Kitsault

Valley, thought to be the product of modem fluvial processes (Hanson, 1935), are here
considered to be glaciofluvial deposits, after examination in the field dun'ng the summer of 1996.

CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH METHOOS

The methods used to analyze the surficial and subsurface Quatemary geology of the study

area include mapping of surficial geology and geomorphology, section description, drilling,

seismic reflection, ground penetrating radar, borehole logging, radiocarbon dating, clay sampling,
x-radiography and rnicroscopic analyses.

Surficial Geotogy and Geomorphology Mapping

Mapping
Part of the process of deterrnining regional Quatemary geology is mapping the glacial

deposits of the study area. To this end, aerial photographic interpretation was camed out and was
followed by ground truthing in the summer of 1996. Field work consisted of foot, boat, truck and
helicopter reconnaissance, with approximately 30% of the mapped units ground checked. Field
work included: 1) mapping, 2) section description, 3) collection of organic samples for
radiocarbon dating and 4) collection of chy samples, rnainiy from the Nass Valley, for microfossil
analysis. Till samples were also collected for the Geological Survey of Canada to determine
regional background values of till geochemistry (Appendix A).
Eleven draft maps of surficial geology at 15 0 000 a l e were produced in the fall of 1996.
These were traced by hand, scanned, vectorized and imported into ARCIINFO at the Vancouver

office of the Geological Survey of Canada. The drafts were compiled into two 1:IO0 000 scale
sheets and edited. These maps are found in the map pocket at the back of the dissertation.

Glacial Deposits

Sedimentary units were examined at exposures created by Stream and river cuts, road cuts,
grave1 pits and hand auger holes. Exposures more than 3 m in height are extremely rare.

Till samples were obtained from unweathered parts of sections, from a point at least 1 m
below the upper surface of the section (the C horizon). The outer 20-50 cm of weathered section
material was removed with a shovel or rock hammer before sarnpling and description. Large
cobbles and boulders were selectively removed before placing the samples in plastic bags.

/ceFlow Directions
Ice flow directions were detemined by striation, groove (deep striation). chattermark and till
fabn'c measurements. Although fine striations from later ice flow were difficult to focate on hard
substrates like granite. grooves and chattermarks were identifiable or: granitoid rocks in some
areas (Figure 3.1 a). Striations are best preserved on Bowser Lake Group siltstone, which was
probably more heavily striated in the first place, due to its softness.
At striation sites, surface till and other debris was removed with a shovel or trowel. The site
was scrubbed clean with a scrub brush and misted with water to bring out the striations. Ten

individual striations were measured ai each site and their average taken as the direction at that
site, rounded to the nearest degree. Striae were not measured in areas where deflection was
likely, such as around resistant bedrock knobs within softer rocks, or on steeply sloping surfaces.
Where possible, crosscutting relationships or preservation of older striae within facets were used
to establish the order of ice flow events (Figures 3.1 b, c, 3.2a). Facets are generally till covered
and had to be excavated for stnae measurement. They are rock surfaces that preserve an earlier

ice flow direction in the f o m of striae because they become covered with till and the till, rather
than the bedrock, is stnated by later ice flow.
Striations and grooves provide the best, rnost accurate evidence of ice flow history, but till
fabrics can be used to infer general ice flow directions (Syverson, 1995). There was an
abundance of high quality striations in the study area, so till fabrics were rarely needed. This was
fortunate, because till fabrics should not be used as the sole directional criteria for a particular area
due to within-site variabiiity problems (Lian, 1997).
For till fabrk measurements, the outer 50 cm of weathered üII were removed before
measuring began. The a-axes of 50 clasts were measured at each site (Figure 3.2b). Only

Figure 3.1. Ice flow indicator measurements. a) Grooves and chattermarks on granite. [ce flow from
right to lefi. White scale bar is 18 cm long. b) Crosscutting relationships: older striations parallel
to upper compass are almost completely obliterated by younger striations parallel to lower compass.
c) Crosscutting relationships: striations parallel to pen crosscut those parallel to compass and are
therefore younger. Till overlies the striated bedrock in b) and c).

Figure 3.2. a) Facet relationships: heavily striated Bowser Lake Group siltstone in facet (parallel
to compass on right) has been skipped over by later ice flow (striations parallel to upper compass
and shown by arrow). Note that till rests directly on striated bedrock. b) Fabric measurement in
thick till deposit.

pebbles whose a:c axis ratio was >1.5, that were largei than 1 cm long and were not located close
to larger cfasts were measured. Pebbles with tnanguiar or round shapes were not measured as
the a-axis was difficutt to define accurately. Till fabric measurements thus took up to two hours to
cornplete at each site. Data were collected by the author during each field season with the help of
four different field assistants. Fabrics were plotted on Schmidt equal area stereonets by hand in
the field, for quick analysis, and by computer in the iab using the program Spheri-Stat. Both

striation and fabric orientations were recorded with a Brunton geological compass.
Streamlined bedrock ridges were also mapped, but are not used as flow indicators because
they are highly variable in orientation and because they could have forrned by water flow. These
ridges are discussed in more detail under Streamlined Bedrock Features, Chapter 7.

Subsurface Geology Techniques

Sections

Many small exposures were encountered and logged during the 1996 season- Thick
exposures giving major insights into the subsurface geology of the area are rare, but several such
exposures were identified and were logged in detail in the 1997 field season. Rappelling was
required at sections exposed as precipitous cliffs.
Potential sections along the Nass River (visible in air photos) were inaccessible by foot or
vehicle. A boat was rented in 1997 to check potential river sections, but they turned out to be
bedrock cliffs.
Drumlin sections were analyzed in 1998 for clues as to their genesis. Tilis were described
and fabric analyses were done in logging road cuts and in pits dug in the drumlins.

Driillng

Dnlling was camed out in the spring of 1998. Drill holes were located on or near previously
shot seismic Iines (described later), Dnlling was accomplished with a Mobile 8-53 mud-rotary drill
rig mounted on a 5 ton InternationalHanrester truck. An 8.4 cm (3.5 in) tri-cone drill bit was used

to drill the holes. Drilling was accomplished by adding 3 m (10 ft) dnll pipes ont0 those already
down hole. A 1.5 m (5 ft) pipe was added and removed before each 3 m length was added, due
to limitations in how high the drill chuck could be raised above the hole- Cuttings from each drill
hofewere logged for grain size with the aid of a 1 m grid sieve to catch coarser material (Figure
3.3a).
At sites where grave1 or gravelly sand were encountered, augering with 15 cm solid stem or
20 cm hollow stem flight augers was substituted for mud rotary drilling (Figure 3.3b).

These

methods were also employed at each hole to drill through the extremely hard upper levels of
weathered silty clay. Unfortunately, flight augers were not able to penetrate to great depths (20 m
maximum) and drilling rates when using them were relatively slow (drilling speeds were fastest in
unweathered silty clay with the mud rotary method). The large hollow stem augers were also used
to case the upper 1.S to 3 m of al1 mud rotary holes to provide constraint on drill angle.
Samples were taken at various intervals with a split-spoon core sampler. All drill rods were
retn'eved from the hole, the bit was removed and replaced with the sampler and the rods were
then lowered into the hole again in 6.1 m (20 ft) sections. The sarnpler was then pushed into the
sediment. Where sand was present, the sampler was hammered in using a manually operated
rope and harnmer assembly. Rods were then pulled again, the sampler removed, the drill bit
replaced and the rods lowered back into the hole in 6.1 rn sections. Drilling resumed after the
core sample was described and wrapped in plastic.
Sedimentary structures are commonly difficult to define with mud rotary drilling because
continuous core is not retneved. However, since the upper part of al1 holes was augered,
resulting in relatively undisturbed core acquisition, the sites will be refened to as drill holes
instead of boreholes.
Vibracoring was attempted but

was unsuccessful in this area, due to the tendency of the

silty clays to liquefy when agitated. Pure sand deposits that are ideal for vibracoring are virtually
nonexistent in the region.

Figure 3.3. a) Mud rotary drilling with hollow stem auger casing. Cunings were logged from the
mud return and coasser grain sizes were caught with a sieve. b) Solid stem augering. Silty clay has
been retrieved fiom this drill hole.

Subsurface Geophysical Methods

Geophysical logs, seismic reflection and ground penetrating radar were used to collect data
on subsurface bedding features and possible lithology changes.

The advantage of t hese

methods is that they are fairly inexpensive to run and give detailed stratigraphic information that is
not available any other way in areas with little subsurface exposure.

Downhole Geophysical Logs
Geophysical logs were taken at three of the drill holes to provide an aid in stratigraphic
interpretations. Ganrna ray (y), spontaneous potential (SP) and resistivity

(R)were measured

simultaneously using a Mt. Sopns 1000-C logger (Figure 3.4alb). This particular tool measures
natural gamma radiation, electric cunent and relative resistance to an imposed electrical current of
a given volume of sediment- Measurements were obtained as the tool was pulled upward inside
the hole. The steel casing over the upper 3 m prevented collection of SP and R records at the
top of the holes. Since SP and R cequire conductive fluid between the tool and the borehole
wall, these logs are not reliable above the water table. Drill holes were not cased below the upper
3 rn, but wall collapse was not a problem.

Shallow Reflection Seismic Surveys
Shallow seismic reflection is a powerful tool for defining a subsurface stratigraphic
framework in areas where exposures are limited. it is relatively inexpensive and provides high
resolution results. A twodimensional picture of Quatemary deposits that rnay inciude the
bedrock-sediment interface is produced (Roberts et al., 1992). Depth penetration can be as high

as 700 m (Vanderburgh and Roberts, 1996), but a high penetration depth is achieved at the
expense of resolution in the uppermost part of the sediment package.
Seismic reflection shows the location of acoustic contrasts (acoustic impedance) in
sediments (Steeples and Miller, 1990). These contrasts commonly occur a! geological contacts,
due to sudden changes in density or seismic velocity. They also occur, however, where there are

Figure 3.4. a) The Mt. Sopris geophysical logger. Field assistant is showing the length of the area
of investigation covered by the tool at any given time. b) SP and R being recorded simultaneously
as the tool is hoisted up the hole.

changes in pore fluid, compaction or texture (Roberts et al., 1992).

In Quatemary geology,

acoustic contrasts are commonly related to lithology, because density and velocity changes
between clay, silt, sand and grave1 can be quite significant. The acoustic contrasts shown on the
image are called reflections. Reflections represent stratal surfaces, which are defined as relict
depositional surfaces such as bedding planes or unconformities (Brown and Fisher, 1985).
Seismic waves include compressional sound waves or p-waves. Waves produced by the
seismic source travel through the ground, reflect off acoustic impedance surfaces (e-g.
geological contacts) and retum to the earth's surface, where they are measured by geophones.
A straight line, two-dimensional image is the result. Fermars principle of ieast time States that the

point where a seismic wave is reflected off a horizontal subsurface layer is exactly half way
between the source and the geophone (Steeples and Miller, 1990). The angle of incidence is
thus equal to the angle of reflection, resulting in a subsurface sampling interval that is exactly half
the geophone interval.
Each channel records one geophone measurement, producing a seismic trace on the
seismograph. Seismic waves are recorded as a function of tirne on the seismograph (Roberts et

al., 1992) and the vertical axis on the image is time (1) in milliseconds. The horizontal a i s is
distance in metres from the initial geophone.

Limitations
Because sediments can strongly attenuate high frequency energy, the ability of a particular
deposit to transmit energy is a major limiting factor in the final quality of the seismic profile (Pullan

and Hunter, 1999). The best conditions are found in wet, fine grained surface sediments.
A number of subsurface contacts can be picked up with this method, but multiple

reflections can also occur when a seismic wave bounces several tirnes between beds before
returning to the surface (Steeples and Miller, 1990). Waves that am refracted near the surface
and then reflected are also recorded. Re-sampling the same reflection several times with a
multiple channel seismograph minimizes these types of enors.

Reflection paths from very shallow beds are simihr to the path of the direct wave which
travels through the ground surface directly to the geophone. As a result, the shallowest beds
cannot be detemined (Roberts et al., 1992). as they are drowned out by these early arrivals.

Set-UDUsed in This Study
In this study, a 24 channel EG8G Geometrics Smartseis S24 seismograph was used with a
36 geophone anay shot end on (Figure 3.5a).

High frequency 50 Ht geophones in marsh

casings were used. The 36 geophones were ananged in Iinear array. The source was detonated
and 24 channels were recorded at once. A rollalong switch was used to advance the 24 channels
to phones 2 through 25. The next source was shot, the next 24 channels were recorded and the
switch was rolled along again. The process was repeated until phones 13 through 36 had been
recorded. The initial 12 geophones were then pulled up and tacked ont0 the end of the line for
the next series of shots. This is known as the CMP (common midpoint) method (Roberts et al.,
1992). Depending on the length of a line, the recording of each line took 1 to 3 days to

complet@.
The advantage of a multi-channel system such as this one is that several points in the
subsurface are sampled at once and each point is re-sampled 12 times. The 12 traces at each
point are surnrned and averaged during computer processing to enhance the signal and to
reduce noise (CMP stacking).

Lines were shot with a record length of 512 m and a sampling interval of 250 ps, with a
-10 ps delay. The geophone spacing was 3 or 5 m (typically 3 m) and both were tested at each

site. One line was run with a 2.5 m spacing, before it was discovered that the processing program
had difficulty dealing with spacings that were not whole numbers.
Waves made in the air by the ringing of the rnetal plate (weight drop and hammer source
only) fom a distinctive reflection on the seismic images called the ground-coupled air wave.
Unfortunately, this could not be avoided, but the signature of this wave was easily recognizable.
lt was rninimized by signal to noise reduction (summing and averaging traces) and muting. The

frequency of the air wave was found to be unaffected by applying filters during recording.

Figure 3 .S. a) Smartseis S 12 seismograph in operation. b) Buffalo gun seismic source. One gun is loaded
witli a new blank while the other is set and triggered. The trigger held by the field asssistant in the
background is dropped ont0 the shell from a safe distance. c) Weight drop seismic source. Hammer
with attached trigger is dropped ont0 the steel base. The weight drop is moved with a heavy duty hand
cart. d) A Stihl gas auger is used to drill holes for the buffalo gun.

Seismic Source
Two types of acoustic wave generation were used in this study: a 12 gauge 'buffalo gun"
(Figure 3.5b) (Pullan and MacAulay, 1987) and a weight drop (Figure 3 . 5 ~ ) .For both sources, a
trigger was used to tell the seismograph the timing of the shot.
Preliminary testing of each source was done at each site to determine which type of source
produced the best data.

The buffalo gun worked best in water-saturated, fine-grained

sediments, as expected. These conditions were found only at Iine 1001. In all cases where the
buffalo gun was used, a 0.5 to 1 m hole was drilled with a Stihl gas powered flight auger and filled

with water before detonating 12 gauge Winchester Super-X black powder blanks (Figure 3.5d).
Water fil1 was not required at Iine 1001, as the water table was almost at the surface.
ln less ideal conditions, where sediments were coarse, loose and dry, the weight drop was
found to be a better option. This method cornmonly (but not always) produced a ground coupled
air wave on the record due to ringing of the metal plate afler impact.
The weight drop was custom designed and created for the project (Appendix €3). It consists
of a heavy metal plate welded to a short cylindrical base into which a metal pipe is screwed. Disc
weights of 10 or 20 kg fit over the pipe. These were dropped from heights notched into the pipe
at 1 or 1.5 m. The trigger was screwed on to the top of the weight with a trigger attachment.

Tests Conducted Prior to Data Acauisition
A noise test was first conducted by letting the seismograph record background noise
without a source shot. Individual traces (and hence geophone connections) were checked for
function.
The second test detenined the most effective source. The buffalo gun and weight drop
were both tried at each line. Both weight sizes and both heights were tested on the weight drop.
A hammer and plate source was also tested at a few sites, but the signal was found to be too weak

for this environment.

The optimum offset (Hunter et a', 1984), or distance between shot and geophones, was
determined by testing several shot locations (walkaway tests) and geophone spacing was
determined by making test runs of different spacings. The optimum offset varied between 18 and
42 m. Higher offsets did not produce a strong enough signal.

Spatial aliasing occurs when the geophones are spaced too far apart to pick up the targeted
features. Tests for aliasing were done at each site by moving the source one haif geophone
interval closer to the spread and re-shooting.

if the seismic signais of both were sirnihr, the

reflections were considered to be real. A series of trial spreads incorporating each of these tests
were done before the seismic lines were recorded.

Noise Reduction in the Field
Vehicle noise was avoided by waiting for traffic to pass by before shooting. This was rarely a
problem in this remote area, as most work occurred on deactivated logging roads. Wind noise

was reduced by waiting for wind to die down, or in severe cases, by burying the geophones.
Raindrop noise was a problem that could not be surrnounted, so seismic work had to be halted
until the

ceased. Thunderstoms were a particular problem in the Nass Valley. Fiiter tests

were conducted at each site by trying several low and high cut filters, but generally, no filters were
applied, as the improvement of the record was not noticeable and filters could ahways be applied
later, during data processing.

An automatic gain control of 500 was applied to enhance

reflections.

Data Processina (Noise Reduction in the Labl

Seismic data were processed to enhance reflections and reduce noise, ground roll and
multiples. Field records were stored on the seismograph hard drive and then transferred to
100 Mb Zip disks for storage.

Data were processed using Seismic Processing Workshop (SPW) software on a Power
Macintosh G3 computer. This software package is extremely flexible and allows many processing
options to be tried. It operates as a flow chart and is easy to use. However, a ciear understanding

of each processing parameter is required in order to acquire the best final profile. The processing
options generally used were static shifts, refractions statics, nmo correction, mute definition, cmp
stack and a time variant Butteworth filter- Parameters were changed often to see if results could
be improved. Reiterative testing of various parameters was required for every line. ldeal velocity
functions were obtained by producing printouts of each line at about 15 different velocity values.
The best value for each tirne interval was then chosen, the various values inserted, and the

processing tests continued. Because of the ongoing testing of vanous parameters, the
processing of a single seismic profile could take up to one month. Depths were calculated on the
final stacked section using the two way travel time equation: d=vt/2, where v was the final velocity
identified for each time interval.

Line 1001
One good seismic reflection profile was obtained. The processing flow for this line, Line
1001, is shown in Figure 3.6. Refraction statics were required to correct for refractions at the
surface due to irregularities of geophone height. A separate flow was used to get the refraction

statics information needed for the static shifts operation in the main flow. Static shifting was
applied to data sorted by shot. One, two and zero refractor solutions were tested, with the two

refractor solution producing the best results. Only this solution appears in the final flow. This
means that two major refractions had to be accounted for with this data set. Datum statics were
then done to accommodate topographic variances. The velocity function was detennined by
testing single values for the entire profile, as outlined in the last sub-section. The chosen
velocities were used do calculate the normal moveout (nmo correction). Nmo correction
straightens the hyperbolae of the reflections that are due to later wave arrival at more distal
geophones. Spectral whitening was done to enhance reflections. Muting was applied to each
shot gather to eliminate noise and refractions at the top of the gathers, as well as some significant
ground roll noise. This resulted in a loss of data at the top of the profile. Tnm statics helped
resolve more of the irregularities not completely removed by the other statics processes. The
data was then stacked to create the final profile, which reduces noise and enhances reflections
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by summing 12 gather traces to create one trace on the profile. Finally, the data was filtered to the
40-150 Hz range for the whole profile using a time variant Buttervuorth filter.

Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR)
Dry glaciofluvial sediments typicalty provide a good signal response for GPR (Jol et al.,

1996). GPR surveys were therefore done in parts of the Nass Valley where sand and grave1
deposits were exposed at the surface. These deposits include two braidplains, an alluvial fan and
other coarse units.
The GPR method examines the subsurface with radio waves in the 10 to 1000 MHz
frequency range (Jol and Smith, 1991; Moomian et al., 1991). Obtaining data with this rnethod is
much faster and much less expensive than with seismic reflection and provides higher resolution
of the shallowest subsudace sediments (penetration depth is generally less than 30 m; Davis and

Annan, 1989; Smith and Jol, 1995).
GPR produces results somewhat similar in appearance to those of seismic reflection.

However, the GPR device sends and receives an electromagnetic signal, whereas in seismic
ref lection sound waves are generated.

Changes in dielectric properties are measured, rather

than changes in acoustic impedance (Davis and Annan, 1989). The dielectric constant is the
sediment's capacity to store an applied electric charge, and electric conductivity is the sediment's
ability to act as a conductor. 60th parameters affect GPR signals. Grain size, porosity, salinity,
moisture content and organic content al1 influence the electrical properties of sediments.
Although depth of penetration is much lower than that of seismic, the resulting data are
generally more detailed.

Two-way travel time is measured in nanoseconds, compared to

milliseconds for shallow seismic reflection. Penetration depth is poor in saturated silt, &y and
saline sediments because their conductivity and dielectric constants are high, which cause signal
attenuation. Unsaturated coarse and organic deposits provide the best conditions for GPR
analysis (Moorrnan et al., 1991).

Set-URUsed in This S

w

The greatest depth penetration (about 50 m) has been achieved using a 1000 V transmitter
with 25 MHz antennae (Smith and Jol, 1995) in ideal subsurface conditions. However, the SFU
systern has 50,100 and 200 MHz antennae and a 400 V transmitter, so penetration depths were
expected to be lower. Although the 50 MHz antenna did give greater depth penetration, as
suggested by Smith and Jol (1995). it was decided that better resolution was more important for
this study. The goal of this study was to resoive detailed stratigraphy in order to delineate deltaic
and fluvial environments, rather than to try to determine their thicknesses. The thicknesses of
these deposits are variable and possibly too great for complete penetration by radar in any case.
GPR surveys were conducted with a 400 V digital PulseEKKO IV radar system camed as a

backpack or rolled on wheels (Figures 3.7a.b). The backpack assembly was most commonly
used, as field conditions were comrnonly difficult (Figure 3.7~). Data were collected using the
reflection survey mode, with 100 MHz antennae, a 0.5 m step size and an antenna separation of
1 m. Traces were verticatly stacked 64 times, with a time sampling rate of 800 ps.

Profiles were plotted using PulseEKKO N version 4.2 software. The processing
parameters chosen were AGC of 500 (automatic gain control), signal saturation correction
(dewow), a trace stacking parameter of 2 (horizontal average) and a point stacking parameter of 7
(running average). Profiles were topographically corrected where necessary. Al1 of the profiles
are vertically exaggerated.
Velocity and depth measurements were calculated from common midpoint (CMP) surveys
with an initial antennae separation of 0.5 m. Two examples of CMP data are included in
Appendix C. The average velocity value was 0.12 m/ns. As velocities were determined from bestfit lines to a reflection slope, depths must be considered as approximations only. In some areas,
section data were used to achieve more accurate depth determinations.
The first two reflections on the profiles are the direct air wave and the direct ground surface
wave. These do not show geological features and should be ignored. The horizontal scale of the
profiles is distance in metres, while the vertical scale is expressed both as depth in metres and as
two-way travel time in nanoseconds.

Figure 3.7. a) Testing the 50 MHz antennae in Aiyansh grave1 pit. The cart assembly is shown. b)
Using the backpack assembiy on a logging road near Kiteen River. c) Conditions were locally
difflcult. Field assistant in foreground is keeping fiber optic cables fiom becoming tangled in the
bramble.

Microscopic and Other Investigations

A suite of ciay samples for microfossil analyses was taken in the 1996 and 1997 field

seasons. A pick or hamrner was used to take sarnples, after removal of the outer 20-40 cm of
weathered material. Depths below section surface varied from 1 to 7 m. Most of the samples
were weathered to pale brown, but a few were fresh. Samples were stored in plastic bags for
several months to a year in cool, but not refrigerated, conditions.

Diatom Analysis

Diatom analysis was done on the above day samples. Slides for diatom analysis were
prepared in the SFU biogeography lab. Subsamples of each &y sample were placed in 250 ml
beakers and boiled in hydrogen peroxide to remove organic cornponents.

Distilled water was

added and the solution allowed to settle. After one hour, the &y in suspension was poured off.
This decanting process was repeated several times, until the suspension was clear or translucent.

The remaining solution was stined and a drop of the suspension was placed on a cover slip and air
dried. The cover slip was then mounted on a slide using Hyrax mounting medium and heated on
a hot plate to drive off toluene. Slides were then cooled and analyzed under a light microscope at
10X. 40X and 100X magnification. 6 preparations of 13 sarnples were made, for a total of 78
slides.
A scan of the entire slide at 10X rnagnificationwas done initially to find diatoms, followed by

examination at higher magnification to analyze individuals. Immersion oil was used to enhance
features examined at 1O X . Diatorns were compared to those in a number of taxonomy volumes
for identification (e-g. Round et al., 1996).

Foraminiferal Analysis

The same set of ciay samples were sent to Carleton University, Ottawa, for foraminiferal
analysis by Tim Pattemon. Samples were agitated for one hour using a Burrell wrist shaker and

then washed on a 63 pm sieve to eliminate fine sediments. Foraminifera were identified and
counted using an Olympus binocular microscope, typically at 40X.

Paiynological Analysis

Two of the samples from the day sample suite and three from one of the sections were
prepared according to the general pollen preparation procedure (Berglund, 1986, p. 456). The
samples were analyzed by Marlow Pellatt of Biological Sciences, SFU.

Radiocarbon Dating

Several organic samples were taken from sections for radiocarbon dating. The outer 2050 cm of section surface were removed before sampling. Samples were taken with a trowel and

placed in plastic bags. Some samples were bulk dated at the Geological Survey of Canada in

Ottawa,while others were dated by Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS). AMS samples were
wet sieved and individual faunal fragments picked out with tweeters.

X- Radiography

Core sample x-rays were taken to identify laminations and dropstones that m y not have
been visible to the naked eye. X-rays were done and the negatives developed in the Archeology
Department Radiography Lab at SFU. 80 and 90 kV settings and x-ray duration times of 2 to
10 seconds were tested. The distance from the sample to the x-ray device was 91 cm.

Scanning Electron Microprobe (SEM) Analysis

SEM analysis was done to detemine mineralogy of the Nass Valley siity day deposits. A
minera1content of pnrnary silicates and nonswelling &y minerals is an important prerequisite for
earthflow genesis (Torrance, 1988). One clay sarnple was sent to Vancouver Petrographics to
prepare it for SEM analysis. It was dried slowly (to retain saits), impregnated with resin, and made
into a thin section. The slide was thinly coated with carbon at the Physics Department of SFU and
was analyzed with their SEM. Photographs were taken with Polaroid film.

CHAPTER FOUR
QUATERNARY DEPOSITS

Introduction

One of the objectives of this thesis was to detemine the surficial geology of the Nass River
region. The mapping work provides a broad overview of the glacial deposits in the study

area and

the surficial geology maps are found in the map pocket of the thesis. What follows is a detailed
exptanation of the contents of these maps (glacial deposits).
Numerous glacial deposits were mapped in the study area. They include glaciofluvial,
glaciomarine and glaciolacustrine deposits, as well as till. These are subdivided into glacial and
retreat phase deposits: till makes up the former and the other three make up the latter.

Glacial Phase Deposits
Holocene soils are well developed in low-lying areas, so glacial deposits can only be viewed
beneath the 50-70 cm thick soi1 layer.
Two informally named tills of probable Pleistocene age were identified in the region:

"Kwinatahl till* and "Kinskuch till". The latter is restricted in extent, whereas Kwinatahl till is
common throughout the map area, occurring as thick valley fiIl (up to 50 m) that thins to a veneer
on valley walls. It is present on sorne mountain peaks as a very patchy veneer. Both tills weather
to a pale brown colour.

Kwinatahl fil1

Kwinatahl till is a very poorly sorted, extremely compact, massive, clast-rich diamicton with
angular to subangular or subrounded, granule- to boulder-sized clasts encased within a sandy,
silty clay or silty sand matrix (Figure 4.la). Clasts are commonly triangular or bullet shaped, heavily
stnated, and range from granule to boulder in size. Unweathered Kwinatahl till has a distinctive
blue grey colour in rnost of the study area. Clast lithology is dominated by rneta-sandstone and
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Figure 4.1. Kwinatahl till. a) Note variable clast shapes and fine-grained matrix. Scale in cm. b)
Kwinatahl tiil exposed along Kwinatahl logging road. The till rests on heaviiy striated Bowser Lake
Group bedrock, which is visible where figure (circled) is standing. c ) Kwinatahl till at high elevation,
foming a thin veneer over striated bedrock. Ice flow direction is away from viewer. Compass is
circled.

meta-siltstone of the Bowser Lake Group, which give the till its characteristic colour. Bowser Lake
rocks are a blue grey colour in rnost of the map area, but are dark grey and black in the Nass
Depression, resulting in grey Kwinatahl till in this area The softer siltstone clasts are more
commonly and more heavily striated (contain rnany more striations) than the sandstone clasts, but
in many areas ai clasts are heavily striated. In the southwestern part of the study area, the till is

slightly coatser textured, and is greyer or browner due to the incorporation of granitic dasts of
local bedrock. These clasts tend to be better rounded. In the north, the till is grey brown due to
the presence of local metavolcanic and metasedimentary rocks. However, Bowser Lake Group
clasts are present in aE regions. In high elevation areas, where it forrns a thin, patchy cover over
bedrock, the till is commonly less compact. This is probably due to weathering of the thin till layer,
although it may be due to lower ice pressure at these heights. Kwinatahl till commonly lies directly
upon striated bedrock (Figure 4.1 b, c). Good exposures of this till can be found along Kwinatahl
logging road in Kwinatahl Valley. An excellent section [Figure 4.1 b) is located at üTM coordinates
480995, 6144800.

Large erratics are rare, perhaps due to the softness of Bowser Lake Group bedrock and
resultant comminution to smaller grain sizes. Although the granitic bedrock of the southwestern
part of the study area should theoretically favour the production of larger erratics, they are not
abundant there either.
Kwinatahl till is interpreted to be a basal lodgement till, based on its massive texture, very
poor sorting, striated angular to subangular clasts, high degree of compaction in most areas, lack
of sand or gravel lenses, and overlying relationship with striated bedrock. There is no evidence of
faulting of the till or of overlying sediments. Nor is there evidence of any draped or interbedded
stratified sediments.
ln the region, Kwinatahl till exhibits the same set of characteristics regardless of where it is
found, making it readily identifiable. However, at a couple of sites, some differences from the
nom were noted. A coarse-grained sand maûix is present at one site in the Nass Valley on the
central bedrock ridge (the rnainly till-covered area in the Nass Valley (Nass Valley map)). In this
same area, lenses of siit and very coarse-grained gravel were seen within the till. Clasts range from

subrounded to very angular and soft ones

are heavify striated. One exotic red tuff clast was

identified. The till in these areas is interpreted as melt-out till. In the Hoan Creek Valley, a single
location possessed visible laminations in the sitty chy matrix of the till. A meit-out origin was also
infened for that till- At ail other sites investigated in this study (more than 200), the tilt is
interpreted as massive lodgement till. it ïs possible however. that in places it is a deformation till
where structures have been eliminated, producing a massive till.
Bowser Lake Group bedrock crops out in the east and northeast paRs of the study area
(Figure 1.3). The presence of Kwinatahl till throughout the region is inferred to indicate that it was
emplaced by western, southwestern or northwestem ice flow.

Kinskuch tilt
The Nass Depression is much flatter than the rest of the study area, and the deposits of this

physiographic region are quite different. Two stratigraphically superimposed tills underlie
drumiinized plains that occur between bedrock highs veneered with till. The stratigraphically
lower till is Kwinatahl till (which is typically dark grey in this area), with angular clasts of Bowser Lake
Group, a high degree of compaction, and a sandy, siRy day matrix. The upper till is infomally
named 'Kinskuch till'. It is grey brown, with an abundance of highfy rounded clasts (in addition to
angular ones) and a moderate degree of compaction. It is also massive, with pebble- to bouldersized clasts and a clayey siity sand or silty sand matrix. The till ranges fmm 2 to 5 m in thickness.
Most clasts are of Bowser Lake Group lithologies (grey, blue grey, and black meta-siltstone,
-sandstone and -conglomerate in this area), but significant quantities of green, red, grey, black
and maroon volcanic clasts are present as well (basait, porphyritic rhyolite, porphyritic andesite,

volcanic breccia, grey and white or beige and red tuff). Green meta-sandstone, green
metasedimentary breccia, and red and olive green meta-siltstone are also present (Figure 4.2a).
Clasts, even the rounded ones, can be heavily stnated (Figure 4.2b), but in some places, clasts
are less cornrnonly or less heavily striated than that of Kwinatahl till.
At one section, 3 km east of the Niska Lakes (496750, 6181875), the till's matrix is
horizontally bedded. Dispersed pebbles are aligned with the bedding but boulders are not.

Figure 4.2. Kinskuch till. a) Author is holding green meta-sandstone clast h m Kinskuch till, which
overlies the Bowser Lake Group dominated Kwinatahl till. Note striated Bowser Lake meta-siltstone
boulder below knee. Kinskuch till in the section is above and to right, just out of photo. b) Striatecl well
rounded boulders of Kinskuch till. Note that angular clasts are also common. Hammer is 14 cm long.
C) Assistant is pointing to irregular contact between brown Kinskuch and blue grey Kwinatahl tills.

Some of the rnatrix bedding is draped over the hrger clasts. At another site, in the upper
Kinskuch Valley, south of the gravel deposit, the till is weakly bedded and draped, showing simihr
bed-parallel clast alignment. This is simihr to the debris flow deposits seen in collwial fans
elsewhere in the study area,
another site in the same

so Kinskuch till is suggested to be a flow till at this location. At

ama (496750, 6181875),

a~ imbricate, 20 cm thick gravel lens was

identified within Kinskuch till. The lens overlies Kinskuch till in which lodged boulders were
observed. The upper part of the till (with the lens) is inferred to be a melt-out till, which overlies the
lower lodgement till. Since these are two in about 30 sites where Kinskuch titl was observed,
Kinskuch till appears to be dominantly a lodgement till, although it is very rarely has a flow facies or
a melt-out facies that overlies a lodged facies. Where lodged clasts are not visible (at the majority
of sites), the till may be a deformation till that lacks any structure.
The matrices of Kwinatahl and Kinskuch tills are very simibr in texture. Temary plots show
that most tills fie in the centrai portion of the diagram (equal parts sand, sik and clay) or toward the
left, in the silty sand area (Figure 4.3). Generally, the lower contact of Kinskuch till is inegular but
not particularly sharp (Figure 4.2~).The contact was gradational at several sites, (south of Paw
Lake, 492310, 6192875; between Tchitin and Kinskuch Rivers, 498125, 6159850; 6 km east of
the Niska Lakes, 499710, 6182350; and at Drumlin D, discussed in Chapter 8). The gradational
change from Kwinatahl to Kinskuch till could rnean that the change in ice flow direction, and
hence source area, was gradual. The change to Kinskuch type compositions would lag somewhat
behind the actual change in ice flow direction, because debris from new source areas would need
time to arrive at each site. This means that in some areas, Kwinatahl till would show ice flow
directions similar to that of Kinskuch till. This gradual change from one till to another suggests that
there was no ice retreat between the deposition of the two tills. ice cover and ice flow were
continuous; ice flow simply changed directions.
The source area for the volcanic clasts of Kinskuch till is to the north in the Meziadin Lake
area, just beyond the Kitsauk Valley map sheet. II appears then that Kinskuch till formed during
deglaciation, when ice flow directions were re-routed afong major valleys. There is some evidence
that Kwinatahl till was reworked in the late phase ice flow direction as suggested above. For
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Figure 4.3. Ternary plots of the rnatrix of Kwinatahl, Kinskuch and Neoglacial tills. The fourth plot
is al1 of the tills cornbined.

exampie, in the upper Kinskuch Valley near the Niska Lakes (485725, 6178475), Kwinatahl
till lies directly on bedrock with striations paraltei to the valley (150").
The presence of rounded cfasts in Kinskuch till irnplies water flow. However, ice cover was
continuous, so water flow must have been subglacial (a subaerial braidplain source, for example,
can be ruled out). Subglacial and englacial conduits probably existed throughout the late phase
of ice flow, which was coincident with deglaciation. Subglacial sheet floods may also have
occurred, but there is little evidence to support this contention. Debris entrained at al ievels in
the ice must have been fluvially reworked by these mechanisms and then frozen in place as
conduits changed course or were abandoned (Kirkbride and Spedding, 1996), or when flooding
ceased. Ongoing active ice flow then entrained both rounded fluvial and angular lodged debris in
Kinskuch till, completely destroying the conduit shapes and eliminating any possibility of esker
preservation. Clast interaction caused striation of all clast surfaces and the common breakage of
rounded clasts.
The presence of subglacial conduits during ice retreat is proven by the style of glaciornarine
deposition in the Nass Valley. Proximal glaciomarine deposition from subaqueous jets (see Drill
Hole 98-5-1008 discussion, Chapter 5) certainly requires subglacial conduit drainage to have
been present. The existence of subglacial flooding during late phase ice flow is harder to prove.
This is elaborated on later, in Chapter 8.

Retreat-Phase Ocposits and Erosional Features

Deposits of the deglacial period are abundant. They include numerous glaciofluvial and
glaciomarine deposits, and much rarer deposits of glaciolacustrine sediments. GlaciofluviaI
erosional features also fomed during deglaciation and late phase ice flow.
There is little evidence of ice stagnation during deglaciation. In the entire map area, not a
single esker has been preserved. Kettled deposits were not found anywhere in the study area.
Retreat therefore rnust have occurred largely by calving, frontal retreat and downwasting.

GlaciofluvialEmsion
The main evidence of glaciofluvial activity in the study area is the presence of coarsegrained deposits. However, some fluvially scoured bedrock is present in Observatory Inlet (up to
150 m asi) and

a! the mouth of the Nass River (up to 40 m asl) (Nass Valley map). Cavettos,

sinuous longitudinal furrows and inegular open spindles (Kor et al., 1991) are found in places on
vertical fiord walls (Figure 4.4a1b). There are no transverse morphologies. Water flow was parallel
to ice flow down the fiords, and at the Nass River site, had a slight upward flow vector (Figure
4.4b). Modem fiord floors are under water, and no fluvially sculpted bedrock was noted on any

valley floors in the region. In al cases, vailey floow are heavily striated and commonly show flat
bedrock surfaces (e.g. the media1ridge of the Nass Valley, Figure 7.1 ). Faceted and crosscutting
striations showing both eariy and late phase ice flow (discussed in Chapter 8) are locally
preserved on these low-lying bedrock surfaces. However, the deepest parts of the Nass Valley
and the fiord floors are covered with sediment andlor water, it is not known whether or not they
exhibit the same features.

GlacioflwjalDeposits

Glaciofluvial gtavels and sands discontinuously overlie till, glaciomarine deposits and
bedrock (which is locally stnated) in al1 parts of the study area (Figure 4 . 4 ~ .d). Exposures can be
more than 40 m thick. The upper surfaces of braidplains in valleys are commonly boggy, a result of

high water tables that are probably due to underlying glaciomarine silty clay or clay-rich till. Eskers
and kame tenaces are notably absent.

Despite extensive braidplain deposits, there are no

associated eolian deposits. This could be the resurt of rapid postglacial plant colonization which
may have inhibited wind blown deposition. Alternatively, eolian sediments were small in volume or
had limited opportunity to accumulate in basins.
Glaciofluviai sands and gravels are generally of more local provenance than tills, due to the
confinement of glaciers to valley systems during ice retreat. This effect is particularly pronounced
in tributary valleys of the southwest Nass Valley, where till dominated by Bowser Lake
metasedimentary clasts contrasts sharply with granitic glaciofluvial deposits of local denvation.

Rare volcanic clasts from Kinskuch till were found in a glaciofluvial braidplain just south of
Kinskuch Valley, but these are still of local derivation, since Kinskuch till occurs just up-valley.
Glaciofluvialdeposits throughout the study area consist of rnoderately to poorly sorted finegrained sand to boulder gravel.

Cobble and boulder gravel are most common. Chsts are

subrounded to well rounded and unstriated. Deposits are typically completely massive but vague
horizontal bedding can be seen locally. Clasts may or may not be imbricate. Deposits of sand size
and finer material are rare, and generally contain lenses or lags of pebble gravel. Fining-upward
beds, planar tabular crossbedding, trough crossbedding and coarsening-upward sequences are
extremely rare. Ripples, pebble or boulder lags and horizontal laminations are also rare. Finergrained beds tend to have draped lower contacts while coarser-grained beds have erosive ones.
The region's meltwater rivers are interpreted as gravel dominated river systems, many of
which were probably braided. The majority of glaciofluvial plain deposits were identifiable on air
photographs as braidplains. Gravelly braided river systems are the main type of river in modern
glacial settings (Rust and Koster, 1984). This is true for the study area, as braided rives currently
drain modem glaciers (e-g.Kshwan River, Kitsault Valley map). A braidplain interpretation for the
flat, gently downvalley dipping gravel bodies in many valley bottoms is therefore deemed
reasonable.

Glacioflwial Braid~lain~
There are several glaciofluvial braidplains in the study area. The Sutton and Kshwan
braidplains just south of the Cambria Ice Field are graded to 150-160 m asl. Two major braidplains
are found in the Nass Valley, the Nass Braidplain and the Aiyansh Braidplain (Figure 7.1).
The Aiyansh Braidplain appears to be quite a thick deposit (more than 75 m) and it has
remained largely unmodified since its emplacement. The Nass Braidplain, on the other hand, is
over 40 m thick (Figure 5.11). has been heavily dissected by fluvial erosion since initial
deposition, and has been further modified by earthflows (Nass Valley map). 60th braidplains dip
gently to the southwest, from about 210 m in their upper reaches to elevations between 135 and

150 m at their temini. Their flatness, continuity, and downvalley dip indicate subaerial deposition.

Clast size does not diminish downstream. Exposures larger than 1 or 2 m high are rare in these
sediments.
In its upper reaches, the Nass Braidplain has a higher abundance of finer-grained
sediments (fine-grained sand to

pebble

gravel)

than

in its lower

reaches,

where

pebble/cobble/boulder gravel predominates. These deposits grade or change abruptly laterally
to coarser beds. Braidplain deposits overlie glaciomarine silty day, with which there is a sharp
contact. In some places the contact is loaded, with load casts up to 40 cm deep. Paleoflow
measurements on the upper braidplain range from 170" to 233", indicating a general southwest
flow direction, albeit one that is highly variable.
The Aiyansh Braidplain is generally composed of sandy pebble/cobble/boulder gravel,

although it is finer-grained in its terminal areas. The contact with underiying glaciomarine
sediments is visible at the Tseax Creek section (Figure 5.18) and at a section just south of the
Kiteen River section (Figure 5-10). 60th contacts are erosional.

Glaciofluvial Deltas
Many deltaic deposits have been identified and mapped in the study area.

They are

generally coarse-grained, poorly sorted, and cornposed of topset/foreset bedsets. Deltaic
deposits have been used to determine various marine limits.
A large delta at Kiisault (Nass Valley rnap) is graded to 230 m, the highest marine lime in the
region and in British Columbia. Coarsening-upward sediments indicate progradation of the delta.

Deltaic sediments are interbedded with till in the delta's lowest reaches, suggesting an ice contact
origin (subaqueous fan) that changed to a proglacial style of deposition as ice left the area. This is
the only location where this change is recorded - ice proximal deposits probably did not develop
into deltas elsewhere (unless the evidence for this is buned). The delta backs ont0 a mountain
side, so there is no ice-contact face at the up flow end of the delta. A glaciofluvial plain may have

existed in the past, but al that rernains of it are irregular glaciofluvial deposits in the llliance River
Valley (Nass Valley Map). The interbedding of till and gravel resuits in a complex aquifer/aquitard
relationship, evidence of which can be seen below the high tide line during low tide, where water

frorn the deltaic grave1 seeps out over till. The deitaic gravel also overlies striated bedrock in
places. Remnants of another delta graded to 230 m are found near the mouth of the Nass River,

on the south slope of the Nass Valley (Nass Valley map).
At a delta graded to 150 m as1 at Greenville (Nass Valley map), both topset and foreset beds
are exposed. The foreset beds dip gently and become tangential down-dip. Silt, sand and gravel
interbeds make up both the topset and foreset beds, but the upperrnost topset beds are rnainly
pebble gravel (Figure 4.5a). Small outsized clasts are evident within the foreset beds.
A delta north of Ksedin Creek (Nas Valley map) has its highest level graded to 230 m.
Foresets and bottomsets are visible in Figure 4.5b. but these have been erosionaily truncated by

a second generation of foresets. The bottomset beds are mostly sand, while the foresets are
sand and gravel. At a lower elevation further down a forest road, gravel topset and sandy gravel
foreset beds are present. This deita is a good example of the 'telescoping' that occurs when a
delta forms in a setting of continued sea level drop and eariy delta deposits are incised with new
ones forming at lower elevations. The elevation of Figure 4.5b is about 70 m, but topsets are not
visible so sea level must have been higher. The topsets below are graded to about 50 m.
Paleoflow is toward 290°, indicating flow towards the Nass basin from Ksemamaith Creek.
A srnali delta at 300 m in Hoan Valley (Nass Valley map) has a westward paleoflow direction.
Since striation data is also westeriy (up the valley), an ice body retreating eastward must have
deposited at least part of the till that underlies the delta and later, an ice-darnmed iake must have
formed there. The lake may have been blocked up-valfey by montane glaciers. This is a
freshwater delta and thus is not an indicator of marine limit. The delta Is composed of poorly
sorted glaciofluvial deposits, with clasts that are parallel to bedding and beds that become less
steep towards the top (Figure 4.5~). Some beds are wavy. This style of sedimentation is
interpreted as an underwater conical delta, where the prodetta dope changed angles due to
continued aggradation (Nemec, 1990). The delta did not complete its evolution into a Gilbert-type
delta.

Glaciolacustn'ne Deposits

Glaciolacustnne deposits are extrernely rare in the study area, indicating that ponding of
fresh water was uncommon during deglaciation. Small deposits of laminated siit, day and sand
with dropstones were found at afew locations in Ksedin Valley, Hoan Valley, Kinskuch Valley,

Nass Valley and the Nass Depression. These deposits are underlain and localty ovedain by more

extensive glacioflwial gravels and sands. They are generally 1-10 m thick, but a 20 m thick
deposit is present in Ksedin Valley. Most are above manne Iimit. A glaciolacustrine origin is
therefore inferred for these isolated deposits.
At one site in the Nass Depression, (x in Figure 8.2) pebble/cobble/granule gravels fineupward to granutelfine-grained sand/silt, and are sharply overlain by chy laminations. The fine-

grained sediments in this locality may be an abandoned fluvial channel, but may also be
glaciolacustrine.
The Hoan Valley delta described in the Iast section is evidence that a glacial lake existed in
the valley, despite the lack of preserved fine-grained sediments in the area Further down valley
at elevations of 230 and 240 m asl, there are ice contact deposits of Kwinatahl till interbedded

with gravel, sand and siîty clay. Laminated siky day and fine-grained sand contain dropstones,
while the gravel and sand are massive or hon'zontally bedded. Clasts are aligned along bedding.
Yellow brown massive ciay is deformed within the massive sands. Rapid sedimentation of the
coarse-grained upper beds may have caused the deformation (Figure 4.5d). These deposits are
interpreted as subaqueous fans (ice proximal deposits) deposited in a glacial lake, because they
are too high in elevation to be marine.

Glaciomanne Deposits
Glaciomanne sediments are extensive, especially in the Nass Valley. They can be divided
into coarse-grained ice proximal and fine-grained ice distal deposits.

Ice proximal deposits are coarse-grained but wetl sorted, differentiating them from the
majority of glaciofluvial sediments. They are rarely exposed in section.
At a 5 m high exposure near Gitwinksihlkw, dark grey, medium- to coarse-grained sand is
interbedded with granule to pebble gravel that is not imbricate. Thin laminae of grey or yellow
brown sand commonly cap fining-upward beds. Sediments are moderately to well sorted, with
abundant unstriated dropstones. This is interpreted as

an ice proximal subaqueous fan deposit

(Figure 4.6a, b).
Siity very fine-grained sand with dropstones in a small bay at the mouth of Alice A m , and
sand/clay beds in the Kwinamuck Lake a m that contain dropstones rriay be sirnilar types of ice
proximal deposits. At another site just West of the point where the Kwinatahl River meets the Nass
River, extensive dropstone-free silty day deposits are commonly interbedded with gravel and
sand. Sandy deposits within the siity day unit are also found up to 2 ian south of this point.

A

nearby delta or subaqueous fan may also be indicated by these deposits.

Ice Distal De~osits
Thick (up to 30 m) blue grey silty clay deposits which weather to pale brown are extensive in
the Nass Valley north of the Aiyansh lava flow. They are also present in the southwest Nass

region near Greenville and at various low elevation locations along Observatory Inlet, Alice A m
and Hastings Arrn, including the Anyox town site. These gullied deposits are generally massive
(Figure 4.6~)and no macrofossils were found despite the large number of exposures visited
(exposures are typically 1-2 m thick). Dropstones and/or weak lamination are present at about
5O0iOof the sections. Rhythmic laminations with dropstones are present near Anyox, while simple

laminations with granite dropstones are found at the Hastings A m Section (Figure 5.4). The clays
are highly cohesive, a common characteristic of glaciomarine clay. They al1 lie below the highest
marine Iimit of 230 m asl.
The Nass Valley day strata generally overiie Kwinatahl till anNor ice proximal glaciomarine
deposits and locally underiie glaciofluvial gravel and sand.

Figure 4.6. Glaciomarine sediments. a) Proximal glaciomarine deposit with dropstones. Sand beds
are dark toned, while silt beds are Iight toned and very thin. Gravelly beds are also light toned but
are not tliin. Hammer is 14 cm long. b) Close up of a), in vicinity of hammer. Note the very thin
silt beds and the dropstones. c) Massive glaciomarine silty clay. Light and dark toned variations are
due to weathering and root casts (not bedding). Lens cap is 49 mm in diameter.
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Fossil manne shells have been found in low elevation clay deposits near Anyox and Stewart

s uncertain. ît is possible that these
(Hanson, 1935, Sharp, 1980). but their glacial context i
sediments are Holocene in age (see Previous Work, Chapter 2). No shells were found by the
author in ariÿ g!zci~mzrinedeposits in the region.
Glaciomanne sediments in the Nass Valley (and elsewhere) are interesting in that they
appear to contain no fossils (Appendix E), in contrast to the fossiliferous glaciomanne deposits to
the south (Clague, 1984b). Something made the area a hostile environment for life forms. When
no fossils were found in the silty clay, the question arose as to whether these deposits were laid
down beneath an ice shelf (no light for photosynthesis) or whether they were deposited in a
glacial lake.
The ice shelf theory can be imrnediately discounted, because pollen that accumulated on
the ice surface would be released to the fiord floor upon rnelting of the shelf. There is no pollen in
the silty clay (Appendix E), so a quiet ice shelf environment probably did not exist.

The deposits are inferred to be glaciomanne as opposed to glaciolacustrine for several
reasons. Since manne limit is 230 m ad and siity chy deposits are common below 230 m asl, but
never occur above this height, it is a logical assumption that they are manne deposits. Also, one
of the 230 m deltas is found at a tributary valley near the mouth of the Nass River, so the valley
was certainly inundated by manne water to a height of 230 m, although the location of the ice front
at that time is not known.
Dropstones are present at about 50% of the silty clay exposures in the Nass Valley, but are
not abundant at any of these sites. The dropstone paucity, the great thickness of chy and the
lack of fossils (including pollen) together suggest that sedimentation rates were very high and
that basinal waters were turbid. Areas with more dropstones were probably sites farther removed
from the ice front, where sedimentation rates were lower.
Biologically banen sediment of this type is common in modem tidewater glacier fiords in
Alaska (Cowan et al., 1997), where sedimentation rates are high and photosynthesis cannot
occur due to insufficient light penetration through the turbid water. However, fossils are common
in glacial sediments of the Juneau (Miller, 1973) and Tenace areas (Clague, 1984b). In Arctic

fiords, burrowing organisms are only found in areas of lower sedimentation rates (Syvitski and
Hein, 1991). 1 suggest then, that an extrernely high sedimentation rate is responsible for the lack
of fossils in the Nass Valley. The Juneau and Tenace areas have rnuch more compfex bedrock
geology and different styles of deglaciation (e.g. punctuated by readvances and stillstands), so
sedimentation rates were probably lower. The Nass am's soft Bowser Lake Group lithologies
allowed a higher amount of glacial erosion and deposition to occur, resulting in the votuminous
glaciomarine deposits of the Nass Valley.
It is argued that earthflows, common in marine sediments near Tenace (Clague, 1984b) and
in Nass Valley si@ chy deposits, provide postdepositional evidence of a glaciornarine origin for
the silts. The shear strengths of Nass Valley clays are extremely low (Geertsema, 1998). a
common characteristic of

manne quick clays (chys that liquefy easiiy). The SEM anaiysis of this

study (Appendix E) and the liquefaction of the clay by our vibraconng further indicate a quick day
tendency,
Finally, fiords in northern B.C. generally show the same depositional sequence as that
seen here: till overlain by interbedded ice contact deposits and capped by glaciomarine mud
(McCann and Kostaschuk, 1987).
lt is concluded, therefore, that the Nass Valley siky clays are distal glaciomarine deposits

related to the 230 m and lower sea level stands. Coarser sediments are proximal glaciomarine
deposits that fomed prior to the distal siity &y deposits that overlie them. Some silty and sandy
interbeds may have been deposited as distal facies of fan deltas in basinal areas near the valley

edge.
Considering the great width of the valley (10-15 km), deposition of 25-35 m of fine-grained
sediment is taken to indicate an immense amount of clastic influx. Since most of silty day deposits
are massive, it is possible that deposition was continuous. However, the presence of laminations
at some locations indicates at least some minor fluctuations in deposition. it is also possible that
the massive nature of Nass Valley clays is due to liquefaction, since laminated structures are
absent at most sites and the clays are known to be readily Iiquifiable (SEM Analysis, Appendix E).

All evidence points to continuous, rapid retreat of ice in the Nass Valley. Morainal banks or
subaqueous fan ridges indicative of a stillstand were not revealed by drilling, although more
drilling might reveal such morphologies. Extrernely rapid retreat of tidewater glaciers teminating
in deep water is common in Alaska (Paterson, 1994) and is probably what happened in the Nass
Valley. In fact, Powell's (1981) 'Facies Association 1: Facies of rapidty retreating tidewater glaciers
with ice fronts actively calving in deep watef best describes the sediment package of the Nass
Valley. In this scenario, till, gravel and sand are deposited at the ice front. Subglacial meltwater
jets deposit gravel and sand that fine distally to laminated sand and mud. Mud (possibly with
dropstones) is deposited beyond this zone, but intertongues with it. The input of coarse debris
by fan deitas and valley-side talus is also common in fiord settings, but the main clastic input

source is the ice front (Syvitski et al., 1986).
The Nass Valley basin is quite different from that of the Tenace-Kitimat-Skeena area to the
south, but fiord depositional processes are affected by a number of parameters, including length
and depth of the fiord (Paterson, 1994), climate and glacial history. tt is not uncornmon for basin

fiils to be unique to individual fiords (Syvitski, 1993). Stillstands occuned in the Terrace-Kitimat
area where bedrock ridges and nanowing of the valleys to 3-5 km wide provided pinning points
(Clague, 1984b). The Nass Valley is wide; there are no pinning points. Constrictions do occur
east of the medial bedrock ridge north of New Aiyansh and down valley near the mouth of the
Nass River, but any sediment accumulations indicating stillstands that may have formed at these
locations are now covered by glaciofluvial and fluvial deposits, respectively.

Postglacial Deposits

Colluvial Deposits
Colluvial deposits aie the most abundant postgfaciaf deposits of this predominantly
mountainous region. Along with bedrock, they comprise the rnajority of the mapped units on
both maps. Debris flow scars and avalanche tracks are abundant on steeper slopes. On steep
valley sides, colluvial debris consists of a mixture of reworked till, glaciofluvial or manne deposits,

and local bedrock, and most commonly occurs as a thin veneer over bedrock (drift veneer of
Clague, 1984b). Colluviurn generally lac& a siiüclay fraction (except where glaciornarine sitty day
is a major constituent), or contains only a small proportion of silt. Clasts are almost entirely of local
denvation (>95%) and are mainly angular; subrounded cfasts are common in debris flow deposits.
Colour is typicalty brown, chsts are unstnated, and the deposit is loose (easily dislodged with a
pick).
Rockfatls can produce abundant debris that includes huge angular boulders (>2 m in
diameter). Colluvial aprons or scree slopes are forrned mainly by rackfaIl processes on steep
mountain slopes (Figure 4.7a).
Colluvial fans (debris flow cones) are mainly composed of debns flow sediments and form
cones at the foot of mountains (Figure 4.7b). Granule- to boulder-sized unstriated clasts are set in
a medium- to coarse-grained sand or silty sand matrix. Clasts are highly angular to subrounded,
with angular clasts generally dominant. The deposits are very poorly sorted, massive to vaguely
bedded, with dasts commonly protruding into overlying beds (Figure 4.7~).The finer-grained
beds can be locally foliated, indicating shear plane formation within a slowing debris flow.
Landslides include localized rockfalls and earthflows in fine-grained glaciomarine
sediments. Undercutting by streams seems to be an important factor in earthflow initiation.

Alluvial Deposits

Alluvial plains (river floodplains) are found throughout the region. Alluvial plains have been
formed by the Nass, Kshwan, White, Kiteen and Kinskuch rivers. The Nass River, the largest river,
is incised into bedrock in the White River and upper Nass Valley areas. R has incised through

glacial sediments and into underiying bedrock. As a result, it is straight to sinuous and has a single
channel. In the lower Nass Valley, the river cuts into glacial sediments alone. In this locality, it takes
the f o m of a wandering grave1 bed river, with up to three channels flowing past forested medial
and lateral bars. This f o m persists into in its sandy lower reaches. The Aiyansh hva flow has
modified the river's planform by forcing the river against a bedrack ridge in the vicinity of
Gitwinksihlkw. At this locality, the river flows rapidly through a nanow gorge. temporarily becoming

Figure 4.7. Colluvial deposits. a) Colluvial apron, formed mainly by rockfall. b) Typical colluvial
fans or debris flow cones (arrowed). c) Colluvial fan debris flow sediments, with protmding clasts
arrowed. Figure for scale circled.

single channeled again. An alluvial fioodplain just southwest of the hva flow is forested and was
probably abandoned when the hva flow fonned. Grey to da& grey clayey silt and day that rnay
contain woody debns or other organics are present in some of the abandoned and slower flowing
channels of the Nass River. Units can be massive or laminated. Heavy mineral concentrations
(small placers) are present in areaç of granitic bedrock. Al1 of the other rivers have a braided
planfonn over at least part of their alluvial plains, changing to wandeiing gravel bed *ers

in

places.
Stable and unstable bars are common components of alluvial plains. The former are
forested. Clasts are subrounded to well rounded (commonly discoid), imbricate, and sediments
range from fine-grained sand to cobble gravel. Beds are pooriy to well sorted, and sorting across
bar surfaces

iç

common (fining downstream). Vague and obvious horizontal beds are locally

visible. Lower contacts of coarse beds are erosive or sharp. Fines are common in abandoned and
slow flowing channels of al1 alluvial deposits. Bowser Lake Group rocks are commofl constituents
of the coarser fraction, but granite and syenite clasts are more abundant in the west, as these

lithologies withstand fluvial transport better. Metavolcanicsare present near the source terrane.

Alluvial Fan DeposÏts

Alluvial fans f o m where rivers from small valleys enter major valleys, a cornmon occurrence
in a region with an abundance of hanging and tributary valleys as in the Nass region. Most alluvial

fans are active, probably due to the high rainfall and high relief of the area. It iç possible that the
majority of each fan deposit is paraglacial (Ryder, 1970), but the surface portions are definitely
Holocene in age. These units are good aggregate sources, but are neither

as extensive nor as

thick as the glaciofluvial deposits. Alluvial fans are made up of poorfy to very poorly sorted pebble
to boulder gravel with a sandy matrix. Clasts are subrounded to angular. but are generally more
rounded than those of Kwinatahl till or colluvial fans. Clasts are mostly of local provenance

(>95%), so granitic lithologies dominate in the west, while Bowser Lake Group rocks dominate in
the east. The debris flow component of the deposit consists of beds of massive, matrixsupported diamicton that commonly drape underlying beds. Outsized clasts commonly project

into overlying beds. Clasts can be >1 m in diameter. Pebbles and cobbles are aligned paraiiel to
the horizontal or draped bedding in the beds that have a sand matruc The fluvial component is
most commonly clast-supported, with Iocalized imbrication showing down-fan paleoflow
directions. Subhorizontal bedding that varies from well defined to indistinct b common, dipping
gently down-fan. Crossbedded grave1 sets are rare. In steeply sloping areas (proximal fan
regions), beds can be contorted by downslope movement (Figure 4.8a). In distal fan areas, sandy
deposits are common.
A very recent debris flow deposit was observed on the Dragon Lake alluvial fan complex. A

senes of three Stream and debris flow fed fans have coalesced cd this location (Figure 7.1, Nass
Valley map). On the southemmost fan, a new channel has been cut by a large debris flow. The
creek has been relocated to this new channel. Levees 3 m high are visible down each side of the
channel (Figure 4.8b) and there is also one in the channel centre. Gravel flowed into parts of the
surrounding forest floor without disturbirig tree growth. A fabric bed blanket wrapped around a
log caught in the flow shows that this was a very recent event. Logs and other woody debris are
common within the bouldery flow.
A little further south, deposits of the old channel of this fan are present. Both old and new

flows exhibit angular to subrounded boulders up to 70 cxn in diameter. Sand and gfavel are also
present and the deposit is poorly sorted. Granite from the mountain side is the dominant
lithology, but Bowser Lake Group sedimentary rocks are also incorporated.
Fan deltas are alluvial fans that have buiit out into water (Figure 4.9a). Their sediments are

moderately to well sorted, with subrounded to round clasts of local bedrock. At one site in
Hastings A m , sand, pebbles, cobbles and boulders are sorted by size on the fan surface.
Boulders are found near the high tide line, cobbles fonn beaches ad lower levels, and sanddominated areas are found in the central area near low tide line. Presumably, sand and finergrained sediments are present beneath the water surface.

Figure 4.8. a) Defonned fluvial beds of sand and clast-supported sandy grave1 overlain by matrixsupported debris flow bed with somewhat aligned clasts in proximal fan region (tinger is pointing
to fluvial sediments). b) Recent debris flow deposit in the Dragon Lake area. Large levees (arrowed)
can be seen on either side of the flow as well as in the centre.

Figure 4.9. a) Fan deltas near Anyox, Hastings A m . b) Marmot Glacier. Note large, gullied lateral
moraine in the distance.

NeoglacialDeposits

Neoglacial till is present at the margins of modem glaciers, aH of which are cunently
retreating from their recent

which were probably attained during the Little iœ Age.

These loose, poorly sorted, massive diamictons contain granule- to boulder-sized clasts set in a
medium- to coarse-grained sand matrix. Neoglacial till has a significantly coarser matrix than the

two Pleistocene tills (Figure 4.8), because Bowser Lake Group rocks comprise only a minor
component. Clasts, predominantly soft ones, are striated, and the unweathered colour is grey to
dark grey or brown. Clasts are subangular (rarely subrounded) to very angular and are entirely of
local provenance. Flights of recessional and lateral moraines are cornmon, contrasting with the
complete absence of terminal and lateral moraines in Pleistocene deposits (Figure 4.9b). The
oldest moraines are more weathered and plants have begun to colonize a few of them. Moraines
are commonly gullied and cut by streams and debris flows. Debris flow and talus cones have
formed along the base of the moraines; the cones commonly coalesce to form aprons. Many
modern glaciers have a frontal complex of till and glaciofluviai deposits (e-g. Sutton Glacier,

Kitsault Valley map).
Neoglacial glaciofluvial deposits consist of subangular to subrounded pebble to cobble
gravel. Strong imbrication, moderate sorting and indistinct horizontal bedding are characteristic.
Colour is variable due to the presence of many local volcanic and sedimentary Iithologies in the
Cambria Ice Field region.
There are no glacier-dammed lakes within the thesis area, but some do exist on the north
side of the Cambria Ice Field, just beyond the northern limit of the study area.

Other Deposits

Organic deposits are abundant throughout the study area. They consist of peat bogs
developed locally on bedrock or glacial deposits. They are common features on braidplains,
probably due to high water tables caused by underlying clay or till deposits.
Felsenmeer, which locally obscures striations, is present at high altitudes, both in granite
and siltstone/sandstone successions.

The Aiyansh Lava Flow is aiso a postglacial feature. It has infilled parts of the Tseax and
Nass Valleys. The flow dammed lakes, reoriented rivers and covered alluvial fans. R filled a major
part of the Nass River floodplain, forcing the river to the edge of the flow. A major alluvial fan was
overrun, and it has continued its deposition on top of the flow.
R I 2 was a sample of wood from the Aiyansh iava flow (Appendix E). It carne from a lava-

encased tree trunk in growth position (Figure E.2). Moss growing on the top of the stump was
avoided when sampling. Since 8 cm of trunk was missing at the edge of the tree mould and there
was an average of 5 nngdcm in the sample collected, the date is about 40 calendar years too old.
As this was a bulk date - several rings were pulvenzed - it is probably another 10 years older. The

calendar dates for the 280

+ 50 radiocarbon years BP date are 1526-1557

or 1629-1663 A.D.

Subtracting 50 years, the new calendar ages are 1476-1507 or 1579-1613 A.D.
McCullagh (1918) discussed the native Nisga'a story that says that a 'seven-told human
age' (seven lifetimes of 21 years) had passed since the flow, puiting the age of the flow a! about
1770 A.D. In 1898, trees were cut that were involuted from bark stripping 128 years earlier, at a site

where the Nisga'a people are said to have made a temporary camp after the destruction of their
villages (McCullagh, 1918). The 1770 A.D. age is not in agreement with the radiocarbon date, so
the timing of the oral history appears to be incorrect. The seven lifetimes would each have to be at
least 43 years long, and the bark stripping must not have been due to rebuilding after the flow.

CHAPTER FlVE
LITHOSTRATIGRAQHY

This chapter reviews information gathered from natural and man-made exposures
(sections) of the entire study area, as well as from holes drilled in the Nass Valley. In addition to
lithological data, downhole geophysical logs of the drill holes are also discussed.

Sections

Major sections are rare in the study area. In the area covered by the two 1:100 000 map
sheets, only ten sections were identified; the locations of these are shown in Figure 5.1. Since
several sections show similar stratigraphy, they are discussed as a group. The remaining sections
are discussed individually, from north to south.
The section diagrams contain detailed lithological descriptions of the sections, so
discussions in the text are kept brief. The tegend for the sections and drill holes is shown in
Figure 5.2. The elevations at the top of each section are approximate, as they were determined
from the topographic maps.

Sections 96705- 10 (West Hastings A m ) , 96810-10 (Hoan Creek). 96805- 10 (Shumal
Creek)

Descriotion
These sections are located near West Hastings A m , Hoan Creek and Shumal Creek
(Figure 5.1) at 60 m. 335 m and 183 m ad elevations, respectively. Only the Hoan Creek section
is above manne limit, which is 230 m (Chapter 4). The sections are aü natural river-cut exposures
and each is a good example of thick diamicton overlain by finer sorted sediments. Detailed
descriptions and lithologic logs of these sections are shown in Figures 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5. The
diamicton in these sections is 25 to 43 m thick and may be thicker, because bedrock was not
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Water bodies

Figure 5.1. Location of major sections described in the text.
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Figure 5.2. Legend for lithologic logs of sections and drill holes.

encountered at the base of the sections. The diamicton is overiain by gravel and/or silty day that
may contain dropstones.

Intemretation
The diamictons are interpreted as lodgement till due to their very poor sorting, clast
angularity, compactness, massive texture and striated clasts. The till is dominated by Bowser Lake
Group clasts and will be referred to by the informal narne 'Kwinatahl till' in the dissertation. At Hoan
Creek (Section 97810-IO), the lodgement till is overiain by a till ( a h Kwinatahl till) that is inferred
to be a melt-out till due to its less compact nature and the presence of sandy lenses.
At Shumal Creek, horizontally bedded silty day with dropstones is interpreted to have
formed in a distal glaciomarine environment. The presence of dropstones indicates that it formed
in either a glaciomanne or a glaciolacustrine environment. The possibility that the silty clay could
have been deposited in a glaciolacustnne environment is discounted for reasons outlined earlier
(Chapter 4).
At West Hastings A m (Section 96705-10). interûedded coarse-grained sand to boulder
gravel and horizontally laminated silty clay with dropstones (Figure 56a, b) is interpreted to reflect

proximal glaciomarine deposition. The presence of dropstones and the site's location adjacent to
a major fiord support this interpretation. The presence of granitic bedrock clasts of local

provenance in the glaciomarine deposit, but not in the till, indicates that the till is of distal
provenance, while the glaciomarine sediments are of local provenance. A major change in source
areas appears to have occurred between these two depositional events.
Glaciofluvial or deltaic deposition is inferred for the uppennost packages of the Hoan Creek
section and the Shumal Creek section, due to the coarse-grained nature and rounding of clasts
in these units. This bed was not accessible at Shumal Creek, but these characteristics were

visible from the middle portion of the section. At Hoan Creek, moderate to poor sorting and
horizontal bedding support this interpretation (see Glaciofluvial Deposits, Chapter 4).

Figure 5.6. Section 96705- 10, West Hasting A m . a) Entire section, which consists mostly of
diamicton. Coarse bedded sediments are visible at the top of the photo. b) Close-up of upper part
of section. Note the sharp, erosive contact between the diamicton and overlying interbeds of grave1
and silt. Hammer is about 30 cm long.

Section 97723-01 (Kinskuch Valley)
This exposure 6 the only major section from which a radiocarbon dating sample was
obtained (Figure 5.7). For details on the sample and the dates, see Appendix E. Pollen samples
were also analyzed (Appendix E). The exposure is at an elevation of 274 m ad, which is above
marine Iimit (Chapter 4).

Descri~tion
A horizontally laminated day iayer is overlain and underlain by horizontally bedded fine-

grained sand, coarse-grained sand, and granule, pebble and cobble gravel at this site. The lower
contact of the cfay unit drapes the underlying sediments, while the upper contact is erosive. The
whole section is only about 2 m wide, so lateral relationships could not be determined. See
Figure 5.7 for a more detailed description.
Sample R i was taken from a road cut in Kinskuch Valley. 1t is the sarne sample as 97723-31,
Kinskuch Valley Section, Figure 5.7. The organic sarnple was actually taken a year before the
section was described, hence the different sample number. Terrestrial moss (identified by R.
Mathews, Biological Sciences Dept., SFU) was initially AMS dated (TO-6354). tt was considered
in situ as it formed mats of a single species. When this age tumed out to be interstadial, a second

age was obtained from flattened stems of Equisefum sp. in the same sample (Beta-124778). This
age is slightly older, possibly due to the different labs at which the samples were dated. The site
is interglacial, correlative to the Olympia Nonglacial lnterval of southern B.C.

lnter~retation
The radiocarbon dates obtained from sample 97723-31 are 27 130 I 280 and
30 080 X 170 a BP, indicating that the laminated clay unit is interstadial in age. The section is

interpreted to represent fluvial and possibly lacustrine or dettaic environments of the Olympia
Nonglacial lnterval. Coarse fluvial or deltaic sedimecitation was responsible for the deposition of
gravel from 6.9 to 7.8 m. This type of deposition haited at some point, and lake or abandoned

channel sedimentation ensued with the onset of fine-grained sand deposition which could b e
from a beach (freshwater), deltaic or fluvial setting. Unfortunately, the exposure is too namw to
detemine lateral continuity and the sand deposit is massive. The actual depositional environment
of the sand and gravel is thus difficult to define. Deepening of the lake or slowing of channel flow
allowed the deposition of laminated clay, including an organic layer which may have washed in
from a nearûy lake or Stream margin. The organic debris in the laminated day consists of fine
leaves and stems, ail well preserved, but completely flattened by the weight of overlying
sediments and/or ice. The take or channel later drained, and fluvial erosion followed by gravel and
sand deposition occurred. The horizontally bedded gravel and sand from 5.4 to O m is interpreted
to have been deposited in a river due to its clast support, rnoderate to poor sorting, massive to

weak bedding and loose nature, but it is not certain whether the depositional environment was a

glacial meltwater river or an interstadial river.
The pollen analysis of this site is detailed in Appendix E. The three samples show that a
spruce forest with no modem analogues existed in the region in interstadial time. Clirnate must
have been cooler than present at that time.

Section 97621-0 1 (Kiteen River)

This section is a natural exposure cut by the Kiteen River (Figure 5.8a). The top of the

section is at 140 m asl. Its location is just north of the mapped area of 103P/SW and just east of
103P/NW, so it does not appear on either of the Quatemary geology rnaps. However, its location
is shown on Figure 5.1.

Descriotion
The detailed log and section description are shown in Figure 5.9. At the base of the section
is a gravel unit (34-32 m depth) in which 15% of the clasts are striated. The gravel iç overlain by
interbedded fine- and medium-grained sand.
The unit from 25 to 30 m is a diamicton with a sand matrix. It is massive, very poorly sorted,
and has striated clasts. Bullet-shaped boulders are present in the lower part of the diamicton

Figure 5.8. Kitccn River Section (97621-01). ii) The vertical clin'cxposcs coarse-graincd dcposits that ovcrlic till. Solid linc shows whcrc section
was mcasurcd. b) Bullet-shapcd boiildcr weüthcrcd out of lowcr diiiniicton. Striac itrc parallcl on the top and bottom pliin~sof thc bouldcr. Hammcr
is about 30 cm long. c) Nonniil îiiiilt (arrowcd), planar tabiiliir crussbcds and rarc pcbblcs in çoiirsc-graincd sünd, itt about 20 in dcpth. Lcns ciip is
49 inin wide. d) Coarscning iipwnrd ilnit (within brackcts).

(Figure 5.8b)and its lower contact is draped. The presence of meta-vokanic clasts, wel rounded
clast shapes and the sand rnatrix distinguish it as a diamicton that is dierent from Kwinatahl till.
Overlying the diamicton is a horizontally bedded coarse-grained sand to boulder gravel
unit, with a southwest paleoflow direction. This flow direction is exactly opposite the northeastem
flow direction of the modem Kiteen River at this location. Numerous gravel lags, planar tabular
)
the beds coarsen
crossbeds, trough crossbeds, and normal faults can be seen (Figure 5 . 8 ~ and

upward, although they are individually massive (Figure 5.8d). A normal fault is visible in Figure

5.8~.The erosive lower contact is part of a large channel feature cut into the underlying
diamicton. The diamicton is a thiclcer unit where the channel cut is l e s deep- To the north,
horizontally bedded boulder gravel is visible in the distance, but its relationship to the diamicton is
unclear as it is inaccessible.
From 6 to 9 m is a very pooriy sorted diamicton with a silty sand matrix, massive texture and a
single granule gravel lens. The percentage of striated clasts in the diamicton is about 90%. The

basal contact is gradational and beds are crudely stratified. especially near the base of the unit.
The stratified beds also display slight clast alignment.
The uppermost unit, from 6-0 m, consists of interbedded silt, fine-grained sand, mediumgrained sand and gravel. Lags and crossbedding are present in places.

The abundance of sedimentary structures sets this section apart from the majonty of
structureless glaciofluvial deposits in the regain.

lnter~retation
The gravel and sand at the base of the log (34-30 m) are interpreted as glaciofluvial or fluvial
deposits and a possible debris flow that rnay have reworked a till deposit (striated clasts). The
diamicton above them is very poorly sorted, compact, and contains striated and bullet shaped
clasts. However, it has a coarse-grained rnatrix and a draped lower contact, so it could be a meltout till or a flow tiII. It is more likely the latter because striated and bullet shaped clasts imply that it
was originally a lodgernent till. Since the diamicton averiies laterally extensive gravel and sand, the
underlying sediments could be subglaciaf fluvial deposits.

f he planar tabular and trough crossbedded coarse-grained sand to boulder gravel from 25

to 8.8 m is interpreted as a glaciofluvial deposit. It contains the gravel lags and crossbedding
common in fluvial environments and is part of the infill of the paleochannel cut into the till. The
succession also coarsens upwards, which is consistent with an approaching ice front,

SG

it may

represent an advance-phase deposit. The river's paleoflow direction is southwest, down the Nass
Valley. An alternative hypothesis is that these are deposits of one subglacial flood. However,
individual beds are thin and exhibit no grading, which might be expected in a surging flood type
environment. Also, the coarsening-upward of numerous beds indicates a gradua1 change in flow
regime. The beds could also be interpreted as channel deposits that received higher velocity flow
over time, possibly due to adjacent channel abandonment. If this is the case, they may not be
advance-phase deposits. For these reasons, the unit is simply interpreted as glaciofluvial.
The diamicton overlying the coarsening-upward sequence is likely a melt-out till, as it has a

silty sand matrix, a granule gravel lens and indistinct stratification. It is not a debfls flow, as 90% of
its clast are striated. It is similar to the Kwinatahl till of the region. The lower contact rnay actually be
an erosive contact. Underlying gravels rnay have been entrained as a deforrnable bed, creating
the illusion of a gradational contact at this location. The till may be a deformation till at its base ifthis

is the case.

The coarse, horizontally bedded deposits from 6 to O m are interpreted as glacial river
deposits. In this stratigraphie position, they are probably deglacial sediments, since they overlie
gIaciofIuvial sediments and tilt. Any glaciornarine deposits that rnay have existed between the till
and glaciofluvial sedirnents was Iikely eroded away by fluvial activity.
The glacial history of this site is one of ice advance and retreat, foliowed by a second
advance and retreat. An ice advance deposited the lodgement till that was reworked by flow and
possibly the fluvial and debris flow sediments beneath it. This ice retreated and glaciofluvial
sediments were later deposited. These rnay be either advance- or retreat-phase sediments.
There was a major erosive event which forrned the channel in which the fluvial sediments lie. The
channel is cut into thick till deposits that are represented by the thin diamicton at the base of the
section. Lateral relationships between this till and horizontally bedded gravel some distance to

the north are uncertain. Melt-out and possibly defomation till (Kwinatahl Ell) was deposited when
a second glacier advanced across the site. When this glacier retreated, more glaciofluvial deposits
were laid down in its wake. Two major ice advances are thus recorded at this site, with associated
intervening fluvial deposition.
A year after this section was described, a major earthflow, visible in the foreground of Figure
5.8a, occurred to the south of it. Here, about 30 m of glaciomarine massive silty day is exposed,

with about 6 m of fluvial gravels erosively overiying the day (Figure 5.10). No evidence of till
deposition was seen. It is interesting that such a different depositional record could be preserved
at a site so close to the Kiteen River Section. The Kiteen River Section a m must have been
protected from the deeper erosion that the southern section experienced prior to glaciomarine
deposition. Neither section is protected by nearby bedrock outcrops, so protection must have
been provided in the f o m of glacial sediments.

Section 976 13-03(Tchitin River)

This section is a natural exposure within the Nass Braidplain at 158 m ad (Figure 5.1 1),
formed by the incision of a small tributary of the Nass River called Tchitin River (Figure 5.1). Much
of the section is covered by slumped matenal, but it was able to be logged by the cleanng of small
sections at various intervals. The exposure is actually more than 40 m thick. but lower levels on
the other side of the overgrown logging road were inaccessible.

Descri~tion
The detailed log and description of the 40 m section are shown in Figure 5.1 1. Most of the
sectim comprises granule to boulder grave1 that is poorly sorted, horizontally bedded and planar
tabular crossbedded. A few silt rip-up clasts and silt, clay or sand beds are present locally.

IntermeClast supported gravels, poor sorting, horizontal bedding, planar tabular crossbedding,
clast roundness, imbrication, and the presence of rip-up clasts point to a glaciofluvial origin for this

Figure 5.1 0. Horizontally bedded grave1 (g), sand (s) and silt (st) overlie a thick deposit of glaciomarine silty clay (SC) just south of the Kiteen River Section. Note erosive contact (dashed). Notebook
is 18 cm long.

site. Additional geomorphic information from the surficial geology mapping shows that the area
surrounding the section is a braidplain. The section is thus interpreted to be a glaciofluvial
braidplain deposit- This section provides an insight into the late glacial (retreat-phase) glaciofluvial
environment of the Nass Valley: deposits are localty more than 40 m thick, indicating that
aggradation was rapid if these features were short-lived.

Section 97530-01 (Irene Meadows Road)
This section is an exposure in a road cut within the Aiyansh Braidpfain that had to be
extensively cleared of slumped material (Figure 5.1). Several offset vertical sections were
rneasured to complete the lithological log and description of Figure 5.12. The elevation at the top
of the section is 85 rn asl.

DescrÏ~tion
The section consists of well sorted, horizontally interbedded silt, fine- and medium-grained
sand. Most beds are massive but some are nomally graded. Cunent ripples, type B climbing
current ripples, flame structures, flaser bedding, wavy bedding, nomial faults, soft sediment
deformation structures and clay rip-up clasts are common (Figures 5.1 3a, b and 5.1 4a, b,c). Flaser
bedding commonly passes upward into wavy bedding. Paleoflow direction was indicated by ripple
orientations, which al1 show flow to the southwest. Laminations dip 10" to the southwest as well.

Intemretation

The excellent sorting, generally finer grain sizes, 10" dip of laminae, normal faults, flaser
beds, ripples, hoflzontal bedding, nomally graded beds, flame structure, np up clasts, convolute
lamination and bal1 and pillow structures indicate that these sediments were Iikely deposited in a
deltaic setting. The section is interpreted to be lower delta slope deposits. The altemation of
sand and silt (e.g. flaser bedding, horizontal interbeds) is a common feature of dettaic (and other)
environments. Normal faults occurred when parts of the rapidly accumulated dettaic deposit faiied

and shifted slightly down slope. Sand was Iikely deposited dunng higher river flows. Normal

Figure 5.13. Irene Meadows Road Section. a) Person is pointing to a normal fault in horizontally
Iaminated and current rippled silt and sand. Vertical scaie bar is 10 cm long. b) Horizontal bedding,
current ripples and flaser/wavy bedding in dark toned sand and light toned silt. Vertical scale bar
is 10 cm long.

Figure 5.14. Section 97530-0 1 , lrene Meadows Road. a) Flaser bedding (f), bal1 and pillow structure
(b) and convolute lamination ( c ) in dark toned sand and Iight toned silt beds. b) Flame structure in sand,
highlighted by Iighter toned silt. c ) Large silt and sand rip-up clast within dark toned sand bed. Black
bars o n measuring tapes are 1 O cm long in al1 photographs.

grading, rip-up clasts and npple cross stratification indicate that flow velocity was variable. Ball and
pillow and flame structures formed when sand was rapidly deposited over water-saturated sin and
sank into it. Convolute laminations also indicate rapid deposition, which is a common feature of
deltas. The surfiial geology mapping shows this section to be near the terminus of a large
braidplain (Nass Valley map). This geomorphic locality is one where a delta would be likely to f o m
and the southwest paleoflow direction is consistent with this interpretation. Similar sediments are
interpreted as having formed near a delta front in a glacial lake environment in the Okanagan
Valley (Shaw, 1977).

Section 97602-05 (Aiyansh Gravel Pit)
The most accessible and extensive section in the study area is the Aiyansh Gravel Pit
(Figure 5.1). its well sorted gravel makes ideal aggregate for road building and maintenance.
There are three levels to the pit, so the lithologic log is a composite of information obtained at
three different locations, The top of the section is 152 rn asl, and the pit is located in the terminal
zone of a large braidplain (Nass Valley map).

Description
The lower part of the section consists of laterally extensive pebblekobble gravel interbeds,
thinning and fining up to pebblelgranule gravel beds (Figure 5.15). lndividual beds are
moderately sorted, do not fine upward and have sharp and planar contacts. Clasts are unstriated.
subangular to well rounded and aligned or imbricate. One normal fauit was observed (Figure
5.16).

From 10 to 6.8 rn, cobble gravel thins and fines upward to coarse-grained sand (Figure
5.17b). A few gravel lags and ptanar tabular crossbeds are present. From 5.5 to 6.8 m, there are

well sorted, fining-upward beds of granule gravel to coarse-grained sand, that contain some
planar crossbedding and one flaser bedded unit. Sigmoid (epsilon) crossbeds in the uppermost
part of the section indicate a southwesterly paleoflow direction. There are local outsized clasts

Figure 5.16. Section 97602-05, Aiyiinsh Gravcl Pit. Liiterally cxtcnsivc, horizontillly bcddcd gravel. Note normal fault (imowed) and figure for scale
(circlcd).Thc lowcr 15 m of thc section wiis loggcd rit sitcs to ttic tclt (whcrc fitilt is locatcd) and right of the figure,
\O

00

Figure 5.17. Aiyansh Gravel Pit. a) Figure is pointing to an isolated boulder within gravel beds. b)
Upper part of section. Thinning and fining upward of massive beds is indicated by a change from
Iight toned gravel to dark toned sand. Note erosive basal contact of granule gravel bed near top of
section. Light toned sediment overiying dark toned sand at top of photo is silt.

and gravel lags (Figure 5.17a). The fining-upward beds

are overlain by a few silt and fine-grained

sand interbeds that show ripple cross lamination.
The upper part of the section comprises massive sitt, interrupted by an erosive granule
gravel bed and some sand lenses. Soft sediment deformation is common at both the upper and
lower siity clay contact. Elsewhere in the gravel pit, the silt unit is overlain by about 2 m of coarsegrained sand and granule gravel interbeds.

1ntemretation

The section is located in the terminaf zone of the Aiyansh Braidplain, which was determined
to be a braidplain from surfcial mapping. The coarse, clast-supported gravel, fining-upward beds,
planar crossbedding, gravel lags, trough crossbedding and erosive basal contacts indicate
deposition in a fluvial environment. However, the iaterally extensive beds are not what might be
expected in afluvial or migrating delta distributary channel environment, one where cut and filt
features would be common. Outsized ciasts within the beds could be interpreted as the
remainder of colluvial or alluvial fan debris flow deposits that overran the deposit from the steep
valley sides. Smaller clasts were easily rernoved by water flow, but the river was not able to move
the larger clasts. The deposit is interpreted as a glacioflwial delta. Its location at the terminal zone

of a large braidplain suggests that it is a braid delta. The silt at the top of the section may be the
final product of waning flow, which is indicated by the thinning and fining-upward beds. The
waning flow suggests that the ice front was receding and mettwater production was abating (or
was re-directed). The lrene Meadows Road section (Figure 5.1 2) is stratigraphically lower than the
Aiyansh Pit Section, which is near the surface of the braidplain. This site appears to be in an
upper delta plain location, while the lrene Meadows section is in a more disbl delta slope setting.
This basinward fining further supports a deitaic interpretation. Further investigation at this site by
ground penetrating radar was carried out and will be discussed in Chapter 7.

Section 97609-01 (Tseax Creek)

The Tseax Creek section is northwest of a bridge over Tseax Creek on the Nisga'a Highway
at an elevation of 61 m as1 (Figure 5.1). Pnor to the emplacement of the Aiyansh lava flow, the

section was probably eroded by the Nass River, but after the flow, Tseax Creek alone eroded the
section. The lava flow overlies former Nass River fluvial gravel, sand and clay on the opposite bank
of Tseax Creek.

Descri~tion
Figure 5.18 shows the detailed log and description, while Figure 5.19 is a photo of the
entire section. From 48 to 17.5 m depth, a very poorly sorted, slightly compact, indistinctly
horizontally bedded, blue grey diamicton is interbedded with local beds of granule gravel. The
individual diamicton beds are massive and laterally continuous. Clasts within the diamicton Vary
from very angular to well rounded, and are heavily striated. The matrix is a silty fine-grained sand.
A few lenses of nomally graded sand are present (e.g. 20 m, 27.5 m).
ln the central part of the section (17.5 to 7.5 m), gravel, sand, sitt and diamicton are

interbedded and interfinger laterally with each other. Horizontal bedding, imbrication and massive
beds are common. Clasts are angular to subrounded and unstriated, except for the diamicton
clasts, which are angular to well rounded, and 10% of which are striated. Dropstones are
abundant in the silt and fine-grained sand beds.
In the upper part of the section (6.4 to 7.5 m), massive, unfossiliferous blue sihy day is
interbedded with brown silt and some fine-grained sand and gravel beds. These beds are jointed
and horizontally laminated, with a few dropstones and some small lenses of very fine-grained
sand. They are overlain by well rounded pebble gravel.

Intemretation
The lowest unit, a 30 m thick diamicton, with indistinct horizontal bedding and local
interbeds of granule gravel and sand lenses, is interpreted as a melt-out tilf. The poor bedding
preserves some of the original texture of the tif1 in ice, and has k e n preserved by melt out mther
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Figure 5.18. Section 97609-01, Tseax Creek,detailed lithological log, description and interpretation. A till fabric fiom the base of the section
is shown.

Figure 5.19. Upper part of section 97609-01, Tseax Creek. Brackets show fine-grained interbeds

(0,coarse-grained interbeds (c) and diamicton (d).

than obliterated by lodgement, deformation or post-depositional flow. Small englacial channel
deposits are also preserved (nonnally graded sand lenses, granule gravel beds). A till fabric from
the base of the section is not particulariy strong, and shows an approximate southwest ice flow
direction (ice flow down the Nass Valley) (Figure 5.18). tts spread nature suggests that the till at
the base of the section is actually a deformation till. The diamicton is not interpreted as a min out
tiil, because that type of till would have no discemible fabric or bedding.

The overîying interfingering beds of marse- and fine-grained sediments and diamicton
(17.5 to 7.5 m) are typical of a very ice proximal glaciomarine environment (Powell and Molnia,

1989). None of the beds is particularty thick, and the high variability and lateral pinch outs are
distinctive of a subaqueous fan deposit. As a subglacial jet changes position, coarse-grained
sedimentation also changes position, resutting in beds that pinch out laterally. However, the
group of beds is laterally extensive, so it does not seem to have an actual fan shape that is
discemibfe at the section scale. This section is large, though (50 m high and about 200 m wide),
so a fan shaped morphology is likely to be visible if present. The ice front rnay have been too

mobile for a complete subaqueous fan to develop. The fan shape that develops as a subaqueous
jet sweeps back and forth at a stationary ice front would not have had enough time to form if the
ice front was retreating rapidly.
The finer-grained overiying beds are interpreted as distal glaciomarine deposits. The fining
up at the base of this unit (7.7 to 6.7 m) is interpreted to reflect the retreat of the ice front. The

interbedded silt and sitvday show that flow fluctuations reached distal areas. Very fine-grained
sand lenses probably represent distal parts of channelized flows that reached distal glaciomanne
areas. The uppermost gravel bed is probably glacioflwial or deltaic, as inferred from its well
rounded ciasts, coarse-grained and loose nature, as well as its proximity to a major braidplain
(Nass Valley rnap).

Section 97601-01 (near Aiyansh lava flo w)
This section is a logging road cut exposure just south of the Aiyansh lava flow, at 155 rn as1
(Figure 5.1). A detailed log and description are given in Figure 5.20.

ûescri~tion
Most of the section exposes clast-supported, vaguely imbricate, poorly to well sorted,
granule to boulder gravel. Local interbeds of coarsening-upward fine- to medium-grained sand

and lenses of massive pebble gravel within granule gravel occur in ihis unit. There are also some
matrix supported, horizontally bedded gravels and a diamicton bed. The latter is a massive
deposit of granule to cobble gravel with a sand matrix, containing angular to subround clasts and
sand lenses.
Paleoflow direction, based on imbricate clast orientations, is to the north-northeastat 21O .

Inter~retation
The mix of clast- and matrix-supported gravel, diamicton and sand lenses is consistent with
an allwial fan interpretation. This interpretation is also supported by surficial geology mapping
(see Nass Valley map),

as the area surrounding the section is mapped as an alluvial fan deposit.

The diamicton and matrix-supported gravels are interpreted as debris flow sediments, while the
clast supported gravels are fluvial deposits. The alluvial fan shown on the Nass Valley rnap has

formed from a northward flowing river and debris flows. The paleoflow direction of 21" is thus
consistent with the alluvial fan's direction of progradation.

Drill hole and Geophysical Log Descriptions

Drilling was canied out in areas of the Nass Valley where there were no section exposures
and at sites on or close to seismic line locations. For the most part, surface sediments were either
massive silty clay, sand or gravel. Drill sites were spaced at intervals along the Nass Valley to
obtain good down valley coverage (Figure 5.21). All holes were drilled in areas of expected
glaciomarine deposits, but a few were near or on braidplain and alluvial fan deposits.

LEGEND
alluvial plain
alluvial fan
other glaciofluvial sediments
/

Seismic
Line 1001

JL

glaciofluvial delta

€3 glaciofluvial braidplain
glaciomarine sediments
rivers, lakes
peat bogs
Figure 5.2 1 . Location of drill holes with respect to glaciomarine and other deposits.
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Drill Hole 98- 1 1O07

Location
This drill hole was located at the eastern edge of a modem alluvial fan on the valley's
western edge, at 125 m as1 (Figure 5.21 ). The site was chosen for its proximity to the fan, in order
to examine possible fan contributions to the glaciomarine environment. A smaii section is
exposed 800 m to the east, on the same logging road as the drill hole. The section shows silty
clay overlain by and grading laterally to yellow brown weathering sand and gravel- The gravels are
indistinctly horizontally bedded.
The hole was drilled at the roadside, and therefore a thin layer of road gravel was
encountered at the surface. This gravel is not included in either the log or the description, as it
does not add to the understanding of glacial history.

Descri~tion
The detailed lithology of the drill hole is shown in Figure 5.22. The lower portion of the log
(14.9 to 3 m) is dominated by massive, sticky, blue grey siity clay. Silt, very fine-grained sand and

medium-grained sand are found at the base of this unit. There appears to be a slight finingupward trend in these beds. The overlying silty clay unit is interrupted in places by very finegrained sand beds, some of which have clast-rich bases. The upper clast-rich layer (at 6.9 m)
consists of granules whereas the lower one (9.9 m) contains subangular to angular pebbles and
cobbles.
A silty, sandy pebblelcobble gravel bed with subangular clasts is found from 3 to 0.7 m. tt is

poorly sorted and loose.
Overlying the gravel is more sifty clay.
AI1 of the coarser-grained beds are dark blue grey in colour, and the gravels are of Bowser
Lake Group provenance. The blue grey clay is probably of the same provenance.

Intemretation
The siity clay, silt and sand beds are interpreted as distal glaciomarine deposits. The coarse
interbeds from 14.9 to 6.7 rn may be distal deposits of subaqueous outwash from a receding ice
front. This interpretation is supported by the upward thinning and less common occurrence of
coarse interbeds towaid the top of the record. The sand beds with clast-rich bases might
correspond to graded beds of turbidite deposits formed by subaqueous underflows, but it is
impossible to be certain of this without a good section exposure.
The poorly sorted gravel near the top of the hole is interpreted as a subaqueous debris flow
deposit. The modem alluvial fan visible at the surface may have been present as a fan delta during
the deposition of the glaciomanne siity clay. Talus cones and fan deltas are common minor
sediment sources in modem fiords (Syvitski and Hein, 1991). If this was the case, the fan was
much smaller initially, contnbuting only local coarse beds, such as this one, to the distal
glaciomarine environment. Immediately prior to the end of marine deposition, the fan grew
considerably. It was at this time that the thick debris flow bed found near the top of the interval was
deposited. Quiet silty clay deposition followed, signaling a return to glaciomanne conditions. Fan
deposition halted temporanly or the depositional zone moved to a different location at this time.

Drill Hole 98-2-1O 0 5

Location
This drill hole was dnlled in an area of extensive surficial day deposits, 2 km east of two
modem alluvial fans, at 163 m as1 (Figure 5.21). The site was chosen because it was the closest
point to the centre of the western part of the Nass basin that could be accessed with the drill ng. A
long record (about 36 m) was obtained at this location.

Descri~tion
A detailed description accompanies the lithologic and geophysical logs in Figure 5.23.

Poorly sorted clay to pebble gravel diamicton with stnated ciasts was encountered at the base of
the hole. This unit was extremely hard, and it plugged the drill bit twice. Aithough it was very hard

to drill, sorne of the diamicton came up with the drill bit due to the pfugging, which allowed a better
description of the diamicton. The matrix of the diamicton was blue grey in colour.
Sticky, blue grey clay and silty clay overlie the diamicton. The upper 3 to 4 m of siity chy is
weathered to pale brown and is extremely hard.

The weathered to unweathered zone is

gradational and the unweathered siity day is quite soft. Localized incursions of silty sand, sand
and clayey silt are also present, but overall, the drill core is dominated by silty clay.
Samples A and 8 were taken at 9.9 and 23.8 m respectively. 60th samples revealed
massive, sticky siity clay over a 50-55 cm interval (figure 5-24).

Geo~hvsicalI ou Descri~tion
The three geophysical logs are faidy uniform throughout the drill hole, but there are

deviations in places. The logs deviate or disappear entirely at the contact with the diamicton
(Figure 5.23),indicating that the diamicton bed must be distinctly different from the strata above.
The gamma log does not parallel the lithologic log, although it must be detecting variations in

gamma radiation. In some places (e.g. 22 m, 9 m) Ï t does reflect sandier beds, but in others,
pertiaps the change was too subtle to recognize with the method used (logging cuttings rather
than retrieving core). Altematively, the deflections could be showing areas enriched in illite, a
potassium-bearingclay minerai. Small deviations in the R log at 8, 20 and 22.5 rn are related to the
fine-grained sand, very fine-grained sand and silt beds. The latter of these deflects the opposite
way and may indicate a pure clay ôed at the location that was too thin to pick up with the cuttings

analysis method. One of the very fine-grained sand beds (16 m) was not detected; it is not clear
why it was not. The deflections in the upper part of the R log indicate that the water table was
encountered at 5 m, thus the electrical logs above this point are unreliable. There is no SP or R
response over the cased interval. AH of the logs are more or less uniform, indicating that there are
no major upward fining or coarsening trends in the sequence.

lnterpretation
Actively flowing ice deposited the compact diamicton, which is interpreted as lodgement till
due to its compact nature, poor sorting and striated clasts (a4 visible in the plugged drill bit). Its
blue grey colour suggests a Bowser Lake Group provenance. Formation of the diamicton by minout is possible, but is considered unlikely due to the high matnx to clast ratio of the till.
The massive nature of the silty clay itself indicates continuous and fairly rapid deposition of
rock flour and possibly chy minerals that settled from suspension in deep water as meltwater

plumes lost energy in locations distal to the ice front. It is similar to the homogeneous 'bergstone
mud" environment distal to the tidewater front in fiord systems (Powell and Molnia, 1989).
However, dropstone influx is not evident here and it is better tenned a homogeneous silty clay
deposited in a distal glaciomarine environment. This type of deposition accurred for a sufficient
period of time to accumulate 35 rn of fine sediment.
The silty fine-grained sand and fine-grained sand beds within the sitty ciay are interpreted
as the tajl end of sediment flows from either valley side fan deltas or from subglacial meltwater
influx at a grounded ice margin. The beds do not show any upward fining, thinning or coarsening

trend, based on drill hole and geophysical log evidence, so it is difficult to say which source area
interpretation is correct.

Drill Hole 98-31O 13

Location
This drill hole is at the edge of a signifiant clay/gravel contact at the surface (Figure 5.21 ),
and the purpose of drilling this hole and the following one (98-4-1014) was to delineate the
subsurface nature of this contact. Drill hole 98-4-1014 actualiy comprises a series of four drill
holes, which along with 98-3-1013, f o m a transect across the gradational surficial contact. The
transect is at an elevation of about 165 m asl. From sudicial mapping work, the western portion of
the transect was detemiined to be an extensive surficial day unit, whereas the eastern portion

was defined as a glaciofluvial braidplain (Nass Valley rnap). It was suspecteci that this braidplain

road cut
exposure

Figure 5.25. Drill holes 98-3-1013 and 98-4- 1014 A-D, fiom clay contact to glaciofluvial grave1 area. The lithologic log on the nght is a road cut
exposure. The holes (identified by the circular drillhole synbol) penetrate the western edge of the glaciofluvial plain and delineate the extent of the
subsurface contact of glaciofluvial graveVsand and underlying glaciomarine clay. The approximate location of the channel edge is shown. Clay is
show darker on logs than in legend.

was part of the Nass Braidplain to the east (Figure 5-21) and that earthflow actiwty and fluvial

incision had isolated it and made it a remnant.

Pescri~tion
The core frorn this hole revealed massive silty &y to almost 5 m depth (Figure 5-25). The
blue grey silty clay was weathered to pale brown down to 3 m. The contact between weathered and
unweathered clay was gradational.

Intemretation
The silty clay at this site represents the same distal glaciomarine environment as that of the
previous drill hole (98-2-1005).

Drill Hole 98-4-1O 14

Location
Four closety spaced holes (labelled A to O ) were drilled to continue the transect started with
Drill Hole 98-3-1013. A road cut exposure cornpletes the transect (Figure 5.25). Since they are
very close together, the holes and exposure are shown as a single point on Figure 5.21. The

hollow stem auger was used at these sites as the sandy gravels at the surface were difficult to
penetrate, even with the solid stem auger.

Descri~tion
The exposure and ail of the holes, except hole D, bottomed out in silty clay. Sand and
gravel overlie the day in each hole (Figure 5.25). Very coarse-grained sand with pebbles and
granules was found at the top of holes A to D. Hole D, however, also had an inversely graded unit
of coarse-grained sand to pebble gravel and a pebble gravel unit. The road cut exposure is
dominated by sandy pebble gravel. The area surrounding the road cut is a mal1 gravel plateau
that has been eroded on al1 sides by earthflow activity. The earthflows may have been induced by
bank erosion along the nearby Nass River.

Inter~retation
From air photo interpretation and field work, the sand and gravel deposits were determined
to be part of a small braidplain. The coarse-grained sediments are interpreted as glaciofluvial
deposits. Drill core evidence shows that the gravel is incised into the marine clay. The coarsegrained sand in the upper levels and near the edge of the transect may be a deposit from a slower
flowing channel. Further reconnaissance in the area revealed the presence of thin, localized,
fine-grained sand overlying glaciomarine clay just west and also south of hole 98-3-1013. Clearly,
the glaciofluvial gravel and sand were deposited after the glaciomarine sediments and the lower
erosive contact is a major discontinuity, since subaerial exposure of the day must have occurred
prior to fluvial incision.

Drill Hole 98-5-1O 0 8

Location
This drill hole was situated near the edge of a large earthflow, just west of the Nass River, at
185 rn as1 (Figure 5.21 ). Its location on a more northern part of the Nass Braidplain was aimed at

establishing the relationship of the braidplain to the underlying sediments in this area.

Descri~tion
A detailed description, the lithologic log and the geophysical logs are shown in Figure 5.26.

The drill hole bottomed out in gravel at 17.7 m. Clasts were crushed and it was difficult to tell
whether the lowest bed was gravel or whether it was diamicton.
The gravelly bed is overlain by fine-grained sand, medium-grained sand and siity ciay
interbeds. The succession thins and fines upward, but individual beds are not normally graded.
The sand and day beds are overlain by siity day which is weathered gradationally down to 4.3 m.
The uppermost unit consists of interbedded fine-, medium- and coarse-grained sand.
Sample C, taken at 15.5 ml is unfortunately very thin (4 cm) (Figure 5.26). However,
medium-grained sa~d,silt and fine-grained sand inteibeds with sharp contacts are present in the
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Figure 5.26. tbillhole 98-5-1008, geophysical logs, lithological1og and intevretation. Split spoon sample interval is shown with a black bar.

sample. Each bed is 1 an thick. Beds are well sorted but bdc obvious primary sedimentary
structure.

Geo~hvsicalLog O e s c r i ~ t i o ~
The geophysical logs are not very informative

at this site, except for the SP log, which

shows a general upward fining from 17.2 m to 12.2 m (Figure 5.26). The deviations in the upper
part of the SP log are probably due to the location of the water table

at about

6.5 m and are

considered unreliable. The R log is therefore unreiiable to this depth as well. These logs start
below the cased interval.

Intemretation
It was difficult to tell with certainty whether the l o w e m s t unit was diamicton or poorly sorted
gravel, due to clast cwshing during drilling. The geophysical logs do not deviate significantly
enough to suggest that the unit is a till (as they do at 98-2-1005), so it is considered to be a
gravel. Overlying beds becorne progressively finer, leading to the inference that the ice margin
was initially nearby but gradually withdrew, until only silty clay was deposited. The source for these
sediments was probably one or more subaqueous fluvial jets. This unit is therefore interpreted as
a proximal glaciomarine deposit, while the upper unit is more distal. The lack of gravelly sediments
in the proximal unit suggests that it can be further refined. lt is interpreted as a mid-proximal
glaciomarine environment.
Later, glaciofluvial (braidplain) sands were deposited over the glaciornarine chy when sea
level dropped and the ice front had retreated even further. The contact between the upper two
units is thus a major discontinuity.

Drill Hole 98-6-1001

Location
This site is located in an extensive clay unit near the town of New Aiyansh, southwest of the
Aiyansh Braidplain (Figure 5.21) and is at an elevation of 90 m. The drill hole is not far from the

location of seismic line 1001 (Nass Valley rnap). This site completes the down valley cross section
obtained by the driHing program.
The siity day was very dry and hard compared to that of sites west of the Nass River.
Coherent pieces of clay came up in the mud retum, possibly due to this hardness. The diamicton
at the base of the hole eventually plugged the drill bit.

Descri~tion
In order to show the lithologic details, the lithologic log, geophysical logs and descriptions
of the drill hole have been sptit into two figures, cornprising the upper and lower portion of the drill
hole (Figures 5.27 and 5.28). The complete drill hole is shown in Figure 5.29 for reference, but
some of the details are lost due to the larger scale.
The lowest unit is a diamicton, a pebbly deposit which plugged the drill bit. The plugged
'sample' was a stiff, blue grey, compact, pooriy sorted diamicton. Drilting progress halted when the
bit encountered a boulder.
The unit overlying the diamicton consists of a series of beds frorn sitt to granule gravel
interfingered with silty clay (24.2 m to 41.5 m). Pebble gravel beds were rare and no fining-upward
trend was evident.
Completely uniform, structureless sihy day makes up the remainder of the drill hole log
(above 24.2 m).
Samples D and E were taken at 11-3and 25 m, respectively (Figures 5.27 to 5.29). Sample
E required considerable hammering. Sarnple D is a finely laminated sitty cby (Figure 5.24b). It is a

rare laminated example of the ubiquitous silty chy in the Nass Valley. The sarne sihy day is
massive across the upper 6 rn of the hole, as deterrnined by augering. Fmm bottom to top,
sample E consists of 24

an of

very well sorted, fine-grained sand with one 2 mm silt lamination,

10 cm of silt and 6 cm of angular (crushed?) granule gravel. The silt is blue grey and is also finely

laminated, whereas the fine-grained sand is massive and dark grey.
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Figure 5.29. Cornplete lithologic and geophysical logs for Drill hole 98-6-1 00 1.
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Geo~hvsical1 O
The electnc logs show the water table to be at 3.5 m. Slight deviations in the SP log and
major deviations in the R log indicate a general upward fining trend from 41 to about 27 rn,

although it is not immediately apparent from the lithologic log (Figure 5.28). The R log shows a
different peak pattern within the diamicton bed. The SP and R logs are also remarkably unifom
throughout the homogeneous silty clay from 24.2 to O m. As with the other drill holes, the gamma
log is not very informative, and possibly shows variations in illîte concentration. G a m radiation
must not vary significantly in these siliciclastic sediments, possibly because they are ail derived
from the same source rocks or because clay rninerals are rare.

lnter~retation
The diamicton is interpreted as lodgement till due to its compactness, poor sorting, R log
deflection and high matrix to clast ratio.

The area was below manne limit when ice retreated, but the ice margin was probably not far
away when the interbedded sand, grave1 and day were deposited. These are considered

proximal glaciomarine sediments deposited by subaqueous jets. The upward fining trend evident
in the geophysical logs indicates that ice receded from this position as these sediments were laid
down. It is also possible that meltwater output simply waned, but with the absence of any surficial
evidence for a stable ice front (e-g. moraines or morainal sills), the former depositional
environment is deemed more likely. The abrupt transition to silty clay deposition was possibly
due to a rapid change to a distal depositional environment once the ice front retreated (cf.
Stevens, 1990). The subglacial conduit providing ail the debris must have switched locations,
suddenly cutting off the supply of coarse sediment.
Distal glaciornarine sihy day deposition continued uninterrupted at the site for some time,
but was sIightIy episodic, resulting in laminated sitty day in the earîy stages of deposition. This

may indicate that this a m was affected by variations in flow volumes at the ice front. This might
mean it was not exceptionatly distal, just far enough from the front not to contain any sediment
flow deposits.

Sfratigraphy
From the section and drill hole data, a number of deposits were identified, and their relative
stratigraphic position detemined. The deposits, from oldest to youngest, comprise the following:

Flow till
Fluvial, lacustrine or deltaic deposits of Olympia Nonglacial age
Gfaciofluvial sediments
'Kwinatahl till' (rnainly lodgement tiil, locally meit-out or deformation till)
Proximal glaciomarine sediments
Distal glaciomarine sediments
Retreat-phaseglaciofluvial and glaciofluvial deltaic sediments
Alluvial fan sediments

The age of the eariy till (number 1) is unknown, so 1 could be either older or younger than
the interstadial sediments of stratigraphic unit 2. The overlying glaciofluvial sediments may be
advance- or retreat-phase deposits. 'Kwinatahl till' is a compact, very poorty sorted till that is most
commonly found in the lodgement till fom. Proximal glaciomanne sediments overlie the till and
comprise interbedded deposits of sik, sand and grave1 thought to be deposited by subaqueous
jets. These deposits grade distally to massive or locally laminated silty day deposits. 60th types of
glaciomarine sediments localiy contain dropstones. Retreat-phase glaciofluvial deposits erosively
overlie the glaciomarine sediments. Some of these deposits can be refined to braidplain type
deposits by incorporating interpretations of mapped geomorphology. One possible glaciofluvial
deltaic deposit associated with a mapped braidplain was identified. A Holocene alluvial fan overlies
the Aiyansh lava flow and presumably other Holocene and Pleistocene deposits that underlie the
flow.

History
In Olympia tirne, nonglacial fluvial or lacustnne environments existed. Lodgement till was
deposited by glaciers either before or after this tirne. G

W rivers f o m d after the full glacial

period. Their deposits were ovemdden by ice, which deposited compact, clay-rich Kwinatahl till.
Ice subsequently receded and marine water invaded the isostatically depressed landscape. In the
Nass Valley, a major glacier retreated continuously, apparently experiencing no stillstands. Near
the receding ice margin, subaqueous jets deposited altemating beds of silty ciay, sand and gravel
that fine distally. As ice continued its retreat, basinal areas farther down valley received only silty
day input, with or without local influx of slightly coarser-grained debris from fan deltas or
subaqueous outwash. Subaqueous ice proximal deposition continued up valley at the ice
margin, Glaciomarine sediments were thus deposited in a time transgressive (diachronous)
manner, following the retreating ice front.
Ice eventually left the valley entirely and sea level dropped. The Nass and Aiyansh
Braidplains were formed by rivers draining the melting glacier(s). These rneltwater rivers incised
into the exposed glaciomarine clays, and subsequently deposited gravel and sand over top of
thern. At least one delta fomed at this time (atthe terminal zone of the Aiyansh Braidplain). In
Holocene time, alluvial fans formed.

CHAPTER SIX
SElSMlC STRATlGRAPHY

Introduction

Shallow seismic reflection was used to investigate the subsurface geology of the Nass
Valley basin fil1in areas without any sections. The method works best in areas with wet day at the
surface. R was therefore undertaken in si@ day areas, although not aü of the sites were water
saturated. lt was hoped that the seismic study would shed light on subsurface stratigraphy, and
that the great penetration depths of the method would ailow some significant stratigraphic
interpretations to be made.
In total, 21 lines of varying lengths (from 150 m to 1400 m) were run in the upper Nass
Valley. However, after extensive processing in the lab, only one of these produced a useable,
interpretable profile. This was line 1001, which was shot in wet. si& clay. At this site, we did not
have to add water to the auger holes for the buffalo gun because the water table was nearly at the

surface. These conditions were not encountered at any of the other seismic Iine locations and
this could be why the seismic data are so poor elsewhere. The field data were not exceptionaf,
but they contained reflections, so it was not possible to ascertain the quality of the processed

data in the field. Processing of the data in the field was not possible due to software bugs in an
early version of Seismic Processing Workshop (SPW).
Another possible reason for the poor seismic results at other lines is that the geophones
may have been too widely spaced for the target sediments- However, at rnost sites, both a 3 m
and a 5 m spacing were tested. The majority of lines were run with a 3 m spacing. if spacing is the
reason for poor data quality, it is suggested that pertiaps a 1 or 2 m spacing would be advisable
for future work in the area. Note that line 1001, the best Iine, was shot at a 2.5 rn spacing.
The SPW program is explained in the Methods section (Chapter 3) and will not be
discussed here. However, details of the processing flows for one of the seismic Iines is outlined.
Line 1001, the best seismic profile, is described below.

Line 1001
This line was nin from north to south along Sand Lake Road, 500 m northwest of the town
of New Aiyansh. its location with respect to Drill hole 98-6-1001 is shown in Figure 5.21.
Geophone spacing was 2.5 m. and the shot offset was 20 rn The buffalo gun was used in 1 m
deep auger holes that were naturally water filled due to a high water table. Velocities that vary with
depth were detemined duBng processing and were then used to determine actual depths.
Velocities range from 1350 m/s at the top of the profile to 2860 m/s in the lower portions.
Penetration was excellent (over 400 m, Figure 6.1). Unfortunately the top 25 m of the profile is
not resolved due to interference from direct waves and refractions which were muted out during
processing. The interpreted profile is shown in Figure 6.2.
Drill hole 98-6-1001 lies 200 m west of the Iine, ad the 462 m mark on line 1001. The drill
hole is aiso 10 m lower in elevation. The area outlined by a box in Figure 6.1 is blown up in Figure

6.3.The drill hole data is shown in the latter figure with reference to the seismic profile.

Seismic Facies Analysis

Seismic Facies 1
The lowermost package (Seismic Facies 1) is dominated by north-dipping oblique
clinoforms, only a few of which are tangential. They are evenly spaced, of low to moderate
amplitude and low continuity. Some are wavy. They become more horizontal in the central portion
of the profile (from about 300 to 400 m distance).

Seismic Facies 2
A major package of flat-lying reflections overlies the lowest package (Seismic Facies 2).

These are horizontal, evenly spaced and moderately continuous to discontinuous. Amplitude is
commonly low. Their reflection characteristics are quite different from those of Seismic Facies 1.
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100 1 . The hole was drilled at a location 9 m lower in elevation than the seismic line.

There are two discrete basins containing these packages. Some reflections are wavy, especially
those at depth. The package appears to be conforniable, although strong reflections at 200240 m depth and 35-1 05 m distance may indicate some unconfomities.

Seismic Facies 3
Seismic Facies 3 consists of subparallel horizontal reflections of high amplitude and high
continuity. The reflections chosen as the lower boundary of this facies are quite continuous.

Seismic Facies 4
The upper part of the profile is characterized by parallel horizontal refkctions of low
amplitude and low to high continuity (Seismic Facies 4). The reflections are bounded below by a
highly continuous, high amplitude horizontal reflection. The reflections of this facies are
somewhat similar to those of seismic Facies 2, but they are more continuous in places (e-g. from
499 to 574 m).

Seisrnic Facies lnferprefation
Seismic Facies 1 : Bedrock
The lowermost succession is considered to be bedrock (Seismic Facies 1). The undulating
nature of Seismic Facies 1 minors that of bedrock within the valley. The dipping clinofomis
represent dipping beds of the low grade metamorphic rock. The transition to flat-lying beds in the
central portion of the profile indicates that this area is part of a broad anticline, with one side of the
fold dipping north. The la& of beds dipping the opposite way south of this area suggests that
there rnay be fault at this location, but the lad of reflections here makes this area difficult to
define. A second anticline is visible from 424 to 752 m. and the area between the two anticlines
may be a syncline.

Seismic Facies 2: G

W Sediments?

Seismic Facies 2 seems to rest on an erosional discontinuity. Horizontally bedded deposits
of this facies are different in character from Seismic Facies 1. Unfortunately, Drill Hole 98-6-1001
did not penetrate far enough to conclusively confim the deposit type (Figure 6.3). The similarity
of the reflections to Seismic Facies 1 (e.g. between 424 and 574 m) suggests that the deposit is
fine-grained. The change from wavy reflections at depth to flat-lying ones above may be a change
from glaciofluvial to glaciomarine deposits, however, due to the uncertainty of the physical
cflaracteristics of Seismic Facies 2, it
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interpreted only as glacial deposits. However, it is also

possible that interstadial or interglacial deposits are present in the sequence.

Seismic Faci= 3: Till
Seismic Facies 3 is interpreted as till, because till is found at the top of the package in the
drill hole (Figure 6.3). The locally weak reflections, and their continuous, horizontal nature
suggest that the till

may be bedded. The strong uppermost reflection is probably a result of

st rong acoustic impedance at the tilVgravel interface.

Seismic Facies 4: Glaciomarine De~osits
The uppermost package of weak reflections is defined by the drill hole results. Jt consists
mostly of massive glaciomarine silty clay, underlain by gravel, sand and silty day interbeds. The
latter are proximal glaciornarine deposits (Seismic Facies 4a) and the former are distal glaciomarine
deposits (Seismic Facies 4b). It is more difficult to distinguish 4a and 4b in the northern half of the
profile, therefore, this area is simply interpreted as glaciomarine deposits (Seismic Facies 4).

Summary

From seismic line 1001, the following seismic facies were identified:

Seismic Facies 1: Bedrock
Seismic Facies 2: Glacial Sedirnents?
Seismic Facies 3: Ti11
Seismic Facies 4: Glaciomarine Deposits

Slightly metamorphosed bedrock showing two major anticlines underlies thick glacial
sediments. Seismic Facies 2 forms a horizontatly bedded infiIl in two basins cut into the bedrock.
The sediment type is uncertain, but it may be a glacial deposit. It m y also contain or be
cornpletely made up of interstadial deposits. It is up to 200 m thick. Laterally extensive till ovedies
these glacial sediments and is 25 to 40 m thick. Glaciomarine deposits that overlie the till are even
more lateraliy extensive and are up to 50 m thick. They can be subdivided into coarser-grained
proximal deposits in the lower part of the facies, and finer-grained distal deposits in the upper
part.
The two basins cut into bedrock (now infilled with glacial sedirnents) show that the Nass
Valley had a medial ridge prior to the last glaciation. Its topography was probably somewhat similar
to that of today, but pemaps with a different amount of valley fill.

CHAPTER SEVEN
RADAR STRATIGRAPHY

Introduction

In the Nass Valley, ground penetrating radar (GPR) lines were run in areas where sand and
grave1 are exposed at the surface, the environments where GPR wo-

best. The goal of this

work was to delineate the structure and style of glaciofluvial deposition that characterized the

Nass and Aiyansh braidplains in late glacial time.
A number of radar Iines and test Iines were run, but the test lines are not included in the

thesis. For this reason, the radar line nurnbers are not perfectly consecutive.
Over 5 km of radar Iine data were acquired, including test lines. Of this, over 4 km of data are
discussed in the thesis. The lines were located exclusively on the Nass and Aiyansh braidplains,
which were identified by surficial geology mapping (discussed in Chapter 4). The locations of the

lines with respect to the Aiyansh and Nass braidplains and surrounding glaciofluvial deposits are
shown in Figure 7.1.
At a number of sites, evenly spaced, parallel horizontal reflections crosscut other
reflections. In some areas, section evidence shows that these horizontal reflections are not real,
and must be some kind of radar artifact (see lines NV113 to NV118). They appear in the better
sorted sediments such as deltaic sand/gravel and silty clay deposits. The reason for their
presence is unknown. In areas where there are only artifact reflections, the deposit is generally a
structureless silty clay. Since these artifacts do not show real bedding, they are considered noise
and are not interpreted in any of the profiles. Simihr reflection artifacts are visible in GPR profiles
from deltas in other studies (e.g. Figures 6, 8 and 10, in Jol and Smith, 1992). however, no
explanation is given for their presence.
Boulder diffractions are common in the coarser grained deposits. These are not interpreted
on the profiles because the diffraction hyperbolae detract from the depositional signature of the

LEGEND
Alluvial fan
Glaciofluvial delta
Glaciofluvial braidplain
Rivers, lakes

Figure 7.1. Location of radar lines with respect to the Nass and Ai yansh braidplains and the sumounding
glaciofluvial deposits as they wem originally mapped. Line lengths are exaggerated for greater visibility.
Contours are shaded at 152 m intervals.
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profiles. However, the diffractions do indicate the presence of boulders, and their presence is
duly noted in the radar line interpretations.

Radar Facies

The profiles are subdivided into radar facies, which

are defined as a mappable sedimentary

units, whose reflection characteristics differ from those of adjacent units (cf. Jol and Smith, 1991,
Huggenberger, 1993). Reflections are described in this thesis on the basis of a number of
factors defined by Brown and Fisher (1985): amplitude, frequency, continuity, terrninations,
transitions, geometry, parallelism and attitude. Offlap, onlap, toplap, downlap, fiIl types and
erosional discontinuities are identified where possible (Figure 7.2). This is seismic reflection
teminology, but it was found to be applicable to the scaie of radar facies, with the exception of
major unconforrnities, which probably cannot be identified at this scale.

After a study of al1 the radar profiles, a number of Radar Facies were identified. These are
listed below. The facies were identified by analyzing the data set and do not necessarify parallel
the findings of other workers. A summary of the characteristics of each Radar Facies, along with
an example of each from the data set, is shown in Figure 7.3.

Hyperbolic Facies
Artifact Dominated Facies
Dipping Clinoforrn Facies
Horizontal, Discontinuous Facies
Wavy, lrregular Facies
Lens Facies
Hummocky Facies
Wavy Facies
Lens and Ridge Facies

The GPR sites are described in the next part of the chapter. Examples of CMP surveys
done for the radar lines are shown in Appendix C.

Radar Cine Descriptions and Interpretations

Aiyansh Grave1 Pi?: Lines NVlOl and NV102
These lines were run at the lowest excavated level of the Aiyansh gravel pit to determine
the location of the contact of overlying gravel with the sitty day unit (Figure 7.1). The pit is in the
terminai area of the Aiyansh Braidplain. Section 97602-05 (Figure 5.15) shows the gravel pit
deposits that stratigraphically overlie the profile. The Iine was run in the bottom of the gravel pit
where there is no lithostratigraphic information at depth. The line begins at the pit bottom and
moves westward across a gradational surface contact with finer sediments, into a flat area beyond
the gravel pit (Figure 7.1). Grave1visible at the surface is gradually replaced by siRy sand towards
the end of line NV102. NV102 is simply a continuation of NV101. A velocity of 0.1 0 mhs was
determined by a CMP survey.

Radar Facies Descri~t
ion
Radar Facies 3a
Some oblique clinofomis (dipping reflections) are visible on the profile from 40 to 135 m
(Figure 7.4). but penetration is poor - it does not go beyond a depth of 6 m. The clinofomis are
somewhat continuous, of moderate amplitude, and indicate a dipping sheet-like geometry. They
are parallel for the most part and their oblique offlap is suggestive of a progradational depositional
environment. Dips of the clinoforms range from 5" to 10".

From 140 to 270 m (Figure 7.4). penetration remains poor and reflections that show
bedding features are lost, possibly because of the lateral fining observed

at the surface. The

disrupted area toward the end of the Iine is road fil1 (220-255 m). An artifact dominated zone in
the sitty sand

area at the end of NV102 (145-272 m) is not surprising, since fine-grained

sediments attenuate radar signais (Smith and Jol, 1995). The even horizontal artifact noise

mentioned above is present throughout the profile and is discounted in this interpretation, as it is
in subsequent profiles.

Radar Facies Intemretation
Radar Facies 3a: Braid Delta Foreset Beds
The radar reflections of these two profiles are interpreted as glaciofluvial braid delta foreset
beds and related finer-grained deposits (Radar Facies 3a). Since the finer sedirnents at the
surface at the end of NVt02 are sandy, they are considered to be a finer-grained distal
continuation of the same facies. The sitty day contact with overlying gravel was not identified.
Signal is lost in the sandy facies, so it is not known exactly where the silty clay begins, if present,
on the profile.
Dipping beds are not evident anywhere in the Aiyansh Grave1 Pi exposures (Figure 5.1 5).
These clinofomis, however, dip 5" - 10". If these are indeed foreset beds, then the rest of the
gravel pit must represent the flat-lying topset beds. It could be that other foreset beds have been
mined out. The finer-grained sediments beyond the pit edge and beneath the dipping beds
could be toeset beds, but this inference is inconclusive in the absence of reflections. It is thus
concluded that this well sorted gravel pit

iç

a raised delta, consisting mainfy of topset beds that

pass into clinoformal foresets in the subsurface.

Aiyansh Grave/ Pit: Lines NV108 and NV109

These two lines were run in a southeast to northwest direction (the same direction as
NV101-102) across the highest level of the Aiyansh gravel pit (Figure 7.1), to check radar data
against pit section information (Figure 7.5). A mound of excavated fil1 was encountered at the
end of line NV1O 8 (at 81 m), so NV109 is a continuation of the çame line in the sarne direction,

but on the other side of the fiIl mound.
Section 97602-05 (Figure 5.15) is located at the end of Iine NV108 (atthe 81 m position).
The GPR profile shows reflections only to 10 m, and therefore covers the top third only of the
sediments exposed in the pit.

O
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Penetration is good at the start of the lines, but is reduced toward the end. There was a
high tension power iine at 135 to 145 m, shown by a diffraction at depth around this point (Figure

7.5).A velocity of 0.10 m/ns was used for these profiles, determined by the same CMP survey
used for NV101-102.The CMP survey was nin in the centre of the pit.

Radar Facies Descri~tion
Radar Facies 3 d
The southeast end of the line shows southeastward-dipping, oblique clinofoms from

0-90m. These high amplitude, subparallel reflections are highly continuous. Some reflections
are wavy (e-g. 40-70m), while others are even (e-g. 0-30m). Some offlap is visible between 40
and 80 m. This combination of offlap and downlap can also be called a prograded fiIl (Figure 7.2).
The dip of clinofoms at the southeast end is 1"

- 3".The steeper ones further northwest range

from 5" to 11". The geometry of this part of the Iine (from O to 80 m) is that of part of a large, flattopped lens.

Radar Facies 3 b
The northwest part of the line shows high amplitude, parallel, even to wavy, evenly spaced,
continuous horizontal reflections (125-266m). In this locality, they appear to be real reflections,
rather than artifacts, because they are not perfectly horizontal and evenly spaced (e-g.145200 m), they don't al1 dissipate at exactly the same depth and they are not parallel to the air wave

and ground wave. They are erosionally truncated at the boundary of the southeast facies at 80-

90 m, which is inferred to be an erosional discontinuity. The other diffraction-like features have
no known source, however, they could be diffractions from tree roots, since the small road is
flanked by trees.

Radar Facies Intemretation
The strong reflections are indicative of a well sorted, coarse-graineddeposit. The horizontal
bedding is consistent with either a fluvial environment or deltaic topset beds. lt is also consistent
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with several other depositional environments, but the location of the profile at the terminal zone
of a large braidplain (Nass Valley rnap), constrains the number of possible interpretations for this
site. The profile is interpreted as Radar Facies 3, a glaciofluvial braidplain or delta. The thinning
and fining-upward of the beds (Figure 5.15) was not identified by GPR. This is one of the
limitations of the method.

Radar Facies 3d: Braidplain Channel Deposits
The oblique clinoforms define the edge of a prograded channel fil1 (Figure 7.2) in the
former braidplain or delta surface. The 1"

- 3" dipping clinofomis show the

lower part of a

prograded fili, while the steeper ones show the steeper offlap portion of a prograded fill. This unit
is assigned to Facies 3d, and is interpreted as a braidplain channel deposit.

In this chapter,

channel deposits are shaded in the line interpretations to emphasize their morphology.

Radar Facies 3b: Braid Delta Topset Beds
From a previous GPR line (Figure 7.4), foreset beds appear to exist at a lower stratigraphie

level. Thus, these horizontal beds probably comprise a thick sequence of topset beds.
Alternatively, the Aiyansh Braidplain could have advanced over the delta. However, sediments
deposited in a braidplain environment should have a high degree of lateral variability, with
numerous cut and fiIl features. Only one large channel is seen in the profile and channel scours
are rare in the section. The horizontal beds are laterally continuous over tens of metres. In
addition, the pit is located a! the southern terminus of the braidplain, a location where a delta is
likely to have formed. The preferred interpretation is therefore deitaic topset beds, which further
refines the environmental interpretation for the Aiyansh Pit Section (Chapter 5).

Nass Camp Delta: Lines NVI 13 to N V I 18

These lines were run across the top of a delta west of the small logging community of Nass
Camp (Figure 7.1). This area was interpreted through mapping (air photo interpretation and field

checking) as a local delta at the edge of the Aiyansh Braidplain. Lines NV114 to NV118 are aH
perpendicular to Iine NV113; the Iine layout is shown in Figure 7.6.
Horizontal topset and tangential foreset beds are exposed in a road cut (Section 97708-01
on Figure 7.6) below the flat surface of the delta where the lines were run (Figure 7.7). The
section provides lithological and structural (sedimentary) control for the GPR Iines at this site. The
beds in the exposed section consist of poorly sorted granule, pebble and boulder gravel, with
either a siltklay or granule/pebble matrix. The sand size fraction is absent. Clasts are blue grey to
grey (oxidizing to yellow brown), unstnated, and subangular to well rounded.

Foresets are

generally finer-grained than topsets and commonly contain a gravei lag. Topset beds niay be
either clast- or matrix-suppoited, horizontally bedded and vaguely imbricate. Foresets occur
below 3.8 m and many are tangential. Apparent dip is 23".There is evidence of some dumping,
indicated by a few wavy foreset beds. Apparent paleoflow direction is 320".
On the northem side of the exposure, a large lens feature cuts the deposit, which is
interpreted as a distributary channel. ît cuts both the topset and the upper foreset beds. In the
prodelta area of silty clay deposits to the northeast (see Nass Valley map), a number of clay coated
boulders were found. They are interpreted to have rolled off the delta front into glaciomanne silty
clay (J. Clague, pers. comm., 1995).
The GPR profiles achieved, on average, a penetration depth of 10 m. This is good, but not

excellent; it does not extend beyond the 14 m deep section just described. Therefore, the loss
of signal with depth is not due to the presence of fine sediment ad depth, but is simply due to
weakened signal with depth. The CMP data was ambiguous and difficult to interpret (Appendix C,
approximately 0.06 rnhs). Several velocities were empirically tried in the radar program until the
appropriate depths were achieved. A velocity of 0.13 rnhs was attained in this way for these
profiles.

Radar Facies Descri~tion

In al1 of the profiles acquired at this site, the same reflection signatures are visible (Figures
7.8-7.1 1).

Granule to boulder gravel, poorty sorted.
hortzontally bedded. vague imbrication.
pebble/cobble lags
Granule. pebble and cobble g a e l .
tangntial foreset bedded. poorfy
wrted. apparent dip 23O

Section
9770801

Figure 7.6. Nass Camp delta: radar lines and section location. Paleoflow direction (shown by heavy
arrows) radiates fkom 255" to 350" (see fence diagram). Section 970708-01 is shown in more detail on
ihe Ieft.

Figure 7.7. Exposure 9770û-0 1, view h m logging road. Pole is 2.5 m long.. Note gravel lags at base o f
foreset beds (arrowed).
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Radar Facies 3a
Below 4 m depth, oblique clinofomis, both straight (e.g. NV118, 75-90 m) and tangential
(e-g. NV117, 30-40 m),

are present. They are of moderate continuity and amplitude and toplap

the overiying reflections. They are generally parallel, evenly spaced, and offlapping. The majority
of these reflectors have a dip angle of 20" to 30".Dips may be as low as 14O, but these lower angle
reflections seem to be different types of surfaces (e.g. NV116, 10-20 m).

Radar Facies 3b
From a depth of 1.5 to 4 rn, reflections are roughly horizontal, discontinuous, parallel and
even to wavy (e-g. NVlt8, 040 m). The reflection immediately beneath the ground wave is low

in amplitude, while the reflection beneath it is high in amplitude and highly continuous.

Radar Facies 3d
Some oblique reflections and reflections outlining flat-topped or convex-topped lenses are
present within the upper package (e.g. NV113, 155-197 m).
The geometry is that of dipping sheets overlain by a large flat-lying sheet that is interrupted

in places by a few lenses.

Radar Facies Intemretation
Radar Facies 3a and 3b: Braid Delta Foreset and Topset Beds
A glaciofluvial braid delta is found at this site. The toplapping and offlapping oblique

clinofomis of low to moderate continuiîy are characteristic of deltas (Brown and Fisher, 1985).
Facies 3b and Facies 3a are both present and are interpreted as topset beds and foreset beds,
respectively (Figures 7.9, 7.10 and 7.1 1). The strong lower reflector of Facies 3b indicates the
change from coarser-grained topset beds to finer-grained foreset beds (Figure 7.7). Foreset
beds like those shown by clinoformal reflections on these profiles are common in braid delta

environments (McPherson et al., 1987, Syvitski and Hein, 1991, Smith and Jol, 1997). The 20" to

30" dips are typical of foreset bed dips (Nemec, 1990, Smith and Jol, 1997). The deltaic
interpretation of the sufcial geology mapping is thus consistent with the radar interpretation
(Figure 7.1).

Radar Facies 3d : Braidplain Channel Deposits
Several small channels can be seen within Facies 3b (e.g. Figure 7.9). These are
interpreted as braidplain channel deposits and are assigned to Facies 3d. They are further
interpreted as distributary channels of the delta top. In the Fraser Detta, distnbutary channels are
also found within the topset beds or at the topseUforeset boundary (Roberts et al., 1992).

Paleoflow
When the lines are assembled in a fence diagram, it is possible to visualize the delta in three
dimensions (Figure 7.12). It becomes clear that the steeply dipping foreset beds illustrate radial
paleoflow across the delta from 255" to 350°, or frorn west-southwest to north (Figure 7.6). A
marine embayment is suggested to have existed to the northwest of the delta (Nass Valley map),

so that a river flowing from the east was able to build this delta into the deeper manne waters. tt
changed direction penodically, presumably as distributary channels avulsed (illustrated by radial
paleoflow). Clay-coated boulders identified in the silty clay sediments by surficial mapping indicate
that oversteepening may have occurred, causing boulders from the delta to roll down the delta
front into the finer-grained marine sediments. The edge of the mapped delta is therefore
regarded as the tnie delta front at this location. The detta's surface elevation gives afomer sea
Ievel stand of 152 m.

lrene Meadows: Lines NV124 and NVI3û
NV124 is a continuation of NV130. 60th were run across a suspected topset bed location

on lrene Meadows Road, east of the

Naçs

River (figure 7.1). The line is long and has been split

into two segments for Figures 7.13 and 7.14. The radar Iines were run across flat, even ground
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which then dips and flattens again, resembling the top and sloping surfaces of a delta.
Penetration is not great, 7

-8

m of well defined reflections over the whole profile, with some

-

weaker reflections below 8 m from O 70 rn distance. A velocity of 0-11 d n s was determined for
this line from a CMP suwey.

Radar Facies Oescriotion
Radar Facies 3a
NV124 is dominated by moderate amplitude, continuous to moderately continuous oblique

clinofomis (Figure 7.1 3, e.g. 260-310 m), a few of which are tangential (e.g. continuous reflection
frorn 105-125 m). They are parallel and offlapping. No toplap is evident. Between 123 and 170 m.
a large tangential clinofonn of lower dip (10") is present within those of steeper dip (20"-30").

Radar Facies 3c
In the upper part of NV130, reflections are of moderate continuity and amplitude, and a few

are of high amplitude. They are roughly parallel, becoming hummocky and l e s continuous with
depth. There

iç

a gradua1 transition from the reflections of NV130 to the dipping reflections of

NV124. Numerous boulder diffractions are also present at depth, indicating a much coarsergrained deposit.

Radar Facies 3e
Between 320 and 370 m on NV124, reftecticrns are hurnmocky and lose their parallelism.
Many are convex (e.g. 355-370 m). A horizontal reflection of high amplitude and continuity
underlies this zone.

Radar Facies Intemretation
Radar Facies 3a: Braid Delta Foreset Beds
Facies 3a,deltaic foreset beds, are represented at this site, with an apparent dip of 20"-30"
toward 285" (the road direction). Although toplap is not evident. the offlapping oblique clinofomis
of moderate continuity are typical of foreset beds (Brown and Fisher, 1985, Smith and Jol, 1997).
The lack of topset beds rriay be due to road grading, as this line was fun down the centre of a
grave1 road. The 10" reflection is interpreted as an erosion surface or chute (Nemec, 1990),
because it seems to truncate underlying reflections (or would if they are extended to meet it), and
is less steep than overtying reflections.

Radar Facies 3c: Braidplain Horizontally Bedded Deposits
The hummocky to horizontal reflections of NV130 are assigned to Facies 3c and are
interpreted as braidplain deposits. The numerous diffractions indicate a poorly sorted, bouldery
deposit at depth, with Iittle lateral continuity. The more continuous, boulder-free area above this
section is interpreted as better sorted, horizontal beds. From 70 to 120 m, the horizontal beds of
Facies 3c gradualty dip and give way to the dipping clinoforms of Facies 3a. This gradual transition

to foreset beds rnay mean that a braidplain - braid delta transition zone has been encountered.
This implies that in a glacial setting (and possibly elsewtiere) a braid delta does not necessarily
have a distinct contact with its braidplain. However, the gradual transition zone rnay have formed
by postdepositional slumping that has obscured the original relationship which may have been a
more abrupt change from braidplain to delta.

Radar Facies 3e: Slump Oeposits
Facies 3e (slump deposits) is present at the end of NV124. The foreset beds appear to
have failed along the strong horizontal reflection, labelled as a slip surface in Figure 7.14. A
contorted slump deposit with convex upward reflections is found above it. Simihr convex
reflections with convex upper surfaces have been interpreted in seismic profiles as slope failures

in the Fraser delta (Roberts et al.. 1992)- This slump might even be the run out zone of the chute
above in Facies 3a. The contact between Facies 3e and Facies 3a

iç

dashed in Figure 6.14, as it

is difficult to locate precisely. Slumping is cornmon on oversteepened (w30° angle) prodelta

slopes. An example of the chute and debris flow relationship is shown in Figure 7.15 (Nemec,
1990).

New Aiyansh Delta: Lines NV125, 126, 128, 129

These lines were run in the town of New Aiyansh, in an area rnapped as glacioflwial delta.
This delta is separated from the terminal part of the Aiyansh Braidplain by a bedrock ridge (Nass
Valley map; Figure 7.1). Since the delta is not attached to the Aiyansh Braidplain, it either
represents a separate delta forrned by a river flowing out of the Tseax Valley, or it is a remnant of
the larger Aiyansh delta. If it is a remnant, then much of the delta would have to have eroded away
during the Holocene.
The orientation of the four radar lines is shown in Figure 7.16. NV129 is a continuation of
NV128 and NV126 is a continuation of NV125. Lines NV128-129 are reversed so they can be

easily visualized with reference to Figure 7.16. Two sections are present, their locations are
shown in Figure 7.16 and their Iithologic logs are shown in Figure 7.17. The lines and their
interpretations are shown in Figures 7.18-7.21. Penetration was good. but not excellent (up to
9 m), A velocity of 0.12 mhs was detemined from section information in the sarne manner as that

outlined for the Nass Delta profiles (the CMP velocity of 0.06 was incorrect, as at NV113-118). A
large transformer was encountered at 455 m on Iine NV129, which produced a rnapr diffraction in
the signal (Figure 7-20).
Two small sections are used as lithological controls, and to check depth calculations
(Figures 7.16 and 7.17). Section 97602-04 is located at the start of line NV128.

R consists of

topset and foreset beds with a foreset dip of 35" to the northwest. This steep dip happens to be
the maximum foreset dip angle for grave1 deltas (Nemec, 1990) and is thus likeiy the true dip
direction. Foreset beds are 8 m thick and topsets are 1 m thick. The topset beds are not visible
on line NV128 due to interference at this elevation (150-152 m) by the air and ground waves.

Figure 7

. Slump activity on the prodelta dope of a braid delta (from Nemec.

1990).

N

Road cut exmure

Figure 7.16. Location of radar lines and sections in New Aiyansh. Strike and dip of foreset beds
in section 97060244 are given. Approximate elevations are shown in metres.
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Figure 7.17. Sections 97602-04 and 96701-01. They were measured within the road cut exposures
above.
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However, dipping beds from 150 to 136 m elevation are evident at the beginning of lines NV128
and NV125. Section 96701-01 comprises horizontally bedded and laminated fine-grained sand,
coarse-grained sand, and granule, pebble and boulder gravel. R is poorfy to moderately sorted.
Clasts are strongly imbncate, unstriated and subangular to subround. Contacts are sharp and the
lower contacts of coarser beds are erosive.

Radar Facies Descri~tion
Radar Facies 1
A series of overlapping hyperbolic reflections are found in the lower par? of NV128-129

(e.g. 145-220 m, Figure 7.21).

They have moderate continuity and amplitude and commonly

continue below the uppermost hyperbotic event (e-g. NV129, 355-375 m). On lines NV125-126
present
O
but are less well
(0-45 m. 157-243 m, Figure 7-19), overlapping hyperbolic areas are ~ I S
defined.

Radar Facies 2
At the end of Iine NV129, data is lost entirely and only artifacts remain. The loss of detail
from 430-500 m shows the transition to the glaciomarine si@ clay which is evident at the surface
(Figure 7.21 ).

Radar Facies 3a
The reflections overiying the hyperbolic reflections are variable. Some are dipping
clinofomis (NV125, 0-50 m), some are sigmoid clinoforms (NV129, 290-330 m) and some are
horizontal reflections (NV129, 129-250 m). They are of moderate amplitude, but the horizontal
reflections are more continuous.
The oblique and sigmoid clinofomis are offlapping (NV125, 0-1 10 m, NV126, 225-405 m,
NV128, 0-100 m, NV129, 260-335 m). They downlap ont0 the hyperbolic reflections, indicating
that a discontinuity separates these two facies (NV128, 40-100 m, NVl29, 290-335 m). Where

the hyperbolic facies approaches the surface, the clinofomis become horizontal ref lections,
which f o m a complex or divergent fiIl in hollows (NV126, 160-225 m, NV128-129, 70-250 m,
325-370 m). foplap is evident on NV129 from 260 to 270 m, and on NV126 from 250 to 295 m.

Radar Facies 3 b
Horizontal. moderatety continuous reflections are seen in one area where the hyperbolic
facies is further from the surface (NV129, 250-310 m).

Radar Facies 3d
Flat-topped lens geometries with divergent fiIl are also present (e-g. NV126, 105-153 m).

Radar Facies Intemretation

The overall interpretation of the New Aiyansh radar lines is that of an incipient braid delta
deposited over an irregular bedrock surface- In some places the Gilbert-type delta is well
developed, but in others, where bedrock is close to the surface, it has a different character.

Radar Facies 1: Bedrock
The hyperbolic reflections are inferred to represent bedrock. Bowser Lake Group bedrock
was noted at the surface, about 5 m away from radar line NV129 at 180 m (Figure 7.21).

Radar Facies 2: Glaciomarine Sitty Clay
Facies 3a grades laterally into Radar Facies 2 at the end of line NV129. This facies was
identified at the surface (while surveying) as sitty clay.

Radar Facies 3.:Braid Detta foreset Beds
Radar Facies 3a unconformably overlies Radar Facies 1 and is interpreted as a deltaic
foreset deposit. Oblique and sigmoid c~inoforma!reflections

are interpreted as foresets that are

poorly developed in places due to the location of underlying bedrock. Although the steeply
dipping beds flatten out over shallow bedrock and infill hollows, they are sîill considered a variety
of the foreset facies 3a. Basin fills and onlapping horizontal beds f o m where bedrock is close to
the surface.

Radar Facies 3b: Braid Deîta Topset Beds
A second set of topset beds at 132 to 134 m ad on line NV129 (260-295 m distance),

indicates a second sea level highstand at 134 m. The earîier stand is shown in section 97602-04.
where topset beds give a sea level of 152 m. Clearly, some Yelescoping' of the delta has occurred
due to sea level fall- As sea level dropped, the river incised into the existing delta, forrning new
topsetffoieset beds at the 134 m level, when sea level stabilized for a time. This is the first
evidence discovered of a 134 m manne limit. Lower delta sediments do not appear to overlie
deposits of the earlier delta; at this location, the new delta is deposited directly over bedrock.
Fluvial incision therefore must have eroded through the earlier delta to bedrock.

Radar Facies 3d: Braidplain Channel Oeposits
Channels of Facies 3d are present locally. Since they occur in the foreset facies, they are
not considered distributary channels of the 152 m detta. The channels may have formed after a
drop in sea level, as feeders to the new deltas or they may have camed sediment flows down the
delta front into deeper water.
Flat-lying grave1 and sand beds at a distance of 170 m and an elevation of 148-150 rn o n
lines NV125-126 are detailed at section 97701-01, and these are equivalent to parallel reflections
visible near the surface. These do not appear to be topset beds. but rather disrupted infills due to
the presence of bedrock 4 m below.
Line NV128 dips W, NV129 dips MN, and Iines NV125-126 dip north-northeast,
indicating an overall northwestward dip direction, which agrees with the dip of foreset bedding
obtained from Section 97602-04 (Figure 7.17). The northwestefn direction of dip indicates that
this srnall delta was formed by a meltwater river flowing out of the Tseax Valley into the Nass

Valley. As it is not a remnant of the Aiyansh delta, no erosion occuned here and both deltas must
have flowed into glaciomarine waters when sea level was about 150 m ad.
Given that a number of deltas graded to 152 m flowed coevally into glaciomarine waters, a
line drawn on the 152 m contour would show the approximate extent of marine incursion at that
time. This wiIl be explored further at the end of this chapter.

Dragon Lake: Line NV131
This line was run along an alluvial fan just north of Dragon Lake (Figure 7.1), in order to
compare an alluvial fan radar signature to the glaciofiuvial signatures. The line started 40 m
northeast of a small creek that flows to the northwest.
Penetration was good, reaching 10 m. The line's elevation of 230 m is not related to marine
limit, as it was conducted on a Holocene feature that has accumulated on top of the Aiyansh
Braidplain. A velocity of 0.1 2 rnhs was determined from a CMP survey.

Radar Facies Descn~tion
Radar Facies 4a
The reflections are wavy and generally continuous across the profile (Figure 7.22).
Amplitudes are moderate to high and the horizontal artifacts that are so common in other profiles
are notably absent. Boulder diffractions are present (e-g. 15-40 m), but not pervasive, suggesting

that boulders are not an important part of this grave1 deposit. Most of the reflections are evenly
spaced and parallel (e.g. 40-75 m), becoming more hummocky (155-217 m) to the northnortheast.

Radar Facies 4b
Reflections outlining flat topped lenses are present in a few places. TWOof fhese have
steeply dipping clinoforrns at each end (42-80 m, 107-128 m). A number of horizontal ref lections
are truncated by the lenses (e.g. 75-80 m), indicating that the base of the lenses and clinoforms

are erosional discontinuities.

The overall geometry of the reflections is one of sheets that become l e s well defined to
the north-northeast, and are interrupted locally by lenses. This is an aggradational, rather than a
progradational fill, since beds are horizontal, rather than dipping (see Prograded Fill, Figure 7.2).

Radar Facies Intemretation
Radar Facies 4a and 4b: Alluvial Fan Horizontalty Bedded and Channel Deposits
The horizontal reflections approximating sheet geometry are interpreted to represent fluvial
or debris flow deposition, white the lenses show debris flow channels. The sharp base and sides
of the lenses show erosive channelized deposits, while the steeply dipping clinofomis at either

end of the channel forms represent large levees which are characteristic of the margins of debris
flows. Radar Facies 4a and 4b, alluvial fan horkontally bedded and channel deposits, are
represented here, consistent with the surficial geology mapping interpretation (Nass Valley map;
Figure 7.1). The line displays data that shows how modern alluvial fans may be distinguished from
glacial braided river deposits in some cases based on the type of lenses present (compare profile
NV131 to NV132 and NV133, discussed next). Steeply dipping clinofomis at the end of lenses

occur only on the alluvial fan profiles.

Kiteen River Lines NV132 and NV133

These Iines were run at the north end of the Aiyansh Braidplain near Kiteen River (Figure
7.1 ) to check the depositional signature of braidplain gravels. NV132

was run along the Nisga'a

Highway, a major gravel road, and NV133 was nin along a srnall logging road roughly
perpendicular to it (Figure 7.23).

60th were run in the centre of the road to avoid tree root

diffractions. Cobble boulder gravel is visible at the edge of both roads on the surface. NV133 is a
strike section across the braidplain, while NV132 is a dip section. Penetration is good for both
lines. A velocity of 0.12 rn/ns was determined.
A small road cut exposure is present at the start of NV132 and section 97519-04 was

measured there (Figure 7.24). Nine metres of massive, pooriy sorted, subround to well rounded,
unstriated cobble/boulder gravel is exposed. The top 1 m of exposure is crudely horizontally

Road cut exmure
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/

Figure 7.23. Location of radar lines and section near Kiteen River. Approximate elevation is show
in metres.
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Figure 7.24. Section 975 19-04. Its location at the start o f radar line NV132 is shown in the above
figure. Paleoflow indicated by imbrication is toward 22S0, directly d o m valley.

bedded with weak imbrication hinting ab a possible paleoflow direction to the southwest. The
uppermost 20 cm is a weakly horizontally bedded, coarse-grained sand bed. 95% of clasts are of
Bowser Lake Group lithologies, the remainder are granitic and volcanic.

Radar Facies ûescri~tion
Radar Facies 3c
Throughout the profiles, these Iines exhibit inegular, continuous to moderately continuous
reflections interrupted by numerous small diffractions (Figures 7.25 and 7.26). Amplitudes of the
major reflections are moderate to high. 60th lines exhibit even, parallel horizontal reflections
(NV132,O-110 m, NV133,40-265 m).

Radar Facies 3d
Oblique clinofomis (e-g. NV132, 135-200

rn),oblique tangential clinoforms (e-g. NV133,

25-50 m) and clinofomi sets are present localfy (e.g. NV133, 155-180 m). Diverging continuous

oblique clinoforms are evident on NV132 from 130 to 190 m. From 190 to 300 ml reflections are
hummocky. This area appears to be part of a complex channel fill.
Lens geometries are common on NV133, but their upper surfaces are inegular or convex
(e.g. 95-110 ml 205-265 m). These appear to be onlap fills (95-110 m) or a combination of

prograded and onlap fills (045 m) (also known as complex fills, see Figure 7.2 for diagrams of this
terminology).
The horizontal reflections at the northeast end of NV132 (0-110 m) may be truncated by
the diverging ones, but this is difficult to tell. Similar reflections are truncated by lens geometries

on NV133.
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Figiirc 7.25. Radar linc NV132, nciir Kiieeii River, iinintcrprctcd profile iibo~c,intcrprctcd profile below. The lociition of Scctioii 970519-04 and the
starhg point of liiic NV! 33 arc stiown witti iiii.ows. Siiiiill diffriictioiis froiii liirgc boiildcrs arc commoii, but iirc not intcrprctcd. A difiiiction ccntercd
on il hydro pole is visiblc rit 35 in.

Radar Facies Intemretation
Radar Facies 3c: Braidpiain Horizontally Bedded Deposits
At the surface and in section 97519-04, boulders are common. Diffractions on profiles
NV132 (e.g. 40-7- m) and NV133 (e.g. 115-130 m) show that the deposit is also bouldery at

depth. The wavy, roughly horizontal reflections represent the crude bedding seen in the section,
and indicate fluvial aggradation, Subhorizontal and subparallel refkctions and oblique and
oblique tangential refkctions are common in strike section profiles of braided glacial rivers
(Huggenberger, 1993), and these are visible in NV133 (e.g. 0-40 m).

The profile is thus

interpreted as a horizontally bedded braidplain deposit.

Radar Facies 3d: Braidplain Channel Deposits
The lens features outline small channels (shaded areas on Figure 7.26) that were infilled by
onlap (vertical aggradation) or a combination of both vertical aggradation and lateral progradation.
These channels were cut into the horizontally bedded deposits as channels avulsed in a braided
river environment and are onty visible in the strike section.
The cornplex fiIl of NV132 shows the downflow infill of a large channel which was likely a
major channel of a braided river. lt is simihr to the 'scour-infill' deposits of Huggenberger (1993).
because it has a steeper upstream avalanche face and a less steep downstream area.
The upper Aiyansh Braidplain is thus a braided fluvial system consisting of Facies 3c and
3d. Channels of Facies 3d lie within the flat-iying beds of 3c. Paleoftow was to the southwest and
the coarse deposits are at least 14 m thick. These braided river deposits are more complex than
those identified in radar profiles by Jol and Smith (1991). because of the numerous channels that
are present, many of which can only be seen in a strike orientation.

Nass Braidplain South: Lines NV135 and NV136

These lines are located on what is roughly the southem tip of the Nass Braidplain (Figure
7.1). The area is mapped as a glaciofluvial braidplain flanked by glaciomarine deposits to the west

and south, and by till and glaciofluvialveneer to the east (Nass Valley map). lt was suspected that
the area might have been deltaic, due to its location at the end of the Nass Braidplain.
NV135 is about 45" off a true strike section, while NV136 ïs about 15" off a true dip section
(Figure 7.27). Fine- to medium-grainedsand is visible at the surface at the start of Iine NV135. It
grades to fine-grained sand toward the end of the line. Fine-grained sand was also seen at the
surface on NV136. Cine NV136 starts at the 50 m point on NV135. Penetration was good on both
lines and a velocity of 0.12 rnhs was detemined for depth calculations.

Radar Facies Oescri~tion
Radar Facies 1
One high amplitude, highly continuous reflection crosses the entire length of both lines at

5-10 m depth, and is interpreted to be an important discontinuity (Figures 7.28 and 7-29).
Reflections beneath it are poorly resolved (NV135) or discontinuous and disrupted (NV136, 90150 m). Diffractions are rare below this reflection. Some are present above it, below 5 m depth
(e.g. NV135. 0-35 m)-

Radar Facies 3c
The upper package of reflections is moderately continuous and of moderate amplitude
(above the highly continuous reflector throughout the profiles). These parallel to subparallel
reflections drape the lower facies (e-g. NV135, 70-150 m, NV136, 60-85 m), so it is an
aggradational rather than an onlapping fill. A few oblique and oblique tangential reflections are
present (e-g.NV135, 30-70 m), so this package resembles that of NV133.

Radar Facies 3d
Some flat-topped lenses occur near the top of Facies 3c (NV136, 0-12 m). They appear to
be complex fills, both progradational and aggradational. On NV135 for example, the lens at 125180 m seems to have prograded from east-southeast (bar deposition?), and then changed t o an
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Figure 7.27. Orientation of radar lines NV 135 and NV 136.
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Figure 7.29. Radar line NV 136, Nass Braidplain South, uninterpreted profile above, interpreted
profile below.

aggradational fill. This lens is difficult to interpret, however, due to interference from the ground
wave.

Radar Facies Intemretation
Radar Facies 1: Bedrock
The lower unit is interpreted as bedrock, or Radar Facies 1. The mapr discontinuity is likely
the bedrocWsediment interface, but in the absence of drilling, this is impossible to confirrn.
Although the reflections below the discontinuity do not show overlapping diffractions like those
seen in lines NV128-129 (Figure 7-21). it may be that the bedrock beds here are flat-lying to
slightly dipping, while bedding is more vertical in the New Aiyansh area Possible horizontal
bedrock beds can be seen near the Hart of NV135 (0-40 m), while dipping beds may be
represented by dipping reflections from 90 to 145 m (Figure 7.28). Some diffractions are evident
in the latter region (e.g. 120-130 m).

Radar Facies 3c and 3d: Braidplain Horizontally Bedded and Channel Deposits
The lack of horizontal reflections underlain by dipping ones shows that this is not a deltaic
unit as was initially suspected. The upper unit appears to be an aggradational fiil over the bedrock
surface. It is bouldery at depth (diffractions), crudeiy horizontally bedded, and cut by channels. it
is interpreted as a glaciofluvial braidplain deposit, by incorporating the surficial mapping

interpretation with the radar analysis. Diffractions below 5 m seem to indicate that it is coarser at
depth, while fine-grained sand at the surface may indicate a fining-upward trend.
This draped unit is inferred to be Radar Facies 3c, with channels of Facies 3d in its upper
portions. ît seems to be a braidplain that advanced over bare bedrock in this location. This
indicates that a major erosional event occuned and a significant amount of tirne passed between
the formation of the lower bedrock unit and the upper glacial deposit. The major discontinuity is
thus a true unconfomity.

Nass Braidplain North: Lines NV139 and NV140
These lines were run at the south end of the Nâss Braidplain North (Figure 7.1).

A sloping

surface in this area resembles the sloping front of a delta (Figure 7.30). Radar lines were run part
way down the siope in order to check that hypothesis. NV139 runs across the slope and is close
to being a strike section, while NV140 goes down the slope, and is in a dip orientation (Figure

7.31). A CMP survey gave a velocity of 0.1 3 m/ns for these lines (Appendix C).

Radar Facies Description
Radar Facies 2
A high amplitude subhonzontal reflection overlying a reflection-free zone at 90 to 1O8 m on

NVt 39 seems to indicate the presence of fine-grained sediments at depth (Figure 7.32). This
reflection continues into line NV140, suggesting that fine-grained sediments continue in that
direction as well. However, clinoforms continue as offlapping features right through the horizontal
reflection, which turns upward at this point (10-30 m on NV140). This reflection cannot be the
water table as it does not follow topography. It may simply indicate that the oblique clinofoms are
part of a deposit that fines with depth. From 55-74 m on NV140, there is no non-artifact signal, so

this area is considered reflection-free.

Radar Facies 3a
Offlapping oblique clinofoms of moderate amplitude and continuity are evident on both
lines (Figure 7.32). They are steeper on line NV140, the dip section (040 m. 2O0-35").On
NV139, they are ubiquitous and dip from 13"-20".

Radar Facies 3e
From 30 to 55 m on NV140, clinoforms are wavy and irregular.

Figure 7.30. Sloping surface in logged area that resembles a delta front, looking West across Nass
Valley. Flat rïdge in middle distance is the valley central bedrock ridge.

Figure 7.3 1. Orientation of lines NV139 and ?W140 on the Nass Braidplain North. The dip direction
of the possible delta front is shown.
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Radar Facies Interpretation

Radar Facies 2: Glaciomarine Si& Chy
Below the strong subhorizontal reflection and

at the end of NV140, reflection-free zones

are considered to be glaciomarine silty clay (Facies 2). This is supported by the fact that at the end
of the line, silty day was visible at the surface. The contact between 3a and 2 is gradational
between 50 and 60 m, while at NV139 and the start of NV140, the basai contact appears to be
sharp.

Radar Facies 3a: Braid h i t a foreset Beds
The sloping surface of Figure 6.33 is interpreted as a delta front. Dipping foreset beds
(Facies 3a) are interpreted from the oblique clinoforms of both profiles. The 35" dip in NV140 is
the maximum dip for a graveliy delta (cf. Nemec, 1990), which indicates that this line is probably
the true dip direction (southwest). The offlapping clinofomis seem to show the progradation of a
delta graded to 185 m, the elevation of the Nass Braidplain North just above the radar line
locations. This is the first indication of a manne lirnit at 185 m.
Fine-grained sediments at depth rnay be indicated by the continuation of the high
amplitude reflection into dipping beds of NV140. However, the downlapping aspect of toesets
cannot be seen, so these are considered to belong to Facies 3a instead. Topset beds are not
evident on NV139-140, nor are any channels, but this is due to their delta front location.

Radar Facies 3e: Slump Deposits
Disrupted reflections from 35-55 m on NV140 may indicate some prodeltaic failure, and are
interpreted as the slump facies, Facies 3e.

Radar Facies Summary

The surficial geology and geomorphology of the GPR sites were previously mapped, but
exposures are rare and the rnapping of some areas was considered tentative. The GPR provides
a 20 (and locally 30) look at the subsurface in these areas.
The most commonly found facies are those interpreted to reflect glaciofluvial
environments. These include Radar Facies 3a, 3b, 3c and 3d.

Less common are facies

interpreted to represent bedrock, glaciomarine and alluvial fan environrnents (Radar Facies 1, 2,
4a, 4b, respectively).
The following is the environmental interpretation of the radar facies iisted a! the beginning
of the chapter and shown in Figure 7.3:

Interpreted Radar Facies
1)

Bedrock

2)

Glaciornarine Silty Clay

3)

Glaciofluvial BraidplainBraid Delta

4)

3a)

Braid Delta Foreset Beds

3b)

Braid Delta Topset Beds

3c)

Braidplain Horizontally Bedded Deposits

3d)

Braidplain Channel Oeposits

3e)

Slump Deposits

Alluvial Fan
4a)

alluvial fan horizontally bedded deposits

4b)

alluvial fan channel deposits

The GPR signal was reasonable in al1 environments, with the exception of glaciomanne sihy
clay. Attenuation of electrical energy by clay particles caused a reflection-free signal in this type of

sediment. GPR is very useful, however, for deterrnining small scale structures in braidplain, braid
delta and alluvial fan environments.
Steeply dipping oblique and oblique tangential clinoforms were found to represent foreset
beds. These are ovedain by horizontal reflections interpreted as topset beds. Distributary
channels within the topset beds are identified by lens-shaped reflections in several places.
Locally, convex reflections are present. These are interpreted as prodelta slump deposits.
Horizontal, discontinuous wavy reflections with numerous boulder diffractions are
interpreted as braidplain fluvial deposits. Lens geometries within this facies are inferred to be
channels.
AIluviat fan deposits are simihr to braidplain sediments in the profiles, except that some
lenses have steeply dipping clinofomis at their edges. These are interpreted as debris flow
levees.
Finally, a radar facies of overlapping hyperbolae is inferred to reflect bedrock. Bedrock
underlies glaciofiuvial deposits in ail of the profiles where it was observed. Till was not definitively
identified by GPR.
In the GPR study, braid delta environments were identified with radar data. A number of
areas mapped as braidplain are therefore re-interpreted as deltaic (Figure 7-33), namely the
Aiyansh Braidplain and Nass Braidplain North terminal zones. GPR has proven an effective tool for
clanfying depositional environments in areas of restricted section exposure. The new delta
locations have been incorporated into the Nass Valley map.

Glacial History Summary

The 152 m (or approximately 150 rn) position of sea level was an important sea level stand. tf
the 152 m contour is placed on the map of the upper

Nass Valley (Figure 7.34) some interesting

insights are obtained. The following numbered paragraphs describe the numbered features on
Figure 7.34.

LEGEND
Alluvial fan
Glaciofluvial delta
Glaciofluvial braidplain

0

Glaciofluvial veneer
Rivers. lakes

Figure 7.33. The location ofdeltas as re-interpreted fiom GPR data.
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LEGEND
Alluvial fan
Glaciofluvial delta
Glaciofluvial braidplain
Glaciofluvial veneer

[7

r189

Rivers, lakes

Figure 7.34. Location of 152 m contour with res ct to glaciofluvial deposits. Note the location of deltaic
deposits with respect to marine limit. Nwbere areas are discussed in the text.

The 152 m contour is an almost perfect match defining the edge of the Aiyansh Braid
Deita. The contour is inferred to show the approxirnate location of manne water when
the delta formed. Therefore, the delta as it exists today has not been modified at an
since deposition. This is consistent with the west to northwest radiating paleoflow into a
manne embayment inferred for radar profiles NV113- NV118.
The small detta at the town of New Aiyansh is a separate entity, unrelated to the
Aiyansh Braidplain/delta. This fact, coupled with its northwestern paleoflow direction,
shows that this detta was formed by a rneltwater river flowing frorn the Tseax Valley into
the Nass Valley.
A delta from a river flowing out of Shumal Valley also formed when sea level was at

152 m. The 152 m shoreline is again an excellent match for the edge of the delta.
This feature's genesis was detennined indirectly by GPR. R is a glaciofluvial feature at
the mouth of Kwinatahl Valley that had been mapped as a possible braidplain. Reevaluation suggests, however, that it too is a delta that formed a! this sea level stand,
aithough the match with the shoreline is not as good as elsewhere. This feature has
since been incised by Kwinatahl River, which has cut tenaces into it.
The delta of the Nass Braidplain North lies above the 152 m Iirnit, at 185 m, therefoie, it
forrned pnor to features 1 to 4,
The Nass Braidplain South lies below the 152 m Iimit, at 135 m. R is therefore regarded

as a separate braidplain frorn a lower sea level stand. Deltaic sediments that rnay have
existed at its terminus rnay have k e n eroded away by the modern Nass RiverFrom this set of sedimentological and geomorphic features, a late deglacial history of the
valley can be reconstructed. The proto-Nass mettwater river initialiy flowed down the West side of
the media1 bedrock ndge, when sea level was 185 m. The river incised glaciornaflffe deposits and
formed a braidplainlbraiddelta system. The braidplain deposits formed at this time are in excess of
40 m thick in places. Gfaciofluvial deposits at 183 m ad

Figure 5.3, rnay also be related to this sea level stand.

ai the top of the Shumal Creek Section,

Sea level subsequently fell to 150 m. The river switched to the other side of the bedrock
ridge and formed the large Aiyansh BraidplainiBraid Delta. its deposits are at least 28 m thick.
Numerous other braidplains and deltas also formed at this time, both in the Nass fiord and in other
fiords (Anyox and Donahue Creek deltas, Sutton and Kshwan Valley braidplains). This highstand
must therefore have been relatively long-lived. A slight readvance of a nearôy ice margin may
have been responsible for the change of river location. The lack of moraines indicating a stillstand
lends some doubt to this supposition. However, the relatively long-lived sea level stand may have
been caused by a regional ice readvance that is simply not recorded in the Nass Valley (or
elsewhere). Another possible explanation for the switch is that the thick deposits of the Nass
Braidplain North blocked the river's flow path as sea level dropped. The lowest, easiest water flow
path may have been down the Aiyansh side of the ridge.
Sea tevel later dropped to 135 m, and a small braidplain, and probably its delta, forrned just
southwest of the Nass Braidplain North. The river had switched back to its original position,
possibly because of thick fluvial deposits (or ice) that blocked its lowered flow path on the other
side of the ridge. By this time, ice rnay have receded a considerable distance frorn the area The
Tseax meltwater river incised its own delta, eroded down to bedrock, and formed new deltaic
deposits a? the 135

rn sea level. The thickest deposits formed

at this time were approximately

10 rn thick.

The river remained on this side of the ridge and evolved into the modem Nass River, which
incises two of its own former deposits, the Nass Braidplain North and South. The Aiyansh
Braidplain has remained largely unmodified since its formation.

CHAPTER ElGHT
ICE FLOW AND SEA LEVEL HISTORY
Ice Flow History
Two distinct ice flow histones were identified from field evidence:

early regional

southwestward flow and later flow directed along major valleys and fiords (Figure 8.1).
Approximately 90% of the ice flow indicators used to make these determinations were
striations. Striations were found to be best preserved on Bowser Lake Group rocks whose
bedding planes had low dip angles. Granitic rocks are more Iikely to host grooves (large striations)
and, less commonly, chattermarks Gabbro and basait dykes within otherwise granitic regions are
also good host rocks for striations. Chattermarks are most common in the Hastings
ArrdObservatory lnlet area, at sites near sea level and at sites on rounded mountain peaks.

Eariy /ceRow

Striations, grooves, chattermarks and roches moutonnées measured at numerous sites in
the study area show a consistent trend of 210" to 230" regardless of topography for the earfy
phase of flow. These earty ice flow indicators can be well preserved at high elevations (Figure

8.2).although frost shattering and extensive felsenmeer development commonly remove them.
There are a total of 28 high elevation eariy ice flow sites shown on the two maps (recall that ten

stnae were measured at each site). Eady flow indicators are present at lower elevations as
striations or grooves in bedrock facets that were not eroded by subsequent ice flow. Less
commonly, earty southwesterly flow is indicated at low elevations by crosscutting relationships
beîween striations and/or grooves, where the eady direction is always toward the southwest. In
this case, the larger grooves are crosscut by younger, finer striations. An example can be seen in
the White River area of the Kitsauit Valley map. Early ice flow striae are also preserved on Larcorn
Island, Hastings A m (Nass Valley map). This suggests that regional ice flowed acrass valleys and
lowlands in many areas at the glacial maximum.

Figure 8.1 . Ice flow directions superimposed on bedrock geology. Large open arrows indicate the early
phase of ice flow, while smaller anows show late phase flow directed down valleys and fjords.

Figure 8.2. Hi& elevation early ice flow indicators. a) Crescentic fiachires and grooves, Campbell
Ridge, looking south (1405 m ad). Flow was from left to right (23 1O) and bedrock lee sides are
plucked (arrowed). A 60 cm high backpack is present for scale. b) Roches moutonnées on mountain
ndge West of Kincolith Valley, near mouth of Nass River, Iooking south toward Kitimat Ranges
(1200 m ad). Flow was h m lower left to upper right. Note plucked lee sides (arrowed). Grooves
w ith identical stoss and lee relationships cover the surfaces of the features.

There is no definitive evidence that nunataks were present during the earty flow event, as
there are no visible moraine ndges circling any of the mountain peaks. However, since lower
ridges are rounded and higher ones are sharp. nunataks were probably present.

Late /ceFlow

Late ice flow was controlled by topography and ice was limited to fiords and valleys. Late ice
flow generally erased evidence of the earlier flow direction. Late ice flow indicators are common at
low elevations and on valley walls-

Streamlined Bedrock Features

Valley sides exhibit streamlined bedrock ndges that have variously been called rock
drumlins and whalebacks. Unfortunately, it is only possible to view them in clear cut areas. Many
ridges are steep sided, and have either steeper stoss ends or a humped appearance, where the
highest point is the centre of the ridge. Their irregular crests are often jagged compared to the
smoother shapes characteristic of drumlins in the area, and are generally subparallel to each other
and to the valley axis (Figure 8.3). They are generally eIongate features oriented somewhat
parallel to late ice flow, so they are considered 'streamlined' despite their la& of smooth upper
surfaces. Their orientations are strongly influenced by bedrock structure. For these reasons, they
are considered to be ice fonned. Only ice flow would allow bedrock structure to exert so much
control over orientation, and the features are not smoothly curving in the way that fluvially scoured
ndges typically are. Additionally, in many areas, grooves and striae are exactly parallel to the
streamlined bedrock, which is overlain by till- However, at sites east of the Nass River and
southwest of the lava flow, these ridges are covered in glaciofluvial veneer. In this location water
flow may have contributed to their formation, however, their extremely rough surfaces suggest
that they too were forrned predominantly by ice (Figure 8.3~).The ndges, in general, are roughly
parallel to the valleys in which they are found, suggesting that they are probably late phase ice
flow features. However, they are not used as directional indicators for ice flow.

Figure 8.3. Streamlined bedrock ridges. a,b) Streamlined ridges, flow to lefi. Note angularity of crests
(arrowed). c) Angular crested ridges in the Nass Valley that are veneered with glaciofluvial deposits;
flow to lower left. Angufar crests are arrowed.

Roches moutonnées are rare, and occur rnainly at high elevations. They have plucked lee
sides and their surfaces commonly also have grooves, chattermarks and striae parallel to the
roches moutonnées themselves. At one site, 1220 m above the mouth of the Nass River, the
surface of a group of roches moutonnées is grooved and chattennarked (Figure 8.2b). Grooves
at this site have micro-scale stoss and lee relationships in the sarne orientation as the roches

moutonnées (eariy ice flow direction). On a peak south of the southwest end of the Aiyansh Lava
Flow, grooves are parallel to the roches moutonnées (also early flow direction) at 1710 m as1 (Nass
Valley map). Low elevation roches moutonnées showing late flow directions are rare.

Very Eariy Ice Flow

It is possible that an alpine glacial advance preceded the full glacial phase, as this occurred
in the Stikine area (Ryder and Maynard, 1991). Most of the evidence of pre-climax flow from local
ice centres such as the Cambria Ice Field appears to have been completely obliterated by erosion
during the regional ice advance. At one site on Campbell Ridge, however, a cirque shows
evidence of the regional southwesterly flow (see Nass Valley rnap, ridge east of Hastings Am).
Sculpted bedrock with good stoss and lee relationships indicates ice flow upward along the
cirque wall (Figure 8.4). Therefore, the cirque fomied prior to the eariy ice flow event.

Summary

In conclusion, ice flow during the dimax of the last glaciation was dominated by regionai
southwesterly flow, presumably from the Cordilleran iœ Sheet. This is the sarne regional flow
direction as in areas to the north (Ken, 1934, Ryder and Maynard, 1991) and east (Levson et al.,
1997). The Skeena Mountains therefore rmy have been the major ice source area a! the glacial
maximum. The Skeena and Hazelton Mountains are also considered to be a source area for
southeast flowing ice in the Nechako Plateau (Plouffe, 1997). Ice must have been quite thick for
it to have flowed independently of topography. In fact, the highest elevation at which southwest
ice flow indicators were found is 1840 m, from striation measurements on a mountain southwest
of Kinskuch Lake and east of Kitsault River (see Kiisault Valley map for location). A Bowser Lake

Figure 8.4. Stoss and lee relationships showing ice flow up the wall of a cirque on Campbell Ridge.
Flow direction is shown with an arrow. Although the bedrock is jointed, smoothed stoss surfaces
(s) with plucked lee sides (1) show the ice flow direction.

Group enatic was observed resting on Tertiary granitic rock west of Kshwan River at 1590 m
as1 by Carol Evenchick of the Geologîal Survey of Canada (pers. comm,, 1998). Clearly, ice was
able to move debris at these high elevations. The highest elevation striations that record late flow
were found on a peak just northeast of Ksedin Creek at 1450 m (Nass Valley map).
Since there is some minor evidence of very eariy alpine glaciation, an intense alpine phase
likely preceded the continental ice sheet phase of the Cordilleran Ice Sheet (Ken, 1936, Davis
and Mathews, 1944) which was dorninated by southwesteriy flow in this region. Any evidence of
an intervening mountain ice sheet phase where piedmont and thick valley glaciers formed

between nunataks (Davis and Mathews, 1944), has probably been removed by subsequent
glacial erosion. At the glacial maximum, the

ice sheet likely far exceeded 1840 m in thickness

(1840 m being the highest earty flow striation elevation). Since ice thickness greatly exceeded
relief, and flow was controlled by an ice divide in the Skeena Mountain a m (as opposed to being
controlled by topography), the continental ice sheet phase of Kerr (1936) and Davis and Mathews
(1944) was reached.

Ice retreat following the reverse order of the above (Davis and Mathews (1944) model for
deglaciation) is represented in its entirety within the study area Continental ice was reduced to
the mountain ice sheet phase, which was topographically controlled. Continued melting shifted it
to the intense alpine phase of valley glaciation with ice sources in local mountains. Finally, the
alpine phase, a nonglacial period with only alpine glaciation, was reached in the Holocene and
persists today. There is no evidence for regionat ice stagnation.
Although the thesis data fts nicely with the Davis and Mathews model, it contradicts other
studies that suggest that the Late Wisconsinan event (Fraser Glaciation) reached only the
mountain ice sheet phase (Clague, 1981; Fulton, 1991; Ryder et al., 1991). t rnay be that more
extensive ice cover was present in northem B.C.due to its latitude andlor the presence of central
mountain ranges. if that is the case, then the continental phase of glaciation may have been
reached in al1 of northem B.C. However, the near coastal location of the study area may mean that
a moist climate contributed to the thickness of the ice sheet. In that case, the continental phase
may have been reached only in northem areas of B.C. along the Coast Mountains.

tate Wisconsinan (?) ice flow in the region reflects an eady southwest flow event followed
by flow along valleys and fiords. Since earty ice flow directions were southwest acmss the entire

region at the climax of Wisconsinan (Fraser) Glaciation, it appears that Figure 2.2 (Ryder and
Maynard. 1991) is not entirely correct. The ice flow directions shown are actually those of the late
ice flow phase, not the glacial maximum phase. Ken (1934) also detected southwest flow across
the Coast Mountains. R is suggested that this flow direction rriay have occurred at the Fraser
Ghcial maximum, and that the ice flow directions shown in Figure 2.2 for the bkut, Stikine and
Taku River regions are in fact those of the deglacial phase of the last glaciation.

This re-examination of ice ffow directions implies that there was indeed an ice divide in the
Skeena MountainMlilliston Lake area at the glacial maximum, and it rnay have extended
southeastward (Figure 8.5). To confirm this hypothesis, future research should include more
detailed ice flow studies at high altitudes in northern B.C., focussing mainly on the Coast
Mountains (for example, the study by Clague, 1984b, in the Tenace region, did not record high
elevation information). A recent study including high elevation sites southeast of the study area
shows southwestward and westward ice flow from a rnapr divide during the la& glacial maximum,
(Stumpf et al., in press). This information has been incorporated into Figure 8.5, and it supports
the inference that ice flowed coastward from a major interior ice divide.
The fiords of the Nass River area were Iikely carved into a preglacial fluvial Iandscape
(Roberts and Rood, 1984) that was controlled by bedrock structure. The great length, width and
depth of the fiords, particularly the Nass Valley, were further excavated by glacial ice. The Nass

Valley was large enough to drain a significant portion of the Cordilleran Ice Sheet, even at the
height of glaciation. The Nass glacier may have behaved as an ice Stream dunng deglaciation,
given the size and morphology of the fiord and its highly abraded, till covered floor. However, the
valley's great size rnay simply be due to repeated abrasion in the sarne ice flow direction for the
entire duration of one or more glaciations.

Figure 8.5. Revised ice flow directions for the glacial maximum in nocthwestern B.C., afier Shunpf
et al. (in press) and this thesis. Ice flowed to the southwest and West a c m u the Coast Mountains

from the Skeena Mountian area, without any topographie control. An ice divide must have been
located in the Skeena MountaidWilliston Lake area One possible position for this divide is shown.
Ice flow directed down valleys, as in Figure 2.2, is omitted as it is considered to represent ice flow
during deglaciation only. Possible southwestward flow to the north of the study area is posnila<ed,
based on Kerr's (1934) identification of southwesterly flow in the Taku, lskut and Stikine regions.

Till Fabric Analysis

Tll fabrics are used to detect ice flow directions. When extension occurs during flow, clast
a-axes are aligned parallel to ice flow, with a-b planes dipping shallowly (Boulton, 1971). In areas

of compressive flow, clast a-b planes dip steeply up ice, while a-axes are transverse to flow
directions (Boulton, 1971). Thus, a-axes both parailel and transverse to flow are expected.
A-axes can also be parallel to ice movement along a zone of shear. However, variability is known
to occur, even within-site, so some caution must be exercised in the interpretation of till fabrics.
A total of 24 till fabric analyses were camed out in various locations. The fabric data are

summarized in Table 8.1. Sample numbers indicate Kwinatahl till with "kw" and Kinskuch till with
"kk".
Fabrics were analyzed for statistical significance using the computer program Spheri-Stat.
Data are represented on Schmidt equal a m stereonets, using the eigenvalue method (Mark,
1973) to examine

data mathematically. Eigenvector 1 (the principal eigenvector) marks the

direction of maximum clustering. Eigenvector 3 points in the direction of minimum clustering and
S2 is the intermediate eigenvector. The eigenvalues listed show the degree of clustering around

each eigenvector, such that S 1rS22S3. In a sphefically uniform sample, SI =S2=S3=0.33.if
S I >S2=3, there is a cluster, while S1S2>3 rneans a girdle (Woodcock and Naylor, 1983). In al1
sarnples except A4 and C3,the first (ciuster) relationship is true (Table 8.1). The S I 6 2 value
graph (Woodcock and Naylor, 1983) was used to get the statisticai significance or randomness of
each sample at various confidence levels (Figure 8.6). All samples except A4 were found to be
significant at >99% confidence levels (Table 8.1).

White River area

ln the White River area, drumlins trend 150" to 165", and five striation measurements from
the area trend 158". 158O, 160°, 171" and 212" (Figure 8.7). f he 212" striation, found at the same
site as a 158" striation, is likely an early flow indicator. The striations are interpreted to show

SAMPLE
967083kw
1968149kw
975214kw
985271kk
985271 kw
A l kk
A2kw
A3kk
A4kk

a

SI

s2

0.66
0.67
0.73
0.56
0.57
0.65
0.57
0.60
0.42

0.20
0.20
0.20
0.31
0.37
0.24
0.30

0.33
0.39

s3

SllS3

0.14
4.71
0.13
5.15
0.06
12.17
0.14
4.00
0.06 1 9.50
0.11
5.91
4.38
0.13
8.57
0.07
0.19
2.21

D l kw
0.54 ; 0 . 3 1 1 0.15
3.60 i
D2kw
:
0.56 / 0.30 i 0.14 I 4.00 i
i 0.49 1 0.37 1 0.14 i 3.50 ;
E l kk
F I k~
i 0.61 / 0.28 / 0.1 1 / 5.54 ;
Glkw
j 0.57 : 0.27 1 0.15 j 3.80 !
G2kk
0.53
0.35 i 0 . 1 1 i 4.82 '
Hlkw
0.49
0.36 : 0.16 ' 3.06
JJS12
0.52
0.36 . 0.12 . 4.33 ,
JJS12B
: 0.65
0 . 1 2 . 5.42
0.23
KITEENkWkw
0.25
0.14
4.35
0.61
4.21
0.27 , 0.14
TSEAXkk
0.59
1

LML

Si

S I TREND

~99%
146
>99%
335 (155)
~ 9 9 % 290 (110)
203
~99%
>99%
205
>9g0/0
331 (151)
>99% 1 348 (168)
~ 9 9 % 355 (175)
>97.5%
56

219
~99% 1
>99% i 11 (191)
231
>99%
>99%
112
>99% 1 73 (253)
299% 2 8 3 (103)
>99% ' 43 (223)
>99%
99
>99%
213
>99%
149
>99%
254

'

13
5
23
17
2
26
23
2
177

i

:
,

7
10
1
21
5

,

1
i

5
4

3
3
13
11

Table 8.1. Till fabric data. Kwinatahl tills are indicated with 'kw', Kinskuch tilts with 'kk'. Drurnlins
are lettered. Bracketed S 1 trends are 180" fiom the S 1 data, but are the actual flow directions based
on al1 striation and fabric evidence.

Figure 8.6. Confidence levels for S V S 3 values of riIl fabrics. Ali samples in this study had 50 point
values measured (fiom Woodcock and Naylor, 1983).

southwest ice flow (212") during the eariy phase of glaciation and south-southeast ice flow (about
160") parallel to the valley dunng the late phase of glaciation (Figure 8.7).

Three till fabtics from two sections in this a m are shown in Figure 8.8. None of these
fabricç are from dnimlins. Sections 968149 and 985271 exposed both Kinskuch and Kwinatahl
tills, however, Kinskuch till at the former section was too thin and too weathered to permit a fabric
measurement. 60th of these till fabric sites are shown on Figure 8.7.
Only one of the fabrics (968149kw) shows the Nass Depression parallel trend of 155" and it
is from Kwinatahl till. The strong fabric (SI = 0.67, Table 9.1) and the S I trend of 335" (up-ice

clast dip) reflect lodgement by southeast ftowing ice. The slight spread of the fabnc suggests that
lodgement was followed by deformation. This is another site where there is evidence of
continued Kwinatahl deposition after ice flow changed to a late phase ice flow direction.
The other two fabrics from this area are weaker, with SI values of 0.56 and 0.57 (Table 8.1).
Fabrics 985271kw and 985271kk trend southwest. The physical characteristics of the tills
indicate deposition by lodgement (see Chapter 4). but the poor fabrics seem to indicate that

deformation or flow has occurred. These fabrics come from a thick till pocket on a bedrock ridge,
within a till veneer area, lt is possible that local ice flow deflections or shear zones could have
occurred here. Altematively, both may have been reworked by downhill flow, as topography dips
southwest at this location. It is unlikely that 98527kk is a lodgement or melt-out till showing a
southwest ice flow direction because the fabric is poor and the till contains volcanic clasts from a
northwestern source area.

KinskucNNass Valley area

Four fabrics were measured in the Kinskuch/Nass Valley area (Figure 8.9) and their
locations are shown in Figure 8.10.
Çabnc 967083kw was measured because striation evidence was lacking in Kinskuch Valley.
The sample is from the Tchitin River area and shows a Kwinatahl till with a fabric that is parallel to

the valley. This Kwinatahl till, therefore, was also deposited during late phase

ice flow, another

indication that there was no hiatus between the deposition of the two tills. Ice changed directions

Figure 8.8. White River area till fabrics. non-drumlin areas. kk = Kinskuch till. kw = Kwinatahl
till. Kinskuch till is present at site 968 149, but was too thin and too wveathered for a fabric measurement.

kiteen

tseaxkw

Figure 8.9. Till fabrics from various localities. See Figure 8.5 for locations.

Ice bodies

Water bodies

Figure 8.10. Locations of various till fabric sites and drumlin F.

and it took time for the till to reflect its new source area. Till at depth rnay show the southwest eady
ice flow direction, but exposures excavated by a backhoe would be required to confin this. The
strong but spread out fabric suggests that till at this location is a deforrned lodgement till or a
deformation till.
Fabric 975214kw is from a Kwinatahl till in the drurnlinized area near Kiteen River in the Nass
Valley and the fabric is perpendicular to the Nass Valley. It has the highest

SI value (0.73) (Table

8.1). This area is a narrow constriction where compressive flow would be expected, so this may

actually be a transverse fabric indicating ice flow down the Nass Valley (to the southwest). The
southeast fabric â unlikely to be due to southeastem ice flow from Kinskuch Valley, since ice
would have to have first flowed northeast, then southeast to this location. The strong fabric rutes
out the possibility that the till flowed down the drumlin flank. However, its spread out nature
suggests deformation of what may have been a lodgement till.
Kiteen is from the Kiteen River section (Figure 5.9). This till
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considered to be older than

both Kwinatahl and Kinskuch till. Its very poor fabric suggests that it is a flow till or a deformation till.
Since the lower contact is draped, it must be a flow till. (lt iç not a debris flow deposit because
clasts are heavily striated).
The fabric of Tseaxkw is more pronounced, but not exceptionally strong, and seems to
show ice flow roughly to the southwest, parallel to the Nass Valley. This sample is from the Tseax
River Section (Figure 5.1 7) and shows considerable spread, so it may be a deforrnation till.
In summary, Kwinatahl till was deposited by deformation or by lodgement followed by
deformation mainly dunng eariy southwesterly flow, but also during late phase ice flow paraIlel to
the Nass Depression and other valleys. It took some time for re-oriented ice flow to pick up clasts
of new source areas and create Kinskuch till. The one Kinskuch till fabric is poor, and may show
topographically controlled flow reworking.

Drumlins

Air Photo Intemretation
Drumlin fields m u r in the Kinskuch and upper Nass Valleys and the Nass Depression. The
drumlins are elongate and spindle shaped but with flat tails (Figures 8.7 and 8.1 1). They resemble
drumlins in the Prince George region that Shaw (1994) t e n s 'hairpin erosional marks' or other
drumlins termed Beverleys (Shaw, 1996). However, noticeable funows wrapped around their
stoss ends and sides are evident in only a few places. Very subdued lower elevation amas
separate the drumlins (visible as straight lines on air photos). Unlike Beverleys and hairpin scours,
lateral Yunows' do not run into the stoss ends of down flow drumlins (cf.,Shaw, 1996). fhey do
not cluster down flow of escarpments, but there is a pooriy developed en echelon pattern in a few
areas. The drumlins appear to be randomly distributed for the most part, but they only m u r in
areas of thick till between bedrock ridges (see Kitsauît Valley rnap) and tend toward clustering
(Figures 8.7 and 8.1 1). Lengths Vary from 300 to 2000 m and heights range from 10 to 40 m.
Some are irregularly shaped. There are no parabolic or transverse asymmetrical dnirnlins.

There is no overall pattern to the drumlins - no orderiy grouping, no asymmetry, no regular
change of shape from one area to another (when present, these are common features of
subglacial fluvial erosional drumlins). The drumlin fields are not marked by signs of fluvial activity:
there are no tunnel valleys, no eskers and very few other glaciofluvial sediments that are not parts
of braidplains. "Comma f o m lakes" are not evident either, although a pseudo 'comma fotm laken
is visible in the centre of Figure 8.1 1 and something that might be called a "comma fotm bogn is
present in the lower central portion of Figure 8.7. There are also meltwater channel features
adjacent to the drumlin fields (see both maps).
Bogs are common in drumlinized areas, as they are elsewhere. Bedrock surfaces, where
exposed, are flat or sloping and heavily striated. Sichelwannen, muschelbruche, funows and
other fluvial scour indicators are not evident on bedrock surfaces between drumlins, but these
bedrock exposures are relatively small.
Streamlined bedrock ndges do not possess the sarne morphology as drumlins. Their axial
crests are sharp and irregular and stoss ends much steeper (as explained eariier in this chapter).

Bedrock hlls r
valley wdls

A

Sites where
botti tills
observed

128" 53.5'

Figure 8.1 1. Locations of drumlins, streamlined bedmck and bedrock ridges in Kinskuch Valley.
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Commonly, the central part of a bedrock ridge crest is the highest part of the feature. Drumlins are
much more elongate and tend to be more subdued in cornparison. In addition, streamlined
bedrock ridges are not aiways perfectly parallel, because they commonly reflect bedrock
structure, whereas in contrast, the parallel nature of dnimlins is striking (Figure 8.1 1).

Till Fabric Analvsis
A number of drumlins were analyzed in detail for clues as to their genesis. Nass Depression

and Kinskuch Valley dnirnlins were al1 found to be cored by a succession of Kwinatahl till overlain
by Kinskuch till. Kinskuch till comprises the inter-dnrmlin areas. Nass Valley d ~ m l i n sconsist of

Kwinatahl till only.
Although Kinskuch till rnakes up the inter-drumlin areas, two small glaciolacustrine or
glaciofluvial deposits were found near fabric site 968149 (x and y on Figure 8.7). These are
discussed under Glaciolacustrine Oeposits in Chapter 4. The proximity of both deposits to White
River suggests that this river may have been a more extensive glacial rneltwater river at one time.
In fact, glacial braidplain deposits are present upriver, supporting this hypothesis (Kitsauft Valley
map)-

Due to the shallow depth and Iimited breadth of dnrmlin sections and the variable type of
contact (inegular or gradational) between Kinskuch and Kwinatahl tills, it is difficult to say whether
the relationship of Kinskuch to Kwinatahl till in drumlinized areas is erosive or draped (Figure
8.12). However, since Kinskuch till comprises the interdrumlin areas and coats the entire tops
and flanks of the drumlins, it is probably draped. At sites 968149 and 985271 (Figure 8.7), both

tills are present.

It is evident then, that both tills comprise the interdrumlin areas as well,

supporting a draped relationship (because Kinskuch till is never more than 5 m thick).
Till fabric analyses were camed out on eight dtumlins: six in the White River area, one in
lower Kinskuch Valley and one in the Kiteen River area, to provide some understanding of the
genesis of the two tills, as well as their relationship, if any, to drumlin orientation. The drumlins
sampled are labelled A to H (Figures 8.7, 8.10 and 8.1 1). and till fabrics taken a! each one are
numbered (e-g.Al, A2). The fabric data are summarized in Table 8.1. Kwinatahl and Kinskuch tills

a) Erosive Relationship

b) Draped Reiationship

Figure 8.12. Possible relationships of Kinskuch till (kk) to Kwinathl till (kw) in drumlinized terrain.

are identified using the kw and kk nomenclature described previously. Only two drumlins actually
exposed both tills well enough for both to be analyzed (Drumlins A and G).
Drumlin A is a large drumlin trending 165" (Figures 8.7 and 8.13).

It is part of a drumlin

cluster that has formed over a small hill. Kinskuch till coats the dnimlin, drumlin tail and interdrumlin
areas. Trees on the drumlin have been removed by logging and a sniall road cut exposes part of
the drumlin snout. At this exposure, three fabrics were measured in Kinskuch till (Al, A3, A4) and
one in the stratigraphically lower Kwinatahl till (A2). However, it was not possible to delineate the
complete contact as much of the exposure

was obscured by large stumps. The same trend as

the drumlin a.x& is visually evident in al fabrics (Table 8.1, Figure 8.1 3), but fabrics A3 and A4
exhibit weak and strong transverse elements, respectively. Al and A3 have strong fabrics, A 2
has a moderately strong fabric and A 4 has a weak one (A4 was a true girdle fabric statistically, so
no ice flow inferences can be made from it). Thus, fabric strength in the Kinskuch till is variable,
while it is moderately strong in the Kwinatahl till. Al, A2 and A3 have slightly spread fabrics.
One exposure of Kinskuch till was found at drumlin 6 (Figures 8.7 and 8.1 4). The weak
fabric trend at this location is southwest (19g0), but not perfectly perpendicular to the drumlin.
Kinskuch till is also found at the crest of the drumiin's tail area and in the somewhat boggy
interdrumlin areas.
Drumlin C is located just north of the map area (Figures 8.7 and 8-15), south of a small, flat,
glaciofluvial braidplain. The whole drumlin is boulder rich and the crest portion of the drumlin is
highly weathered. We were not able to penetrate to unweathered till in this area, so no fabrics

were taken on the crest. The tail and interdrumlin areas consist of Kinskuch till. Pits were dug at
locations where it was possible to do so. This drumlin had been sprayed with herbicide, which
restricted vegetative growth, but rooted stumps left over from logging activities impeded pit
location in many places. Kinskuch till was penetrated at three sites. Fabrics Cl and C3 are weak,
while C2 is strong, but spread (Figure 8.15). Again, Kinskuch till shows vanable strength
near girdle fabric a!

Cl to a strong fabric

drumlin, as at Drumlin A-

-

from a

at C2. Al1 ate oriented approximately parallel to the

Figure 8.13. Drumlin A: 12 m hi& drumlin with 8 m high section at north end, a) plan view of
dnimlin. b) cross-section o f sampled exposure, showing fabric locations. Two possible contact
configurations are shown with dashed lines.

Figure 8.14. Drumlin B: Plan view showing fabric location in a small exposure near the surface
of a small, 8 m high, drumlin south of a lake. Sarnple is from 1 m below surface.

Clkk

C2kk

Figure 8.1 5. Drumlin C: plan view o f 12 m high drumlin, showing location o f fabrics from I to
1.5 m deep pits dug in surface.

Drumlin D is exposed along a highway road cut (ail others are small logging roads) (Figures
8.7 and 8.16).

Two fabrics were taken from Kwinatahl tilt containing heavily striated clasts.

Kinskuch till was not present, although a thin, weathered layer in which a soil had developed rnay
have onginally been Kinskuch till. The fabrïcs are of low to moderate strength, very spread out
and are onented in a southwest direction. The interdrumlin area is forested and wet, and a thick
organic soil made glacial sediment identification impossible.
Drumlin E is an oddly shaped drumlin with a srnatl drumlinoid extension on its flank (Figures
8.1 1 and 8.17). The exposure here is small (about 1.5 m high), and only Kinskuch till is exposed.
It is a typical Kinskuch till, with clasts that are heavity stnated. Sorne boulders exhibit parallel striae
on a faceted face (indicative of lodgement). Others have randomly oriented striations, indicative
of possible deformation (clasts rolled within the till). The till has a poor fabric that is almost a girdle
fabnc.
Drumlin F is a drurnlin in the northem Nass Valley that is at least 12 m high (Figures 8.10 and
8.1 8). It is located at 51 1140E. 6151625N which is just beyond the map area. Only Kwinatahl till
is present. The fabric is strong, slightly spread and perpendicular to the drumlin and the valley, as
at 975214kw. This area may also have been affected by compressive flow so this fabric rnay
actually indicate valley and drumlin parallel ice flow. A few large, angular erratics are present within
the forest on the drumlin surface. One such boulder (2 m in diameter) has striations on its upper

and lower surfaces, but few on its sides.
Drumlin G is a srnail drumlin flanking three larger ones in the White River area (Figures 8.7
and 8.19). A small section was exposed in a logging road cut, but the contact between the two
tills was difficult to make out after the section had been cleaned. This could m a n the contact is
gradational, but this is difficult to detemine. The Kwinatahl till (Gl kw) shows a moderately strong,
spread out southwest fabnc trend of 253" (Figure 8.1 9). The Kinskuch till has a weaker fabric with
a trend of 103".
Both tills are present in a road cut section in Drumlin H. The Kinskuch till is too thin,
however, for a fabnc rneasurement. The Kwinatahl till fabric is poor, but shows a southwest trend
of 223" (Figure 8.20).

DRUMLIN D

Creek

1

Dlkw

slumped

D2kw

Figure 8.16. Drumlin D: till fabrics from Kwinatahl till in drumlin exposure along Highway 37;
a) plan view of highway cut through drumlin, b) section view showing fabrics and locations. There
is no exposure at the creek crossing. The upper part o f the section is highly weathered; Kinskuch
t i l l may be present but it is difficult to tell.

DRUMLIN E

Figure 8.17. Drumlin E: plan view o f fabric location from an exposure near the surface o f a large
drumlin. south Kinskuch Valley. Sample is about 1.5 m below surface.

DRUMLIN F

Figure 8.18. Drumlin F: plan view o f fabric location from an erposure near the surface of a large
drumlin, west of Kiteen River. Sample is about 2 m below surface.
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DRUMLIN G

Figure 8.19. Drumlin G: till fabrics from a small erposure in a logging road cut. Both tills are
present and the irregular contact is indistinct when exposed.
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DRUMLIN H

Figure 8.20. Drurnlin H: till fabrics from a srnail exposure in a 5 rn high logging road cut. Both
tills are present, but Kinskuch till is too thin to measure at this exposure.

In summary, Kwinatahl tills in drumlins typicaliy have stronger fabrics that are spread, while
fabrics of Kinskuch till are variable and tend to be weaker. Kwinatahl tilt fabrics indicate both a
southwest ice flow direction (earty phase) and valley and dnimlin parallel flow (hte phase). The
inference made earlier that this till was deposited during both phases of ice flow is again
supported. The strong but spread out fabrics suggest that Kwinatahl till is a deformed lodgement
or a deforrnation till, despite the lack of deformation structures within it.

Kinskuch tills have weaker fabrics. They can either trend parallel to valleys and drumlins or
be roughly perpendicular. They rnay be interpreted as deformation tills as they show variable

fabn'cs: both strong but spread fabrics and weak fabrics. The weak fabric trends al1 seem to show a
drumlin flank dip orientation, which suggests that the tills may have flowed down the drumlin
flanks postglacially in some areas. Kwinatahl till may have afso been reworked by flow in a few
places (e.g. H l kw).
Kwinatahl till formed by deformation or lodgement followed by deformation in the eariy and
late phases of ice flow, while Kinskuch till is considered a defomation till formed dunng late phase
ice flow. Kinskuch till is commonly reworked by secondary flow down the dnrmlin flank. This
process is less common in the underlying Kwinatahl till.
Kinskuch till is quite thin at drumlins D and H and at site 968149 but not elsewhere. Its
variability suggests that it does not show a consistent thickness trend (e.g. thicker over drumlin
crests or in interdrumlin areas).

û ~ m l i Genesis
n
Theories
There are several theories of drumlin formation, and no single theory is yet able to explain
the genesis of al1 drumlins. Various theories are discussed and some discarded, based on the
constraining factors of the study area. Recent dnimlin genesis theones that can be niled out
based on the information presented here are subglacial fluvial cavity-fil1 (Shaw, 1983), as al1
drumiins are till covered and till cored, and shearing due to contrasting bed rheology (Boulton and
Hindmarsh, 1987), because the same bedrock and the same two tills underlie the whole area. R is
not possible to see deformation structures in either till, so there is no supporting evidence at the

exposure level for squeezing of sedirnents into cavities (Bluemte et

1993, van der Meer,

1997) or basal shear, ai?houghboth may have occurred.
The fact that drumlins only m u r between bedrock ridges has been considered an
unimportant factor in determining drumlin genesis (Patteson and Hooke, 1995). However, in this
study it seems to play an important role. Perhaps the presence of thick sediment, not evident on
bedrock ridges, was required for the formation of the drumlins. The drumlins in this study certainly
fomed during deglaciation, under thin ice, as have many other drumlin fields (Patterson and
Hooke, 1995), although some of their Kwinatahl tiII cores forrned earlier. They must have formed
coevally with or after the deposition of Kinskuch till, which formed during late phase ice flow
(because there was apparently no hiatus between Kwinatahl and Kinskuch n'II deposition). They
are not associated with separate fluvial deposits, such as eskers, that would indicate subglacial

drainage after drumlin formation.
From the preceding fabric discussion, Kinskuch till is considered to be a deformation till
deposited in an ice flow direction that is parallel to drumfin orientation. Locally poor fabrics show
that the till may have flowed postdepositionally in some places.
The deformational hypothesis of drumlin formation describes till streaming and deformation
around older sediments (Boyce and Eyles, 1991), or other obstructions (Hart, 1997; Eyles and
Boyce, 1998). This process requires a deforming bed, which is postulated to occur beneath fast
moving thin ice. The evidence presented here is in line with this theory, with the more competent
Kwinatahl till or perhaps fluvial debris acting as the core obstruction. Kinskuch till fabn'cs parallel to
drumlins show that Kinskuch till could be considered the deforrning layer. However, the interface
between the two tills is not erosional, as is called for by the theory (Hart, 1997).

The drumlin shapes are roughly 'hairpin'. These shapes have been described in sheared
diamicton surfaces where one surface passes over another that has harder clasts projecting
above its surface. 'Crescentic grooves' wrap around the clasts and continue pafallel to them
(Eyles and Boyce, 1998). These features are forrned by the sheanng that occurs as two surfaces
pass over each other, as in a fault. Associated bedrock features include crescentic fractures,

stnated bedrock and mil head striations, of which the latter Wo

are present in the drumlinized

areas.
The deformational theory does not explain the abundant rounded debris within Kinskuch
till. The rounded debris is so widespread that both subglacial conduits and ffoods could have
contributed the rounded clasts. (Recall that there was no hiatus between the deposition of
Kwinatahl and Kinskuch tills, so the rounded clast source must be subglacial).
The fluvial erosional hypothesis (Shaw, 1994, 1996) is another possibility for the drumlin
forming process. In this theory, drumlins are considered to be erosional remnants formed by large
subglacial floods that scour around an obstruction and up into the ice. The core sedirnents and
their fabrics are inelevant in this case. This theory is based on the apparent similarity between
hairpin drumlin shapes and of 'hairpin erosional maris', formed by rapidly flowing water that
encounters an obstacle (Figure 8.21, Shaw, 1994). Associated features include grooves which
become shallower downflow, and contain littfe or no striation due to heavy fluvial scour (Shaw,
1994). These erosional marks are thought to represent a short-lived subglacial flood event.

There are problems with applying the fluvial erosion theory to the study area as well. A
group of striations just north of drumlin G (Figure 8.7) are located in a groove flanking a dnimlin.
The bedrock surface in the groove is heavily striated. The drumlins formed during deglaciation
(valley-parallel orientation, Kinskuch till) and abundant meltwater was present at or before this time
(fluvial matenal in Kinskuch till). The bd< of eskers and other stagnation features, along with the
presence of heavity striated bedrock in a few locations, suggest that ice flowed actively until it
disappeared. A subglacial meltwater flood would have had to occur immediately before ice
disappeared, or the dnimlins would have been removed or remoulded by subsequent ice flow.
Since the Nass Valley was a depositional basin at this time, flood deposits would be expected.
However, there are no such deposits (see glaciomarine deposit discussions, Chapter 4)- A flood
would therefore have had to occur before marine incursion. Ice would have to be clean, in order

to preserve the drumlins throughout the ongoing ice flow. The abundant glaciomarine sediments
in the Nass Valley show that ice

was, in fact, not clean. Waning catastrophic floodwater flow

carrying abundant debris rnight also leave a depositional signature in the vicinity of the drumlins

Figure 8.2 1. Hairpin erosional marks (fiom Shaw. 1994).

and elsewhere. There is no evidence of such fluvial deposition on top of or in the lee of drumlins,
however, and there are very few glaciofluvial deposits in the vicinity of the drumlin areas. There
are no associated tunnel channels and eskers, which may form in such environments when flood
flow wanes to channelized flow (Brennand and Sharpe, 1993). Glaciofiuvial gravels in the Nass
Valley (Chapter 7) and flanking the Nass River near Highway 37 were subaerially deposited after
retreat.
Ifthe Nass and Kinskuch Valleys are considered tunnel valleys despite their wide, shallow

cross sections, then fluvial scour features should be present. These features are not found within
drumlin areas and are uncornmon elsewhere. Bedrock surfaces

are heavily striated and locally

faceted on valley floorç and walls. Since streamlined bedrock features are not perfectly parallel,
can have ragged crests and are somewhat influenced by bedrock structure, it is suggested that
these are ice-moulded features, formed on a more resistant substrate.
The defoimational hypothesis is thought to be the most applicable theory to describe the
formation of the drumlins in the study area. The streaming that formed the drumlins could also
have been responsible for the complete destruction of any subglacial fluvial deposits, as well as
the formation of Kinskuch till. Reworked glaciofluvial material and angular clasts of local derivation
both comprise Kinskuch tiil. This complex Kinskuch till streamed over and around obstructions in
Kwinatahl till, forrning drumlins and infilting interdrumlin areas. The deglacial ice was thin and was
not powerful enough to streamline the much harder adjacent bedrock to the same degtee. There
m y have also been less debris at higher elevations in the ice, so that bedrock ridges were

subject to less abrasion than valley floors.
lt is a definite possibility that a mehater flood provided the initial drumlin form and left

behind a rich deposit of rounded debris. Potential esker rnaterial from subglacial channels could
have been added and al of this matenal might have been remobilized by active ice flow. The
fluvial debns would have been reworked into Kinskuch till, the deforrning layer over which ice
flowed rapidly. One way to confirrn this idea would be to look for evidence of flood deposition
offshore.

The drumlins can be adequately explained by the deformational theory without invoking a
meltwater flood, if subglacial channel deposits were the sole source of rounded debris. The
abundance of coarse-grained proximal glaciornarine sediments cerîainly supports the contention
that there were copious quantities of subglacial channel debris produced by these glaciers.
However, the lack of an erosional interface between the two tills is still problematic.
In conclusion, the subglacial deformation theory best explains drumlin genesis. Since ice
flow appears to have moulded the drumlins, at least in the later phases of their development, they
can be used as ice flow direction indicators in this area.

Sea Level History

As outlined in Chapter 2, sea level fell rapidiy during deglaciation in many parts of coastal

northwestern B.C. and Alash. Marine inundation due to isostatic depression caused sea levels
to be as high as 230 m above present sea level (Miller, 1972) ai the start of deglacial time. The
Nass River area preserves a great deal of evidence of this marine incursion and provides more

details about sea level change in northwestem B.C.
Marine inundation occurred in the Nass region during deglaciation due to eustatic sea level
rise during the slow isostatic recovery period. The higher relative sea level probably caused
calving, which would have accelerated the retreat of tidewater glaciers. The highest and earliest
manne limit is given by two deltas: one at the town site of Kitsault and another that
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a delta

remnant in the southern part of the Nass Valley northeast of Ksedin Creek (Nass Valley map).
Both are graded to 230 m asl. Deltas at Anyox (Obsenratory Inlet), Greenville, Shumal Creek (Nass
Valley) and Oonahue Creek (Portland Canal), as well as raised braidplains in Sutton and Kshwan
valleys (south of Cambria Ice Field) are graded to a later shoreline of 150 m (Figure 8.22, both
maps). In their terminal zones, Sutton Valley and Kshwan Valley braidplain elevations range from
150 to 160 m. The Aiyansh braid delta (determined by GPR) and the small delta in the town of

New Aiyansh are also graded to about 150 m. The 150 m highstand must have been quite long-

lived, for so many large features to have formed at that tirne. The Aiyansh Braidplain, in particular,

Figure 8.22. a) Raised delta on Portland Canal at Donahue Creek. This large delta is graded to
150 m ad. b) Raised braidplain in Kshwan Valley. The braidplain dips gently in a downvalley
direction to a terminal zone graded to 160 to 150 r n asl. Kshwan River (arrowed) incises the deposit,
but no exposures are available due to heavy forest cover. The boggy areas in the foreground and in
the distance may indicate that tilt or glaciomarine deposits underlie braidplain gravels, fonning an
aquitard.

is an extensive landform. Radar evidence indicates two more minor highstands, one at 185 m and

one at 135 m.
The various sea level highstands imply that sea level was stable at these Ievels for sufficient

periods of time to fom the vanous features, with possible rapid drops in between (Figure 8.23).
The timing of these stable periods is not known. The stable periods may be due to regional glacial

readvances or stillstands that are not well recorded in the Nass River region. There might aiso be
some kind of tectonic control.

time
Figure 8-23. Apparent changes in sea level over time.

CHAPTER NINE

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A number of different methods were used to investigate the Quatemary geology and

glacial history of the Nass River region. Information from ten sections, six drill holes, one seismic
line, twenty ground penetrating radar profiles and from surficial geology mapping work was
combined to determine the stratigraphic succession and depositional history of the region, and
particularly of the Nass Valley. Till fabric analyses, radiocarbon dating and micropaleontological
analyses helped to further elucidate glacial history.

Quaternary Stratigraphy

Surficial geology of the region was mapped. The Kitsault Valley and Nass Valley maps are
found in the map pocket of the thesis. However, they give only a two dimensional view of regional
Quatemary deposits. Stratigraphic information is required to determine the relationships of the
units and the sequence in which they were deposited. The following is the stratigraphic
succession determined for the region. The units are found throughout the study area, but they
are most cornpletely preserved in the Nass Valley (with the exception of Kinskuch till, which is
found mainly in the northeastem part of the study area).

Lithostratigraphic Units and Stratigraphie Sequence, from oldest to youngest:

Bedrock (generally pre-Pleistocene)
Older sediments (Pleistocene)
2a)

Melt-out or flow till

2b)

Fluvial or lacustrine sediments of Olympia age

2c)

Glaciofluvial deposits

Till of the last glaciation (Pleistocene)
3a)

Kwinatahl till

3b)

Kinskuch till

Retreat-phase glaciomarine sediments (Pleistocene)
4a)

lnterbedded proximal deposits

4b)

Distat silty clay deposits

4c)

Fan delta deposits

Retreat-phase glaciofluvial sediments (Pleistocene)
(these deposits are contemporaneous)
5a)

Braidplain deposits

5b)

Braid delta deposits

Postglacial sediments (Holocene)
(these deposits are contemporaneous)
6a)

Neoglacial deposits

6b)

Alluvial deposits

6c)

Colluvial deposits

6d)

Alluvial fan deposits

Sediments that pre-date the last glaciation are rare. They include fluvial or lacustrine gravel,
sand and clay of Olympia age, till and glaciofluvial gravel deposits. There may be up to 200 m of

older deposits underiying till in the Nass Valley (determined by seisrnic reflection). However, the
actual sediment type of these deposits is not known.
Sediments deposited during the hst (Fraser) glaciation include the informally named
'Kwinatahl' and 'Kinskuch' tills. Kwinatahl till is found throughout the study area and can be up to
50 m thick. Kinskuch till is found only in the northeastem part of the study area and is about 4 m

thick, on average. Differing compositions of the tills are interpreted as k i n g due to deposition
during different ice flow phases of the hst glaciation. 60th tills are predominantly lodgement tills,
although Kinskuch till exhibits localiy poor fabrics that may indicate flow till facies.
Retreat-phase sediments include glaciomarine. glaciofluvial and glaciolacustnne deposits.
Glaciolacustrine deposits are extremely rare. Glaciornarine sediments that are up to 50 m thick
overlie Kwinatahl till. Proximal deposits comprise interbedded sitt, sand and gravel thought to be
deposited by subaqueous jets. These deposits grade distally to massive or locally laminated silty
clay deposits. Both types of glaciornarine sediments localty contain dropstones. These
sedirnents are devoid of fossils. possibly because sedimentation rates were high and the water
was too turbid for life forrns. Local beds of sand within the silty day deposits are infened to be due
to sediment flows from fan deltas or from subaqueous jets.
Retreat-phase glaciofluvial deposits erosively overlie the glaciomarine sedirnents. They
include sandy pebble, cobble and boulder gravel that often forms braidplain-braid delta
geomorphic units. Braidplain deposits are horizontally bedded and cut by numerous channels.
Braid deltas are found at terminal zones of braidplains and commoniy display Gilbert-type topset
and foreset beds, with channels found localîy within the topset beds. Deltas without associated
braidplains are common as well. These formed at the rnouths of small, steep valleys.
Postglacial deposits include sandy Neoglacial till of local provenance, alluvial sediments,
colluvial deposits and alluvial fan or fan delta deposits. Colluvium is abundant, occumng most
commonly as a thin veneer on slopes. Alluvial fans overlie bedrock or ghcial sediments and fan
deltas are common in fiords. The Aiyansh Lava Flow is also a postglacial feature.

Glacial Hirtory

In Olympia tirne, nonglacial fluvial or lacustrine environments existed. Codgement till was
deposited by glaciers either before or after this tirne. Ghaal rivers formed some time after the
deposition of the till, but before the last glaciation,
At the height of the last glaciation, ice from the Cordilleran Ice Sheet flowed southwestward
over the Nass River region, rounding and smoothing rnany of the Coast Mountains. The ice was
over 1840 m thick and flowed from an ice divide in the Skeena MountainMlilliston Lake area The
ice sheet incorporated large quantities of soft metasedimentary rocks from the Bowser Lake

Group and deposited them in all parts of the map area as a compact, clay-rich till (Kwinatahl till).
This event must have been highly erosive, as very little evidence of earlier glaciations was found.
Dunng retreat, ice thinned and became restricted to fiords and valleys.

Retreat was

accomplished by calving, thinning and frontal wastage, but ice flowed actively during deglaciation.
Kinskuch till was deposited over Kwinatahl till in the northeastern portion of the study area at this
time. It is of more local provenance than Kwinatahl till and occurs in an area of drumlinized terrain.
The transition from one type of till to the other is gradational, the change possibly having occurred

as ice gradually became valiey confined during deglaciation. The drumlins are believed to have
formed by subglacial deformation of Kinskuch till, which incorporated fluvial sediments from
subglacial channel and possibly flood deposits that were abundant dunng deglaciation.
lce subsequently receded and manne water invaded the isostatically depressed landscape.
This sea level nse probably caused rapid retreat in fiords. Manne sediments were laid down in fiord
areas below manne limit (230 m asl). In the Nass Valley, a major glacier retreated continuously,
apparently experïencing no stillstands. Near the receding ice margin, subaqueous jets deposited
altemating beds of silty clay. sand and grave1that fine distally. As ice continued its retreat, basinal
areas farther down valiey received only sihy &y

input, with or without local influx of slightly

coarser-grained debns frorn fan deltas or subaqueous outwash. Subaqueous ice proximal
deposition continued up valley at the ice margin. Glaciornarine sediments were thus deposited in
a time transgressive manner, following the retreating ice front.

Sea level fall and rapid retreat eventually resulted in glaciers becoming grounded on land.
Meltwater rivers draining the retreating glaciers deposited glaciofluvial gravel and sand, most
commonly as extensive braidplains and deltas. Small glacial lakes forrned locally, but were
relatively uncornmon.

Sea level dropped to 185 ml and the Nass Braidplain North forrned in the Nass Valley, west
of a bedrock rise. The mehater river that formed it incised into earlier glaciomarine deposits. By
the time sea level dropped to 150 ml the rneitwater river had moved to the opposite side of the
bedrock ridge, forming the extensive Aiyansh Braidplain/Braid Detta complex northeast of New
Aiyansh. Sea level remained at 150 m for a relatively long tirne. allowing the formation of a number
of glaciofluvial deltas in the Nass Valley, Observatory lnlet and Portland Canai areas. Two
braidplains also forrned at the north end of Hastings A m

at this time. Sea level subsequently

dropped to 135 m, and a srnall braidplain formed just southwest of the Nass Braidplain North, as
the meltwater river had returned to its original position. The river stayed in this general location
throughout the Holocene, and evolved into the modem Nass River, which incises two of its own
former deposits, the Nass Braidplains North and South. The Aiyansh Braidplain has remained
largely unmodified since its formation.
Colluvium, alluvium, alluvial fan, fan delta and bog deposits forrned on top of glacial
deposits duBng the Holocene. Earthflows forrned in the upper par! of the Nass Braidplain North
as rivers incised into the underlying unstable glaciomarine silty clay deposits.
The region's glacial history conforms to Ken's (1936) and Davis and Matthews' (1944)

model of Cordilleran glaciation. An intense alpine phase of glaciation was followed possibly by a
mountain ice sheet phase and definitely by a continental ice sheet phase, where ice flowed
independently of topography. During deglaciation, the mountain ice sheet phase was reached
when glaciers became confined to valleys and fiords. Intense alpine glaciation, with valley glaciers
only, followed and the modem situation of alpine glaciation was eventually reached.

Comparison Of Regional Glacial History To Other Parts Of British Columbia

Pleistocene Deposits
The lower till at the Kiteen River Section is the only evidence of pre-Fraser glaciation.
Pollen from the Olympia-age clay of Kinskuch Valley shows that the area was a spruce forest just
prior to Fraser Glaciation.

The thick accumulations of advance-phase glaciofluvial sediments so common elsewhere
are extremely rare. The only example of such a deposit is the unit interpreted as glaciofluvial at the
Kiteen River Section, and even this may actually be a retreat-phase deposit from an earlier
glaciation. Other locations where advance-phase glaciofluvial sediments are found include
coastal southwestern B.C. (Quadra Sand, Clague 1981, 1986). the Kamloops area (Fulton, 1975,
Ryder et al., 1991). the Fraser-Chilcotin area (Eyles and Clague, 1991). Quesnel area (Eyles,
1987), Bulkley River and Terrace-Kiimat area (Clague, 1984b), Stikine River area (Ryder and
Maynard, 1991) and the Fort St. John region (Clague, 1981). Their rarity in the study area m y be
due to vigourous, highly erosive ice flow.
Unlike some other parts of B.C., the continental ice sheet phase appears to have been
reached in this northern coastal region. This implies that montane ice was overridden by
Cordilleran ice and flow directions were locally reversed.
Kwinatahl till is comparable to till deposited elsewhere during the mountain and intense
alpine phases of Fraser Glaciation. Other tills deposited at this time include the Vashon till of
Vancouver (Clague, 1981), Kamloops drift till (Fulton, 1975). reworked till in the Skeena Valley
(Clague, 1984), lodgement till in Bulkley Valley (Clague, 1984) and lodgement till near Quesnel.
One difference is that Kwinatahl till was also deposited in the study area during the continental ice

sheet phase.
Restriction of ice to valleys occurred in the study

area dunng deglaciation. This was also a

comrnon feature during deglaciation in the Tenace-Kitirnat region (Clague, 1984b), Stikine area
(Ryder and Maynard, 1991). and the Babine Lake region (Levson et al., 1997).

Glaciomarine sediments in the study a m are correlative to glaciornarine deposits in the
Terrace-fithmat region (Clague, 1986). However, subaqueous fans of the Nass Valley were not
able to grow into ice contact deltas as they did to the south, probably because there were no
long-lived stillstands of the Nass Glacier. The Kiisault Delta did evolve in this way, but by the time
the deita stage was reached, ice had retreated from the area. Nass region glaciomarine sediments
are broadly correlative with the Capilano sediments of southwestem B.C. (Armstrong, 1981).
The ice stagnation that occurred in interior regions (e.g. in the Kamloops area; Fulton,
1975) did not occur at

al in this coastal transition zone. Major glacial lake sediments that are

common in the inteflor are also lacking.
The extensive glaciofluvial braidplains and deltas are similar to thick fluvial retreat

sequences elsewhere: the Fort Langley Formation, southwestem B.C., channel deposits near
Quesnel (Eyles, 1987) and braidplains in northern B.C. (Ryder and Maynard, 1991). They are
different from the Tenace region braidplains (Clague, 1984b) in that they are not ice-contact
features that fonned at the highest manne limit- However, minor ice contact deltas at 100-130 m,
that were built in the Terrace (Thomhill) area a few hundred years after the 200 m deitas formed
(Clague, 1984b). may correlate roughly to the 135 m braidplain of the Nass Valley. The deltas that
forrned at the Nass area's marine Iimit of 230 m Iikely correlate to the 200 m ice contact braidplains
and braid deltas of the Terrace region (Clague, 1984b).

Sea Levels
Sea fevel rise during early deglaciation probably caused rapid glacier retreat in the Nass and
other fiord valleys. The manne limit of 230 m is the highest recorded to date in B.C., but it is
comparable to a 230 m Iimit in Juneau (Miller, 1973). It is also close to the 200 m marine Iimit
reached in Kitimat between 13 and 11 ka BP (Clague et al., 1982b), and near Terrace at 10.5 ka
(Clague, 1984b). Sea level fell from this elevation to 115 m in less than 1000 years (Clague,
1983). A rapid sea level drop also occurred in the Prince Rupert region (Barne and Conway,
1998, Clague et al., l982b).

As Kitsautt and New Aiyansh are approximately the same distance inland from the coast

as

Tenace, and since Tenace Ïs the closest dated location to New Aiyansh, the 230 m sea level in

the study area was likely reached at some time around 10.5 ka BP. Rapid sea level fall ensued, as
at Kitimat and Prince Rupert, however, important stalls occurred at 185, 150 and 135 m asl. The
150 m highstand was particularly long-lived. Glaciers had retreated from manne areas by this time,

so retreat must have been more rapid than in Terrace (due to uninterrupted retreat?). Highstands
of 185 and 150 rn were also interpreted from units at Juneau (Miller, 1972); the f o m r are older

than 9.3 ka BP. However, Juneau is quite far from the Nass River region and is not inland from the
coast, so the date and the sea level highstands are not comparable.
Sea level dropped to 120 m in the Tenace a m by 10.1 ka BP and to 35 rn by 9.3 ka BP.
Present sea level was reached by 8-8.5 ka BP (Clague, 1984b). These dates niay be correlative
to the study area. so the 135 m limit was probably reached around 10.1 ka, and present day sea

level by about 8 ka If these dates are correct, then sea level fell rapidly, the drop from 230 to
135 m being accomplished in a few hundred years.

Recommendations for Future Work

Emphasis should be placed on high elevation studies of the Coast Mountains, especially in
northem B.C. Ice flow directions should be determined in these areas to confirm whether or not
Figure 8.5 is correct.
Cosmogenic dating, especially of the rounded ridge areas, would be a good way to get a
better understanding of the timing of glacial events, since there is little radiocarbon datable
material in the area.
More drilling in areas of proximal glaciornarine sedirnentation might be able to reveal the
positions of subaqueous fans (morainal banks) that rmy exist beneath glaciomarine chy in the
Nass Valley. Altematively, seismic work and dBlling in the fiords might be capable of identifying

morainal sills, as well as possible meltwater flood deposits.

A more in depth landforni-sediment analysis of the drumlin fields, preferably with access to
a backhoe, might yield some interesting resuits regarding drumlin genesis.
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Geochernical information was obtained on a number of till samples, a requisite part of
mapping for the Geological Survey of Canada. This was not a drift prospecting study, but the tesutts
are reported here for those who might be interested (Figure A.l).
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This appendix contains the plans for making a weight drop device (Figures 8.1 and 8.2).

The weight drop device is rather heavy and must be moved with a heavy duty hand cart,
A few problems were encountered with the prototype. A handle attached to the base broke

off due to metal fatigue and the base of the pipe eventually broke due to the strain of being lifted
on to the hand cart- The pipe was welded during the field season, but broke again a! the weld.
Modifications to the design were done in the fall of 1997, and included a solid steel shank fit
inside the pipe at the base, and lugs on the base instead of a handle (Figure 6.1). Rope can be

threaded through the lugs for lifting the device onto and off of the hand cart.
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APPLICATIONS

Engineering Properties of Glacial Sediments

Till and bedrock are the best substrates for building foundations, however till has poor
drainage qualities.
Glaciomarine clays make poor building sites because their low beanng st rengths, tendency
to liquefy, poor drainage and propensity for water expulsion under load result in subsidence and

downslope movement.
The abundant gravelly glaciofluvial deposits are well drained, easy to excavate and have a
high beanng capacity (cm hold a signifiant weight without subsiding). However, in areas where
these deposits oveilie thick glaciomarine day that is undercut by rivers (e.g. earthflow a m in
northeast part of Naçs Valley map), their stability is questionable- Other sites where earthflows
have not occurred m y still be problematic building sites because the weight of a structure may
cause underlying glaciomarine sediments to fail as they did dunng the construction of the Alcan
smelter in Kitimat (Clague, 1984b). An example of such an area is the Nass Braidplain North Delta
(number 5 in Figure 7.34).

Although alluvial and colluvial fans are coarse-grained and have high beanng strengths,
building is not advised due to the danger of future debris flows, rock falls or other catastrophic
events in their vicinity.

Groundwater

Glacial sediments in the Nass valley are abundant; some make excellent aquifers, some do
not.
Interbedded proximal glaciornarine grave1 and sand, make excellent aquifers. As these
deposits are commonly overlain by chy, 1 is possible for artesian conditions to exist, but that

depends on the attitude of the proximal deposit. if it titts toward the surface and becomes
recharged by rainfall, then downslope artesian conditions could conceivably occur. However, no
artesian conditions were encountered in any of Our drill holes. if a well is drilled in surface clay, it
would be wise to attempt to hit the proximal glaciomarine deposits that m y exist at depth. Iftill is
encountered directly beneath the day (which is highly possible), the well will be very poor and
drilling should be tned elsewhere.
Braidplain and braid delta deposits act as unconfined aquifers because they rest on
impermeable deposits such as glaciomarine chy or till. The position of the water table is highly
dependent on weather.
Fan deltas, alluvial fans and colluvia1 fans are aquifers of intermediate quality due to their

limited recharge areas and variable underlying deposits. In addition, limited lateral continuity of
penneable (non-diamicton) sediments limits groundwater flow in these types of deposits.
Till almost invariably overlies bedrock and is an extremely poor groundwater source. Once
till has been encountered by drilling, there is no point in dnlling further.

Aggregate Resources

The Nass Valley is especially rich in glaciofluvial deposits. The rounded gravel and sand of
these units are a good source of aggregate for road building, for fill, and for use in concrete and
asphalt. In some parts of B.C., such deposits are commonly not available due to coverage by
uban sprawl. This is not the case in the Nass Valley, so aggregate or concrete production may be
viable industries there. Forests could be replanted in the underlying glaciomarine clay after gravel
rernoval to minimize the environmental impact of such operations.
Glaciofluvial deposits are relatively scarce in other parts of the study area Alluvial fans can
be used as aggregate resources, but they contain much more fine-grained material that would

have to be sieved out.

Potential Hazards

The high precipitation levels, seismic activity and mountainous nature of the area
predispose it to landslides, debris flows, snow avalanches and earthflows.
Slumps and landslides in till and glaciofluvial sediments are common where they are
undercut by river flow or road construction. Till c m hold a steeper face than gravel and is less
susceptible to dumping than gravel, but it is still a problem as it also fails (Figure D.1).
The numerous debris flows and landslides on mountain slopes show that sudden
catastrophic failure is very common in this region. Debris flows will likeiy occur again in areas of
past activity (marked on rnaps by debns flow tracks), particulady when heavy autumn rains and
storms cause oversaturation of slope sediments. Rock slides and rock avalanches may be
triggered by earthquakes, so their future locations are less predictable, although they are more
Iikely to occur on mountain sides where bedrock fractures and faults dip in a downslope direction.

Avalanche tracks are also shown on the rnaps. Snow avalanches can be serious road and
togging hazards.
Flowslides or earthflows have occurred in glaciomanne clays overlain by glaciofluvial gravel
in the Nass Valley and at Kitsault. The Kitsault slide occurred at the edge of the 230 m delta (see

Deltas, Chapter 4), where gravel overlies siity clay. The base of the clay is subject to wave erosion
in Alice A m . Part of a trailer park succumbed to the slide and the area is currently fenced off. The
Nass Valley earthflows are shown on Nass Valley map. All have occurred because of fluviai

incision into gravel and clay. Undercutting by streams into steep glaciomanne clay banks seems to
be an important mechanism in earthflow generation. Another important factor is that the

glaciomarine day is likely a sensitive clay, or one prone to this type of failure (see SEM Analysis,
Appendix E). Simihr earthftows have occurred in glaciomarine sediments near Tenace (Clague,
1978, Geertsema and Schwab, 1995).

Given the status of earthflows that have already occurred, areas of predicted future
instabilrty are those where glaciomarine chy is undercut by Stream or wave action. Overfying
glaciofluvial gravels are probably not necessary for sliding to occur, they are simply a comrnon

Figure D. 1 . Debris slide from till slope adjacent to logging road. Figure for scale is circled.

overlying deposit in the region. Areas of possible future instability (see both maps for locations)
include the following: 1) the Kiisault Delta area, 2) the Anyox deita area, 3) the Donahue Creek
delta, 4) the Sutton and Kshwan braidplains, 5) the Greenville deita area, 6) parts of the Aiyansh
Braidplain that have been strongly undercut (e.g. Kiteen River area, Seaskinnish Creek mouth
area), 7) the Shurnal Creek area (upstream of alluvial fan) and 8) ail areas of glaciomarine blanket or
glaciofluvial blanket/braidplain/deltathat are subject to wave or river erosion.
Areas where the glaciomarine day is not thick (e-g. the Tseax Creek Section) or where
glaciofluvial deposits are underiain by bedrock (e.g. New Aiyansh deita) should be reasonably

stable.
At Kitsault, the slide deposit niay protect the surrounding area because it keeps wave
action away from the unaffected glaciomarine sediments, However, areas adjacent to it are a! risk.
Damming of the river at Anyox may have reduced the potential for sliding there. The creek at
G reenville does not seem to be eroding into manne sediments (because 1 is rip-rapped?), so it is

safe there for the moment, however, a watch should be kept on it and buildings should be kept
away from Greenville Creek. Gitwinksilkw's glaciomarine deposits appear to be rnainly proximal
gravelly deposits, so sliding is unlikely there. Earthflows have occuned recently on the Aiyansh
Braidplain at the Kiteen River section (Figure 0.2). and more can be expected in this area. The
Kiteen bridge is an area that is now incised to bedrock, but a change in direction of the river could
cause problems on the braidplain just to the northeast. Seaskinnish Creek is also incised into
bedrock near its mouth, but upstream areas may be susceptible to sliding.
Al1 of the earthflows in the Nass Valley at the noRh end of Nass Valley rnap are inactive
because streams

are cunently incised into bedrock. However, upstream areas that are incised

into clay are likely still hazardous.

APPENDIX E
RADIOCARBON OATING AND MICROPALEONTOLOGICAL ANALYSES

Radiocarbon Dating

A number of organic samples were radiocarbon dated to determine the timing of gbcial

events. Their locations are shown in Figure E.1 and the dates are listed in fable E.1. Bulk dates
were done at the Geological Survey of Canada (hb numbers starting with GSC) and Accelerator
Mass Spectrometry (AMS) dates were done at IsoTrace Labs (TO)and Beta Analytic (Beta).

Sample

Easting

Northing

Material

RI
R2

469728
47651 4
481 279
496875
496875
464060
492038
506910

610311 1
6096501
6104082
6164400
6164400
6097250
61 18953
6137750

deciduous bak
leaf fragment
woody detritus
terrestrial moss
Equisetum sp.
deciduous wood (Sali*?)
deciduous wood
peat

R5

R7
R7
-

R8

R12
RI 3

TO-6352
GSC-6164
TO-6354
Beta-124778
GSC-6147
GSC-6150
Beta-130442

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

modern
1960 f 50
27 130 f 280
30 080 170
590 60
280 f 50
2830 k 40

+
+

Table El. Radiocarbon dates.

The two modern dates, R I and R2, were derived from samples collected from a Holocene
alluvial fan and a glaciolacustrine deposit. The alluvial fan sample (RI) was overlain by 50 cm of
horizontally and cross-laminatedvery fine- to mediurn-grainedsand, and another 50 cm of cobble
gravel. The section was incised down to 4.5 m by the modem Stream channel. Evidently the
aggradation and incision al1 occurred in recent times. The glaciolacustrine sampie (R2) was found
at an elevation of 350 m. was enclosed in day, and was overlain and underlain by glaciofluvial

gravel, sand and si&. This deposit cannot be modern, so the leaf fragment must have been a

Ice bodies

Water bodies

Figure E. 1. Locations of various sarnples taken for radiocarbon datuig.

contaminant introduced into the sample. lt is not known how this happened, as only horizontally
bedded clay was sampled, after removal of the slumped outer surface of the section.
m) organic mat ovemng till that was formedy a bog.
Sample R5 is from a high elevation (W
The bog is of late Holocene age and it drained sometime after 2000 years ago.
Sample R7 was taken from a road cut in Kinskuch Valley. It is the same sample as 97723-31,
Kinskuch Valley Section, Figure 5.7. The organic sample was actually taken a year before the
section was described, hence the different sample number. Terrestrial m s s (identified by R.
Mathews, Biological Sciences Dept., SFU) was initially AMS dated (TO-6354). lt was considered

in situ as it formed mats of a single species. When this age turned out to be interstadial, a second
age was obtained from flattened stems of Equisetum sp. in the same sample (Beta-124778). This
age is slightly older, possibly due to the different labs at which the samples were dated. The site
is interglacial, correlative to the Olympia Nonglacial Intewal of southem B.C.
R8 was a large wood sample from a bank of the Nass River. lt was overlain and underlain by
1.1 m and 0.4 m of massive grey day, respectively, and overiain at the surface by 40 cm of

honzontally bedded, imbricate pebble-cobble (fluvial) gravel. It was thought that the clay might be
glaciomanne, but the young age shows that this is a fluvial deposit of the Nass River, possibly an
abandoned channel.
R I 2 was a sample of wood from the Aiyansh hva flow. It came from a lava-encased tree
trunk in growth position (Figure E.2). Moss growing on the top of the stump was avoided when
sampling. Since 8 cm of trunk was missing at the edge of the tree mould and there was an average
of 5 ringslcm in the sample collected, the date is about 40 years too old. As this was a bulk date
several rings were pulverized
280

-

-

it is probably another 10 years older. The calendar dates for the

+ 50 radiocarbon years BP date are 1526-1557 or 1629-1663 A.D.

Subtracting 50 years, the

new calendar ages are 1476-1507 or 1579-1613 A.O.
R I3 is a bog bottom sample from a large bog on the Aiyansh Braidplain. It was hoped that a
Iimiting age for deglaciation could be obtained from this sample. Unfortunately, the bog appears to
have formed in late Holocene time.

Figure E.2. Tree tmnk in growth position (arrowed) within a lava flow tree mould, looking down into
vertical cylindrical hole. Radiocarbon sample R I 2 was taken from the base o f the mink, where there
was no moss.

In conclusion, no limiting ages for deglaciation were acquired from these samples.

Micropaleontological Analyses

Clay samples were taken for a number of microanalyses. Their locations are shown in Figure
E.3.

Diatom Analyss
Diatoms are phytoplankton that IRre in fresh water and manne environments. Their frustules
are generally well preserved because they are made of silica, a substance resistant to both
physical and chernical weathering. Intrkate details can be made out under the microscope,
enabling identification to species level in most cases. Where the exact species is not known, the
environment of deposition can still be determined from taxonomy texts.
The resufts of diatom analysis by the author on various day samples are listed in Table E.2.
No more than one individual of each species was found in any sample. Most samples are from the
Nass Valley (marked NV in Table €2);
others are from various parts of the Nass River region. The
habitats of each species are listed in Table E.3.

Ice bodies

Water bodies

Figure E.3. Location of clay sarnples for micropaleontological analyses.

96628-03a
96628-03b
96811-01
96814-08
96816-01
96819-06
96820-01
96820-02
96820-05
96820-06
97723-30
97723-31

97723-32

Earting Northing

Species

Sample
Number

barren
Amphora libyca

498923
498923

61271 56
61 27 156

barren

49371 0

61 18175
6199641
61 19400
6146025
6127125
6134209
61 31029
6141 102
16164400
16164400

Pinnularia subcapitata 488 108

barren
497900
barren
469950
492910
barren
4961 82
barren
494585
barren
497975
barren
1
496875
barren
496875
Neidium
septentrionale [
Pinnularia sudetica 1
Pinnularia sp.
496875 61 64400
barren
I

I

I

barren

Samole E

494290

61 1841O

Contewt
NV: fresh clay near srnall delta section
NV: weathered clay near small delta
section
NV: Tseax section
inland GL clay. 1 km north of White River'
NV: Aiyansh grave1
pit
r
Kitsault flowslide
NV: 3 km northwest of Old Aiyansh
NV: just east of Kwinamuck Lake
NV: 2 km south of Kshadin Creek
NV: 2.5 km north of Kshadin Creek
clay at 640 cm. Kinskuch section
organic bed, at 660 cm, Kinskuch
section
,
(also 14C sample JJS-R7: 27 ka BP)
1

I

1

fine-grained sand, 680 cm, Kinskuch
section
drill hole 98-6-1001. 25 m depth

Table E.2. Locations and results of diatorn analyses.

Ecology (Foged, 1981, Hartley, 1996, Patrick
and Reimer, 1975)

Species
I

96628-03b
96814-08
97723-31
-

Amphara libyca
Pinnulana subcapitata
Neidium se~tentnonale
Pinnularia sudetka
Pinnularia sp.

[

alkaline. standing or slowly flowing fresh water
fresh water of neutral pH, low mineral content
fresh water
fresh water sphagnum bog
fresh water

Table E.3. Diatom ecology.
As evident from Table E.3, all of the samples are nearly or completely devoid of diatoms.
Only five individual diatoms are present out of 78 prepared slides. This indicates that the

depositionai environment was not conducive to diatorn communities. One Pinus pollen grain was

I

found in sample El and a few unidentified pollen grains were noted in other barren samples.
Pollen, though not cornpletely absent, is also extremely rare.
Five individuals, all of different fresh water species, were identified (Tables E.2 and E.3).
Three of these are from sample 97723-31 (also called sampk R?), which is the Olympia age
organic deposit from the Kinskuch Valley section (Figure 5.7). Equisetum sp. and terrestrial moss
present in this deposit indicate that it was a peat bog in Olympia tirne. The freshwater diatoms are
consistent with this interpretation.
All of the samples from the Nass Valley, except 96628-03b, are banen. Sample 96628-03b
is from a section near the Nass Camp Delta, where fluvial input

was obviously a factor, so the

Amphora libyca diatom is likely allochthonous. The diatom of 96814-08 is autochthonous, since it

is from a glaciolacustrine clay well above manne Iimit, The KÏtsault sample was also barren, despite
the presence of foraminifera in it (see Foraminiferal Analysis).
Weathering of the Nass Valley days was not a problem for preservation, since the
weathered sample of 96628-03 yielded one diatom, while the unweathered sample had none.
Dissolution is unlikely as al1 diatoms were well presewed.
tt

is considered unlikely that the Nass Valley and Kitsault fiords were chemically unable to

support diatoms. The bedrock is a siliciclastic turbidite sequence, which, if anything, should have
been conducive to silicic frustule development.

There is no evidence for excessively acidic

conditions in these areas, nor for repeated drying out episodes. Hypersaline conditions in a cold
glacial environment are unlikely.
In short, diatorns should have been able to live in the Nass Valley fiord. Since they did not,
the problem must have k e n one of Iight transmission, rapid sedirnentation, or both. There rnay

not have been enough light getting through the water column possibIy because the system was
too turbid or because ice was present. In turbid modem fiords of B.C. and Alaska, less than 1% of
daily sunlight penetrates the first metre of surface water during periods of high discharge (Syvitski
et al., 1991). These conditions could have been easily achieved during deglaciation. Rapid

sedimentation might cause dilution of diatom communities, so that a very large quantity of day

wouid have to be sampled in order to get reasonable concentrations of diatoms for analysis.
However, if sedimentation exceeds 20 crn/a, organisms cannot exist (Syvitski et al., 1986).
An ice shelf environment is a possibility, but none exist in present day temperate fiords due
to active calving at tidewater fronts. AIso, since there are three deltas and braidplains graded to
various sea levels in the Nass Valley, open water conditions must have existed for a long time.
The ice shelf option is thus ruled out.
The hck of diatoms does not lend insights into the siiîy day depositional environment of
the Nass Valley or Kisault areas. Turbidity and rapid sedimentation rates may have combined to
prohibit photosynthesis, or abundant sediment supply alone may have swamped diatom
production.
Rare freshwater diatoms in the White River and Kinskuch areas are considered
autochthonous in the glaciolacustrïne and interglacial peat bog environments in which they were
found, although their paucity remains unexplained.

ForaminiferalAnalysis
The results of foraminiferal analyses are presented in Table E.4.

Table E.4. Locations and results of foraminiferal analyses on day samples and day from
radiocarbon samples.

T. Patterson of Carleton University analyzed the foraminifera. The peat in sample 96819-06

rnay be a contaminant introduced into the day by mass movement, as this sample was retrieved
from an earthflow at Kiisault. The following is paraphrased from his Febniary 2, 1997 report on the
samples:
Foraminifera were only recovered from sample 960819 4 6 , and that fauna consisted of only
a f ew specimens of Cassidulrna reniforme, Cribroelphidium excavatum. and Entosolenia Iineata,
However, two of these species characterize very distinct environments and can thus provide data
important to the paleoenvironmental interpretation of the unitCassidulina reniforme is associated with ice proximal glaciornarine environments today and
has been reported from similar late glacial environments in eastem Canada and British Columbia.
Cribroelphidium excavatum is widely distributed at shallow depths in temperate and polar
seas in the present day, and is common in late Pleistocene glaciomarine deposits, where it

commonly constitutes 50-80% of the foraminiferal fauna. In temperate environments its presence
indicates a salinity below that of standard sea water. Although several forms of C.excavatum exist,
the 'clavatum'variant is the only one collected from the sample, as is the case with specimens
observed in Fraser Delta deposits dating from the earty postglacial (Patterson and Cameron,
1991, Patterson and Luternauer, 1993). This f o m is indicative of either cold, normal marine

waters (sometimes described as a "warm ice rnargin fauna') or of water characterized by slightly
reduced salinities. The dominance of the 'crhvatum' form suggests that the water temperature

andior salinity in the area were sornewhat lower than normal marine values.
Since the sample with foraminifera is from clay overlain by the 230 m glaciofluvial delta at
Kitsault, the interpretation of an ice proximal glaciomarine delta that evolved into an ice distal delta
(Chapter 4) is supported. All &y
glaciomarine in origin.

deposits below 230 m are therefore interpreted to be

PalynologrCal Analysis
The results of this anafysii (done by M. Pellatt, Biological Sciences Dept., SFU) are
presented in Table E.5.

Sample
Number

Pollen
Present?

Easting

Northing

96628-03a
96820-05
97723-27
97723-27

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

498923
494585
496875
496875
496875

61271 56
6131029
6164400
6164400
6164400

1

1

Context

1

1

NV: fresh clay near small delta section
NV: 2 km south of Kshadin Creek
Kinskuch Valley section
Kinskuch Valley section
Kinskuch Vallev section

Table E.5. Locations and results of pollen and palynomorph analysis.

It appears that the glaciomaflne clay is barren of pollen, dinofiagellates or acritarchs, which is
unusual. Since it has been suggested that there was no ice cover over the glaciomanne
environment of the Nass Valley, sedimentation rates must have been extrernely high for windborne pollen to not be present. A number of factors now point to extremely rapid and turbid
marine sedimentation during deglaciation.
The samples taken from the Kinskuch Valley section (Figure 5.7) are dominated by spruce

pollen (Table E.6). This means that a spruce-dominated forest existed in the region during the
Olympia Nonglacial Interval. This type of forest has no modem analogue and indicates that climate
at that time was cooler than present.

Pollen Species

97723-27
(JC)

Picea
Pinus - Diploxylon
Chenopodiiae
Lycopodium
Selaginella selaginoides
Cedrus f reworked)

85.4
O
0.5
O
O
14.1

97723929
(JC)

97723-31

97.2
O .4
O
O
1.2
1.2

83.3

(JC)

.

1 .O
O
O .7
13.5
1.5

Table E.6. Percentages of pollen types found at the Kinskuch Valley section.

X-radiography was conducted on drill core samples to obtain a better idea of the mode of
sedimentation in the cores. A variety of x-ray settings were tested on sample D from Drill Hole
98-6-1001, the only sample with lamination visible to the naked eye. The laminations in the

sample are l e s than 1 mm thick and they were not detected by x-radiography. No dropstones
were detected either, but this was not surprising, as none are visible in the sample. Laying the
sample in a box filled with fine-grained sand to enhance the x-ray contrast did not improve the

s not
results. Either the features are too fine for detection or the x-ray device available at SFU i
powerful enough to pick them up. Since laminations were not highlighted in the laminated
sample, only one massive sample was checked for structure and possible dropstone content
(with the same results) and then x-radiography was discontinued.

SEM and XRF Analysis

SEM (Scanning Electron Microprobe) anaîysis was used to look at grain shapes within the
silty clay and XRF (x-ray fluorescence) was used for elemental analysis on sample E from Drill Hole
98-6-1001. The SEM-XRF machine of the Dept- of Physics, SFU, was used.

No NaCl was found. For certain siit grains, the atomic percentage of each element is listed
in Table E.7. along with the mineralogid interpretation, Feldspars are expressed in the Or-AbAn system, showing the relative percentage of orthoclase. albite and anorthite or K, Na and Ca.

1 bulk clay

0.17

1

6.08 0.00

L

1.90 17.75 69.69

19.10 70.88

5.34

3.44 1.19 0.53

0.00

0.31

0.16 3.48 0.00

0.00

1

labradorite

(Na.Ca)(AI)1.2(Si)3.208

1

Table E.7. Atomic percentage of efements identified by XRF, with postulated mineral
formula and mineral identification.

In Figure E.4a. an SEM photograph, the hrger grains are silt-sized (10

- 20

pm) and are

subangular to subround. The clay fraction is more difficult to see, but grains are also subangular
to subround and appear somewhat, but not completely, flaky.
A bulk analysis on the day (within black dashed square) revealed mostly Si and Al, with

minor amounts of Na, Mg, Fe, K, and Ca. A very small amount of Ti is present (Table E.7). The
grain labelled A, is the sodium feldspar albite (OrAbdn,).

Fe is present as in impurity. Grain A, is

also albite (Ordbdn,) and grain Q, is quartz (96% Si; O is not identified with XRF), with
impurities. Quartz may be one source of the titanium (nitilated quarîz?) in the bulk day. Grain L is
labradorite (Or,Ab&n,).

Feldspars appear to be a common constituent of the sitt-sized fraction.

Figure E.4. Scanning electron microprobe analyses h m Sarnple E, Drill Hole 98-6-100l,25 m depth.
a) Silt and clay with grain identifications. Scaie bar (wide black bar) is 16.2 mm. Bulk clay analysis
was done withui the white dashed box. b) Another portion of the slide, with grain identifications.
Scale bar is 15.8 mm. c) Near the edge of the slide, with grain identifications. The pale area in
grain O is where the MU: sampled the grain. Scale bar is 15.8 mm.

Figure E.4b a b contains angular and subangular siit grains with flaky and granular claysized particles. Q, and Q, are quartz, vuhile A, and A, are albite.

The latter four elemental

concentrations were not calculated, as they were immediately recognized by the peak signatures
of the XRF. Grain BG (the white grain) S slightly different, with a lower Si to Al ratio than the
feldspars (2.4 compared to 4 or 5) and a noticeable presence of Fe and some Ti. A 2:1 ratio of K :
Ca, with no Na, means it cannot be a feldspar. It is interpreted as biotite or glauconite with Ca and
Ti substituting for some of the K. This is another source of titanium in the bulk day. P is obviously

pyrite, with a 2:1 ratio of S to Fe.
Figure E.4c is another section of the slide. The paler areas in grain O are where the XRF
analysis was done. This grain is orthoclase (Or,&barb) (potassium feldspar). Grain A, is albite
and Q, is quartz, both detemined solely from XRF peaks on the screen.
Geertsema (1998) found the sitt size fraction of a Nass Valley chy sample to be quartz,
feldspar, chlorite and illite, and the clay size fraction to be the same except that it lacked feldspar.
In summary, the glaciomarine sifty day of the Nass Valley consists mainly of feldspar and
quartz, with minor biotitelglauconite, pyrite, chlorite and illite. Expandable clay minerals that would
prevent sensitive clay development (Berry and Torrance, 1998) are not present. The presence of
silicates and non-swelling clay minerals such as iltite predispose these sitty clays to earthflows.
They allow the liquid Iimit and remoulded shear strength to drop when salt is removed, setting the
stage for faifure.
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dependent on source sediments; forms by giavilational p~oceSSessuch as debns
Row. nxkfall, earthflow and snow avalanche
.

-

Cd(uvl.I B l m k ~
diamicton; generaliy found on valley fiaors; thickness

w2m

CdluviaIApron: bouldery diamicton; foms a talus apron or sheet at foot of steep
slope; little or no vegetation where active; thickness > 2 m, th~ckeningtoward base of
slope
Cdluvi.1 Fm: bouldery diamicton wjth a sandy matnx; ~ m steep
s fan or cone shaped
bodies at b o t of steep bedrock slopes; depasited by debris How and rock avalanche;
thickness up to 10 m near fan midpoint
LMd.Iid@ SdImdnts: bouldery dimicton; mainty silty clay if accompanied by
eaRnflow symbol; forms hummacky terrain; little or no vegetaüon if recenr; thickness
3-20 m

-.

Cdluvl.1 Vemec dimicton; takes f o n of underrying surfàce; discontinuous cover with
numerous areas of exposed bedrock; îhickness 1 10 2 rn
/

U n d i v i M Calluvf.1Sedimenlt: mixture of colluvial blanket. apron. fan. landslide and
veneer, which cannot be subdivided a? this map SC&; thickness > 2 m
Allwal Deposits: gravel and sand. with minor siif: moderately to well sorted; clasts
generiuly subroundedio well mnded; deposifed by rivers either within channels or
as overban#depaus
.

.

AlluvW Pldn: grave;and sand; massive to sÿetified; moderate& to well soned; local&
overlain by peat and organic-n'chsiif deposited in abandoned channels and on
floodplain surface; foms flat plains occupied by singb or mulbjile channel rivers;
includes deltas at mouths of mqor rivers; thickness 2 to 10 m, > 10 m in deltaic
seîûitgs
Alluvlal Fan: diamicton, gravel and sand; matrix support&, massive to weaWy
strabîïeû, poorly soned; interbedded with moderately fo well soned, clast suppofted,
bedded fluvial gravel and sand; foms fan shaped bodies where rivers enter larger
valleys; deposited by debris fiows and sfreams: thickness up ro 70 m at fan midpoint

Fan Dslb: diamiclon, gravel and sand; massive to smtided; subaerial facies same as
alluvial fans. subaqueous facies consisbng of interbedded silt dey. sand and gravel;
beach facies predominanw pebbie-cobble gravel. with boulder concentration at high
tide fine; foms where alluvial fans meet marine water; thickness 3 lo 15 m
GLACIAL DEPOSITS
Neoglacial Deposits: damicion (till); grey, massive, matrix supported; subangular fo
angula, striated granule to boulder sixed clasts set in silty sand or sand rnatnx; ICIOS~
to slighty compact, commonly unwathered; fonned by meIf& from /ce and found
sunoundhg modern alpine glaciers and jce fie&; deposired dunng Wacene
glaciatim
N.ogI.ckl Till Bknkat till; locally tàrrning flights of recessional moraines; thkkness 2 to
40 m

N+ogkcl.l
Till V e r t a c till; discontinuous cover with numemus amas of exposed
bedrock; takes hm,of underiying surface; thickness 1 to 2 m

PROGLACIAL DEPOSITS

G1acidacustn.m Depits: laminated siif. clay and minor sand dep&ed in iakes
ponded by glacial ice: well sane& dfqxtones cexnmon, macmfassils absent

Gkc-uMina
B h k s t r siif, clay, minorsand; inegular or confofms to u n d e e n g
surface; thickness > 2 m
Glacimrine Depcssits: 'massive bkregreY ofsreV sihy dai um> mUnr si& Sand and
granule gravel; rarely weakly Iaminated; IOCaly axltaning dropstones: found in
masial areas beiow manne limjt: caafserptuximal dernits ere horizontally bedded
and weli sorted: dista1depositsare dufninated by massive sdty day Mat is weaîherPd
to pale bmwn at the sudace and may contain sait crwls; manne macmfassils are
absent

G l . c B t m Bknkbt: massive s@ clay with minor sand. silt and granule gravel:
.
irregular surface; thickness r 2 rn
Gkclomrrllld Veneur: massive sirty clay with minor Sand. siit and granule gravel;
discontinuous cover wrtti numerous areas of exposed bedrock; lakes forn of
underîying suace; thtckness 1 ?O 2 m
Glawfiuvial Deposits: gravef, Sand, minor siit and clay; poody ru well SOCTed;
deposited by mehater f l o m g away hwn or in contactwith glacial ice: including
deltas graded to former sea levels: ra/ely faulied; clasts commonly mnded and of
more /?cal provenance lhan undedying fi?/

G k c M u v k l Plain: gravel and sand; massive to weakty horizontally bedded; foms flat
surfaces: consjsts offormer outwash plains; bogs common on plain surface; thickness
2to50m
GI.clofluvh1 ûeltr: grave/. sand and si#; poarîy to moderately sorted, angular to well
rounded clasts; forming iiat surfaces; deposited as proglacial marine deltas. often
forming terminal regions of glaciotluvial braidplains; thickness up to 230 m
GIuhnuviaI B k n k e gravel and sand; massrve to weakiy homontafty bedded; foms
inegular sufhce; thickneSS 2 to 20 rn
Gl.clofluvi.1 Vmw: gravel and sand,massive to vaguely homonfally bedded;
discontinuouscover witb large areas of exposed bedrock and local&. colluvial veneer;
takes form of undemitg surface; thickness 1 to 2 m

UndivMsd Glmiotluvt8l Ssdlmmts: glaciofiuvial gravel and sand. with till and
glaciolacustnneclay. undifhxentiateda?this scale of mapping; forms irregular or rolling
terrain; thickness 2 to 20 m
GLACIAL DEPOSITS
Glacial Deposiis: diamic? (till). granule to baulder size clasts in a silt to s:ky Clay
mat& massive. very compact. very poorly sojfed, withangular to submnded
striatecf clasts; comrnonly bluegrey or grey; dominant clast IRhologies an? Bowser
Lake Group sandstone, SiItstone and mudsfone; depasiled directly by glacial ;ce or by
gravity ffow fmin glacial ice

il11 818nk8C oII: conforms 'to and localiy obscures underlying topography; thickness 2
to 20 m

Till V w : tili; disaintinuous cover wNi numerous areas of exposed bedrock and
I d Q , colluvial veneer; m e s f o m of underiying surface; thickness 1 to 2 m
BEDROCK

TriassicJurassic volcanic and sedimentay bedrock of &land arc origin. slightly
metamorphosed,and Cretaceous igneous intrusions; includes minor colluvial and till
veneer, but > 7596 of unit is bedrock

SYMBOLS

Glawflwial Oepouts:grave/. smd, mimr silt a& day;jwody to well &ed;
deposited by mehater fiwing away frwn or in amtact With glacial ice: including
deltas graded to fomer sea levels; m I y fauffed;
clas& commonly mnded and of
more laril provenance than underlying till
Glwknuvkl Phin: gravel and sand; massive weakly horizontaity bedded; foms flat
surhces; consisfs of lonner outwash plains; bogs common o n plein surface: tbickness

2to50m
Ghdofluvkl lWfa: gravel. sand and silt; poortym rnoderately sorted. angula, to vrell
rounded clasts;fbming tlat surfaces; depsitecf as proglacial manne deltas. offen
foming teminal regions of glaciofluvial braidpiains; thickness up to 230 rn
GIadofluvl.1BI.nkot graveland sand; massive to weakty horizontalty bedded; fonns
irregular surface; thkkness 2 to 20 m
Gktlofluvkl Vafnmr: gravel and sand. massive to vague& homontally bedded;
discontinuous cover wtth large areas of exposed bedrock and localty, colluvia.! veneer;
takes fom of underlyrng surface; thickness 1 to 2 rn

Undivfdrd G / ~ ~ u v iSedima:
el
glaciofluvial gravel and sand, with till and
glauo!acclstrine&y, undit%rentiated at Bis scak of mapping; brms ineguhr or rolkng
terrain; thickness 2 to 20 m
GLACIAL DEPOSITS

-

.

Glacial Deposits: diamkton (till). granule to bouMer size clasts in a siit to silty day
matnk massive. very cpmpapact,
very pmdy sotted. with angular to submnded
liihdogies are Bonser
directly by glacial ice or by
gravity flow fmglacral ice
Till BIanket. M;confonns to and localîy obscures underlying topography; thickness 2
to 20 m

7'711Vmssr: 0ïl;'di~continuo~
cover with nurnerous areas of exposed bedrock and
locally, colluvia1 veneer; taKes form of underîying surface; thickness 1 to 2 m

BEDROCK
Pre-Quaternary
TnassrcJurassic volcanic and sedimentary bedrock of island arc onçtn. slightly
metamorphosed. and Cretaceous rgneous rntrvsions; rncludes mrnor colluv~aland bll
veneer, but > 75% of unrt is bedrock
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Unit Boundary (defined, agpmm'mate. assumed).
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iinear bedrock ridge
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Roche moutonnde .

Striatican (ice flow direct!'m knorm; unknown; d&r = 1. younger = 2.
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the Terrain Sciences Division
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GLACIAL DEPûSiTS

Glacr;alDepasits: G ~ m M o n
(till), granule to bouMer çire &sts in a silt tu si& clay
matnx môssive, vety imnpact. very pooriy sort&. witn angukir to s u b ~ ~ ~ r & d
sîriated c~asfs:m m a n l y bluegrey or grey; &minant clast liihdogiés are Bawser
Lake Grwp sandstone, sSIïtstone
and mudstone; depasited direCary by g l W ice or by
gravity flow fmglacial ice
VI16knk.t: ti//; confoms IO and local& obscures underiying topography; thickness 2
. .
to 20 m

Till VY.nssr: t!71;discantinuouscover with numerous areas of expoçed bedrock and
local/y, colluvia1 veneec takes f o m of underlymg surface; th~ickness7 to 2 m
BEDROCK

Pre-Quaternary
TriassicJurassic volcanic and sedimentaty bedrock of island arc ongÏn. slightty
netamorphosed, and Cretaceous igneous rntrvsons; includes minor colluvial and tiII
veneer. but > 75% of unit is bedrock

SYMBOLS
Unit Boundary (defined. approximate, assumeci)

.

Avalanche track
Debris flow track

-

.

Temce sccyp

/

Cique
Meltwater channel (small. large)
Dmmlin (long dmrnlins shown by fwoor more symbois)

Moraine
Linear bedmck ridge

-

-

Roche moutonnde

Srnation (ice ffowdrrecùrecùon
known; unknown: dder = 1. younger = 2,
no numbers = age relauonship unknown)

Stratigraphie section

Radiocarbon date
Glacrers
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LEGEND
POST-fRASER GLACIATION

CdIuvial LJeposits:bouldery gravel wiai day ta sands
SoRed, massive: dominâted by subangular to angular
dedependent
on source sedirnents; f o m by gravitatim
fiow. mckfall. eaearthnow and snow avalanche

Colluvi8l Aprwr: bouldery diamicton; foms a talus
slope; little or no vegetabon where active; thickness
slope

Cdluvial Fan: bouldery diamicton with a sandy mai
bodies at bot of steep bedrock slopes: deposited b)
thickness up to 10 m near fan midpoint
Landd(da Sedimentr: bouldery diamicton; mainly
earthfiow symbol; foms hummocky terrain: /Me or n
3-20 m
Colluvis1 Vmuer: dimicton; takes fom of underty
wth numerous areas of exposed bedrock; thicknw

UndivMsd Colluvi8I SadImentr: mixture of colluv
veneer;which cannot be subdivided ar this map s a
Manne Deposits:

M.dm T l 6 1Fi&

silt and clay. forming tidal fîat in

rivers;thickness 2 to 10 m
Alluvial Depasits: grave1 and Sand, with minor silt; ri
genedly submnded to well rounded: depusited bj
as ovehank depsits

Uluvial Pkln: gmvel and sand; massive to smtifi
Ovedain &y peat and olganic-rkh silt deposited in 6
hodplaip surface: ~ m flast plains occupkd by sir
includes deltas at moutns of major rivers; thicknm
sem'ngs
Alluvial Fm: djmicton, gravel and sand; mavix :
stratrfied, poorly sorted; interbedded with modent
bedded fluvial gravel and sand; fonns fan shaped
vaiieys; deposited by debris tlows and streams: thr

LEGEND
POST+RASER GLACIATION

M &nâ: amamficial
fil1 and mine waste
Organic Deposits:

Orgmlc ddporïts: peat and organicnch sifi; water saturateci; fonned predominantly by
the accumulaoon of plant materiel in bogs. fens, and swamps; thickness > 2 m
CdIwial Depasirs: bouldery gravel wiih c/ay to sand size matJix;boS8, vefy poorly
soned, massive: dominateil by subangukr to angular clasts of lacd bedrr>dr: texture
dependent on souce sediments; fonns by gravrtaticw$ processes such as debris
flow. rqckfdl. earthflow and snow avalanche

Cdluvial Bknket diamicton; genedly found on valley floors; îhickness > 2 m
/

Cdluvlsl Apron: bouldery diamicton; foms a talus apron or sheet at bot of steep
slope; linle or no vegetabon where active; thickness > 2 m. thickening toward base of
slope

Colluvl.1Fan: bouldery diamicton with a sandy matrix: foms steep fàn or cone shaped
bodies at bot of steep bedmck slopes; deposited b y debris flow and rock avalanche;
thickness up to 10 m near fan midpoint
.L.nd.lid8 Sedifner)lr:bouidery dimtcton; rnainty si& clay if accompanied by
earthfiow symbol; foms hummocky terrain; linh? or no vegetation if recent; îhickness
3-20 rr!
Colluvirl Yenmu: diamicton; takes form of undedying surface; drScontinuous cover
with numerous areas of exposed bedrock; thickness 1 to 2 m

UndivMsd Colluvkl S s d i m b : mixture of col\uvial blanket. apron. fan. bndslide and
veneer, which cannot be subdivided at tt?ismap sate; thickness > 2 m

Marins Deposits:

F k : silt and dey, forming tidal flac in brackish water at mouths of major
M m
rivers; thickness 2 to 10 m
Allwial Deposits: gravel and sand. with minor si&; moderately to well sorted: cfasls
~ e n e d l submnded
y
to well rounded; deposited by nvers either within channels or
as 0ve-k
deposrposrts

1

Ailuvkl Plaln: gave1 and sand; massive to smtified;moderateb to wellsorted; locelly
omrlain b y p a r and orgenic-rkh silC dep&ed in abmdoned channels and on
1, ,p d p l a i n surhce; forms f i a pleins occuprerd by single or mumple channel rivers;
~ncludesdeltas et mouths of major rivers; thickness2 to TQ rn, > 10 m in deltaic
settings
Alluvkl Fm: diemicton, gravel and sand; matrix supported, massive to weakly
stratified, poorly sorted; interbedded witn moderately Io well sorled, clast supported,
bedded flwial gravel end sand;fonns fan shaped bodies where niters enter larger
valleys;deposited by debris flows and smams; îhickness up to 10 m at fan midpoint

ALASKA

(Base map unavailable)

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES

Alluvl.1 Fin: diamicton, gravel and sand; ma& supported, massive to weakly
stratified, poorty sorted; interbedded with moderately to well sorted, clast supported.
bedded fluvial grave1and sand; fonns fan shaped bodies where rivers enter 4rger
vaileys; deposited by debris &ws and streams; thickness up to 10 m ar h n midpoint

1

Afd

1

Fan hita: diarnicton. gravel and sand; massive to slraofied; subaenal facies same as
alluvial fans. subaqueous facies consisting of inierbedded sdt. clay, sand and gravel;
beach facres predominanüy pebbk-cobble grave( w m bouider wncentretion at high
cide line; forms where alluvial fans meet marine water; thickness 3 to 15 m
GLACIAL DEPOSfTS

Neoglacial Deposiîs: diamicton (till), grey, massive, matri* suppoRed: subangular to
angular. striated granule IO boulder sized dass set in silty sand or sand mat* loose
to slightly compact. commonly unweathered; fotmed by m e f t d from ice and found
sumnding modem alpine glaciers and ice fields: d e p i t e d during Hdocene
glaciation
llkogI.cid ï i l / Blurket till; locally forming flights of recesy'onal moraines; thrckness 2 to
40 m

Neogkbl77ll V m w r : till; discontinuous cover wnh numerous areas of exposed
bedrock; takes brm of underfying surface; i%ickness 1 to 2 m

FRASER GLAClATiON (Wsconsimn)

-

PROGLACIAL DEPOSiTS

.

,

Glacidacusinne Deposits: laminated silt clay and minor sand deposited in lakes
ponded by glacial ice; well sorfed: dropstones cornmon, macrofossils absent
GI&cloI.cusbrfne BIankets silt. clay, mrnor sand; irregular or conforms to underlying
surface; thickness r 2 m

GlacjomarineDepasits: massive bluegrey or grey siity clay with minor sik sand and
granule gravel; rarely weakiy laminateci: locally containing dropstones; found in
cwastal areas below manne limit; caafserpmx~~rnal
depasits are horizontally bedded
and well sorted; distal deposits are dominated by massive s i 0 clay lhat is weathered
to pale brown at the s u d c e and may contain salt cmsts; manne macrofossils are
absent

GIu:iotn8rIner Blmket: massive sllty ciay with minor sand. silt and granule gravel;
inegular surface; thickness 2 m
GI8cIonurlne V w w a c massive siity Clay with minor sand. siit and granuk gravel;
discontinuous cover with numerous areas of expa3ed bedrock; takes fom of
underiymg surface; thickness 1 to 2 m

Glaciofluv~~al
Depasits: gravel. Sand, minor si/?and Clay; poody to well sotted;
depasited by meltwater flowrtg away from or in contact wiVi glacial ice; including
deltas graded to former sea levels; rarely fautred: clasts commonly rounded and of
more Ilocal provenance than undieflying till

Gkciofluvkl Pkin: gravel and sand; ma&e to weekiy horizontaliy bedded; brms flac
surfaces; consisû of former outwash plans; bogs common on plam surface; îhickness
2to50m
GI8dofluvklm:gravel. s&d and sifi; pooriy Co moderateiy sorteci. angular to well
rounded ci8sts; foming flet surfaces; deposited as proglaualmenne deltas, often
foming terminal regions of gkciofluvial braidplains; î!?icknessup to 230 m
G U c k n u v k l 8 l u , ~grave1 and m d ; massive ta weakiy horizontal& bedded; forms
ineguhr s u h w ; dhiclcness 2 to 20 m

~&cionvkr
Vanom gravel and sand, massive to vaguely horizontal& bedded;
discontinuous cover wiV, large afeas of exposed bedrock and locally, wlluvial veneer;
.rl.ru L-
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Striation (ice flow directt'onkrwwn; unknown; dder = 1. younger = 2.
no numbers = age rdabb0nshipunknown) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
*

Major grave1 pit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES

GLACIAL HlSTORY OF THE NASS RIVER REGION
(Maps 103P/NW and 103PISW)
Surficial geology mwping. shdlow seiunic iellectfon. ground penetfating r r d i r and drilling wera used to
determine the Itritipphy of th.N l u V8If.y and the gl8ti.l hittory of the N u r R i r mgion.

At the height of the l u t gluirtion. ice fiowed wuthwost over the entire region. It drposited a compact till
calied 'Kwinamhl Till'. This ull is dominatecl by B m r Lake Group metudimentm'y mcks ?hich outcmp in
the emtern p8rt of the m8p mi. Kwinitihl Till depositl un be more thm 50 m thick.
As ice thinned during degkuaîion. it becam9 confinsd to d e y s m d fiords. 'Kinskuch Till'. itiII conllining
rounded cluta and vwlunic materiil. fofmod in the northeutern pin of the study ana at this time (map
103P/NW).Kinskuch Till ovedies Kwinrt8hl Till m d occun in an i n a a f drumlinized Urnin.
Sea level rise i t the surt of deglaciation mus& c8tvîng and r8pid rewat qlgiicien in fiord arem. The
maximum marine limit w u 230 m lbove present sea Ievel. This -8 Ievd is rhought to h m been achiwed
around 10 200 y q u r BP. 8nd wmt followed by -id deglmciition and ripid s o i Iwel fal.
Interbedded gr8wI. u n d m d silt m r e dmpositod aubigwoutly r t lhis time in icsproximal gl8cimarine
envimnments. Thme dqmsitr g r a d e h i r ~tol ~murive silty ciay. Apparently, there were no stillrtands;
proximal to distal depositional environmenta migrated 88 aie ice mrrgins mrea1.d. Distaf silty cliy deposits in
the N u s Vdley cui ba up to 25 m thick.
Eventually. ics becune grounded uvalley g1acLn retreatg and sea Iwel droppsd. Extensive meltwater
braidplaiiu formed in front of the glaciers. terminating in marine water and torming large delus. These d e l t u
and braidplains record sea tevels of 185, 150 and 135 m. of which the 150.m highstrnd w u Me longest liied.
ln the upper N u s Valley. one such bmidpliin formed during the 185 m highsmnd. This w u succeeded by
an extenstve brmidplain that formed nottheut of Me t m n of New Aiyrnrh when sea level h8d droppd to 150
m. The meltwater river then moved back to its original location (further w-t) when Sei level w u at 135 m.
forming smdl bnidplu'n southwest of Ma 185 m bnidplrin. Sea level W n fell to is cuvent kvel. The
meltwater mer dvoived into me modem Nasa River and 8ssumed its current course. which incises the 185 m
and 135 m briidpluns.
Rie m a t cornplete Quatemary stfitigrighic sequence is found in the Na88 Valley. Lemi complote
sequences occur elsewhere in the study u e i . Frorn oldeat to youngost. the region's itrrtigr8phy comprises
bedrock. till. gliciomarine proximal deporiîs. glaciomirine disW d w o r i t l and glacioflwid braidplain/briid
delta deposits. HoIocene peat b o p . ailluvium and illwium oveifie al1 of t h m unitS.
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